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by Aleksandr Burtovoi

This Thesis presents the prospects for investigating gamma-ray pulsars with future

Cherenkov facilities, the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) and ASTRI mini-array (pos-

sible precursor for CTA). Gamma-ray pulsars are compact astrophysical objects which

emit photons with energies up to ∼100 GeV. The nature of the gamma-ray emission

from these sources is not fully understood. In addition, the recent detection of the Crab

pulsar with Cherenkov telescopes such as MAGIC and VERITAS at very high energies

(VHE, >100 GeV) challenged current theoretical models. CTA will be a next-generation

ground-based VHE gamma-ray instrument, designed to achieve a sensitivity of the or-

der of one magnitude better than that of currently operating Cherenkov installations.

It will consist of two arrays, one in northern and one in southern hemisphere, each with

a large number of different-sized telescopes. Early observations can be carried out with

CTA precursors, such as the ASTRI mini-array. I simulated the VHE emission from

the 12 most energetic Fermi pulsars. I analyzed the Fermi -LAT data of these pulsars

above 10 GeV and extrapolated their gamma-ray spectra up to ∼160 TeV, in order to

estimate how many of them will be detectable with CTA. In addition, I performed a

detailed investigation of the pulsed VHE emission from the Crab pulsar, simulating the

light curve detectable with CTA. I calculated with which accuracy it will be possible to

study the timing properties of this pulsar with CTA and the ASTRI mini-array. Finally,

I investigated VHE gamma rays from the Vela X region. Assuming different spatial

distributions for the emission from the Vela pulsar wind nebula, I calculated more real-

istic estimates of the significance of the Vela pulsar detection with CTA. Using different

software packages (ctools and Asrtisim), I also studied the extended Vela X emission

and tested the resolving capabilities of CTA and the ASTRI mini-array.
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Studio dell’emissione delle Gamma-ray Pulsars con il Cherenkov Telescope

Array ed il Mini-array ASTRI

Aleksandr Burtovoi

Questa Tesi contiene i risultati di uno studio dell’emissione delle pulsar a raggi gamma

osservate con futuri telescopi Cherenkov, il Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) ed il

mini-array ASTRI (uno dei possibili precursori per CTA). Le pulsar a raggi gamma

sono oggetti astrofisici compatti che emettono fotoni con energie fino a ∼100 GeV. La

natura dell’emissione di raggi gamma da queste sorgenti non è chiara. Inoltre, la recente

rivelazione di emissione di altissima energia (VHE, >100 GeV) da parte della Crab pulsar

con i telescopi Cherenkov MAGIC e VERITAS reppresenta una sfida per attuali modelli

teorici. CTA sarà uno strumento nuova generazione, progettato per raggiungere una

sensibilità un’ordine di grandezza migliore di quella dei telescopi Cherenkov attualmente

in funzione. Esso comprenderà un array in ciascun emisfero con un gran numero di

telescopi di dimensioni diverse. Le prime osservazioni verranno eseguite con precursori di

CTA, come il mini-array ASTRI. Ho simulato l’emissione VHE dalle 12 Fermi pulsar più

energiche. Ho analizzato i dati Fermi -LAT di queste pulsar ad energie superiori a 10 GeV

ed estrapolato i loro spettri gamma fino a ∼ 160 TeV, per stimare quante di loro saranno

rivelabili con CTA. Inoltre, ho eseguito un esame più dettagliato dell’emissione VHE

pulsata dalla Crab pulsar, simulando la curva di luce osservabile con CTA. Ho calcolato

con quali accuratezza sarà possibile studiare le proprietà del timing di questa pulsar

con CTA ed il mini-array ASTRI. Infine, ho studiato l’emissione di altissima energia

(VHE) dalla sorgente Vela X. Assumendo diverse distribuzioni spaziali per l’emissione

della wind nebula della Vela pulsar, ho calcolato stime più realistiche delle significativita

della Vela pulsar con CTA. Utilizzando diversi pacchetti software (ctools e Asrtisim),

ho anche studiato l’emissione estesa della Vela X e verificato la risoluzione angolare

ottenibile con CTA ed il mini-array ASTRI.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Very High Energy Gamma-ray Astronomy

Very high energy (VHE) gamma-ray astronomy investigates astrophysical sources that

emit photons with energies above 100 GeV. It is a relatively new branch of high-energy

astronomy. The first VHE source – the Crab Nebula – was detected in 1989 [1]. Sig-

nificant progress in the investigation of VHE gamma-ray phenomena has been made in

recent years thanks to the entering in operation of ground-based Imaging Atmospheric

Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) such as MAGIC, VERITAS and H.E.S.S. Nowadays,

about 150 Galactic and extragalactic sources are known at VHE (Fig. 1.1).

In general, VHE gamma-ray emission can be associated with the acceleration of relativis-

tic particles (leptons and hadrons). There is a wide range of astrophysical regions inside

our Galaxy and beyond it, where acceleration processes occur with different intensities.

Then it is very important to investigate the TeV energy domain, the highest band of

the electromagnetic spectrum ever observed, because it provides information concerning

the location and nature of particle acceleration in various environments across the Uni-

verse. Detecting energetic gamma-ray photons from different astrophysical objects, we

can study physical processes under particular conditions, unachievable in the laboratory,

and constrain theoretical models of both astrophysics and fundamental physics.

1.1.1 Pulsars

One of the more compact sources of VHE photons is a gamma-ray pulsar, an isolated

rotation-powered neutron star. Its rotational energy is converted into the relativistic

motion of electrons and positrons, which produce gamma-ray emission up to a few TeV.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

Figure 1.1: Map of VHE gamma-ray sources in Galactic coordinates, taken from the
TeVCat catalog [2] as of 07/2015 (http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/).

Gamma-ray pulsars are the subject of this Thesis. They are presented and discussed in

detail in Sect. 1.2.

1.1.2 Pulsar Wind Nebulae

Pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) are strongly connected with pulsars activity. The winds of

relativistic particles produced by the pulsar transfer the rotational energy of the neutron

star to the surrounding medium, forming shocks at which particles are accelerated.

Interacting with the intrinsic magnetic field of the medium and/or with background

photons, these particles produce the non-thermal emission of the PWN that covers the

whole electromagnetic spectrum. Several dozens of PWNe have been observed so far at

VHE [3]. It is the most numerous class of detected VHE objects observed inside and

outside our Galaxy. The extragalactic pulsar wind nebula N 157B located in the large

Magellanic Cloud (LMC) was discovered by the H.E.S.S. Collaboration [4].

The brightest and best studied VHE source in the gamma-ray sky is the Crab Nebula.

This PWN is used as a standard candle for TeV observations. Investigations of the

Crab Nebula emission performed at all wavelengths (from the radio up to VHE gamma

rays) allowed to shed light on the acceleration mechanisms and emission processes within

PWNe. As mentioned above, the population of electrons which power the nebula is be-

lieved to be accelerated up to energies of about 1015 eV in relativistic outflows originating

from the neutron star (pulsar winds) [5] and in termination shocks, where the pulsar

wind interacts with the surrounding medium [6]. The mechanism of the particle accel-

eration up to the highest observed energies (∼1015 eV) is still under debate (e.g. [7, 8]).

Energetic particles injected into the PWN interact with the intrinsic magnetic field of

the nebula and produce synchrotron emission in a broad energy range from the radio up

to gamma rays below ∼1 GeV [6]. The high-energy gamma-ray photons above several

http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/
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GeV are emitted via inverse Compton (IC) up-scattering of soft radiation fields (optical,

X-ray) on relativistic electrons and positrons (see e.g. [9]). Analyzing the composite

spectrum of both the low-energy synchrotron emission from the Crab Nebula, which re-

quires the existence of a magnetic field (B), and the high-energy IC component, which is

independent of B, it is possible to put constraints on the average value of the magnetic

field intensity within the PWN. Inferred values are in the range 100 < B < 200 µG

[10]. Despite being considered a standard candle at other wavelengths, the Crab Nebula

shows a rapid (1-day time scale) gamma-ray flaring activity, which has been observed

with different gamma-ray telescopes (e.g. AGILE [11], Fermi -LAT [12]). During such

flares (e.g. April 2011, March 2013) the high-energy part of the spectrum above 100

MeV becomes harder. This could be caused by an additional acceleration of leptons that

increases both the synchrotron and IC emission [13, 14]. It is also possible that such

flaring activity is produced by changes in the magnetic and/or electric field intensity oc-

curring during reconnection events. In this case, only synchrotron emission is expected

to be enhanced [15, 16]. Some models also predict gamma-ray variability of the Crab

Nebula at TeV energies [13, 17]. However, only upper limits to the Crab PWN flux were

found with IACTs during flares [18–20]. Further VHE gamma-ray studies are required

to advance our knowledge concerning the nature of the very high energy variability of

the Crab Nebula.

The acceleration and emission mechanisms of other PWNe are in general similar to those

of the Crab Nebula. Some differences can occur with the age of PWNe. Young nebulae

are seen at TeV energies as point sources with position consistent with that in the X-rays

(e.g. Crab Nebula [9, 21, 22], HESS J1813−178 [23, 24]). The extended VHE emission

from evolved PWNe (age >104 years) is usually larger than that in the X-rays (e.g. Vela

X [25], HESS J1825−137 [26]). Pulsars which belong to old nebulae are observed offset

from the center of the extended PWN emission. This is probably caused by the proper

motion of the neutron star and/or by the deformation of the shape of the PWN after

interacting with the reverse shock from the supernova remnant (SNR) [27]. The time

scale of such process is about 104 years.

1.1.3 Supernova Remnants

A supernova explosion is the phenomenon which happens at the final stage of the evo-

lution of a massive star & 8M� (core-collapse supernova, for details see e.g. [28, 29])

or when the mass of a white dwarf exceeds the Chandrasekhar limit (thermonuclear

supernova, for details see e.g. [30, 31]). During such events a huge amount of energy

(∼1051 erg) is released. The outer layers of the star expand very rapidly, interacting
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with the surrounding medium and forming a shell-like SNR visible at different wave-

lengths. Several SNRs have been detected in VHE gamma rays: e.g. RX J1713.7−3846

[32], Vela Junior (RX J0852.0-4622) [33], Cas A [34, 35], Tycho [36] and SN 1006 [37].

The non-thermal gamma-ray emission from young SNRs (age <104 years) is produced

by the population of relativistic particles (leptons and hadrons) that are accelerated in

the supernova shocks through the first order Fermi acceleration mechanism1 [38, 39].

The existence of a leptonic population in SNRs is confirmed by the detection of X-ray

synchrotron emission within their thin filaments (see e.g. [40, 41]). Gamma-ray obser-

vations (e.g. [42]) detected also signatures of pion decay in supernova remnants, which

points to the presence of a relativistic hadronic population. The VHE emission from

SNRs can then be explained by IC scattering on energetic leptons (leptonic scenario)

or/and by neutral pion decay (hadronic scenario). Although it is still unknown what

mechanism plays the major role in the production of TeV photons, one can compare the

high-resolution VHE morphology of a supernova remnant with that observed in radio

and X-rays and try to quantify the ratio between the leptonic and hadronic populations

(for more details see e.g. [43]).

To date SNRs are the best-candidate sites for acceleration of Galactic cosmic rays up

to PeV energies. Such objects, called PeVatrons, are believed to produce extremely

high-energy photons at energies >100 TeV. Since the Klein-Nishina cross-section of the

electron-photon IC scattering is very small above few TeV, significant energetic gamma-

ray emission at 100 TeV energies is not likely to be produced by leptons. Hadronic cosmic

rays with PeV-energies are able to produce 100 TeV photons, e.g. through pion decay.

Future VHE observations at energies >100 TeV will help us to clarify whether SNRs are

efficient accelerators of Galactic cosmic rays and can be associated with PeVatrons.

1.1.4 Other Galactic Sources of VHE Gamma-ray Emission

Acceleration processes can occur also in star-forming regions and young stellar clusters.

Supersonic stellar winds of young massive stars interact with each other, with the sur-

rounding medium or with SNR shells and form shock fronts, where particles can be

accelerated [44]. Star forming regions and young stellar clusters are possible candidates

of the Galactic cosmic-ray accelerators, which can be observed with IACTs at VHE

[45, 46].

TeV gamma-ray binaries are another class of VHE emitters. These sources consist of

a massive star and a neutron star or black hole. The VHE emission from gamma-ray

1The first order Fermi acceleration mechanism is the acceleration of charged particles which repeatedly
cross the shock front reflecting back and forth on magnetic inhomogeneities in the environment (magnetic
mirrors).
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binaries originates from acceleration processes in either relativistic jets energized by

ongoing accretion (microquasars [47, 48]) or in shocks, where a pulsar wind interacts

with the circumstellar environment [49]. The most famous and firmly identified VHE

binary systems are PSR B1259−63 [50], HESS J0632+057 [51], LS 5039 [52] and LS

I+61◦303 [53, 54]. For example, PSR B1259−63 is a system of a massive Be star and a

pulsar, whereas Cygnus X-1 is a binary system with an accreating black hole [48, 55].

1.1.5 Review of Extragalactic VHE sources

One of the closest extragalactic sources observed at VHE is the LMC – a satellite of

the Milky Way Galaxy. As mentioned in Sect. 1.1.2, the first VHE extragalactic PWN

N 157B was detected in the LMC [4]. The SNR N132D and a star-forming region

30 Doradus were discovered in VHE gamma rays with H.E.S.S. [56]. The LMC is an

approximately face-on galaxy (inclination angle is ∼30–40◦ [57]) located at a distance

of 50 kpc [58]. Being a galaxy with a high star formation rate2, the LMC comprises

regions, where an effective particle acceleration can occur: star-forming regions, more

than 60 SNRs [59], dozens of HII regions [60], bubbles [61] and shells [62]. This makes

the LMC a very fruitful target for the present and future VHE observations.

More distant extragalactic VHE gamma-ray emitters are associated basically with active

galactic nuclei (AGNs). In these objects an accretion on the central super massive black

hole (MBH & 107M�) is believed to cause an ejection of relativistic jets, in which

the hadronic and leptonic particles can be accelerated. Almost all extragalactic sources

(∼60) detected at VHE belong to the blazar class. Blazars are AGNs with jets pointed to

an observer. Analyzing high-energy spectra of a large number of these active galaxies one

can test the gamma-ray emission models, which describe the acceleration mechanisms in

the AGN jets. Another class of AGNs detected at VHE is associated with radio galaxies.

In contrast to blazars, their jets are not aligned with the direction to the Earth, and thus

the Doppler boosting effect does not take place. This makes radio galaxies much fainter

comparing with blazars. For this reason, only nearby radio galaxies have been detected

at VHE so far (M 87, Centaurus A and NGC 1275). An investigation of such objects

provides an opportunity to map a morphology of jets in VHE gamma rays and to study

gamma-ray AGN activity less biased by relativistic beaming effects. Both the leptons

and hadrons are supposed to be accelerating in jets of AGNs, emitting the gamma-ray

photons. However, the ratio between hadronic and leptonic gamma-ray fluxes is not

certainly determined. The mechanism of the VHE emission originated in jets of an

AGN is also under debate. Another feature of active galaxies is the temporal variability

2The star formation rate of the LMC is equal to 10% of that in the Milky Way and distributed in
2% of its volume
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of their luminosity down to minutes scale. The most rapid flux variation puts a strong

constraint on the size of the emitting region [63]. More detailed review of the VHE

properties of AGNs is reported in e.g. [64, 65].

At high red shifts (z>0.3) the population of detected VHE gamma-ray AGNs decreases

significantly because of the attenuation of the VHE gamma-ray flux. TeV photons in-

teract with the extragalactic background light (EBL) producing electron-positron pairs.

The EBL can provide an important information concerning the star formation history

of the Universe. Observing a distant TeV sources at different energies and assuming a

reasonable model of their spectra, one can reconstruct the properties of the EBL (see

e.g. [66]).

There is also a possibility to study the intergalactic magnetic field (IGMF) by searching

for so-called “pair halos” around the source and delays in the time of arrival (“pair

echoes”) of gamma-ray photons (see e.g. [67]). Electrons and positrons, produced by

the interaction of TeV and EBL photons, are deflected in the IGMF. A part of the

charged particles can then interact with the low-energy background photon field and

produce gamma rays via IC scattering. Directions and times of arrival of the re-produced

photons will differ from the primary TeV photons. This leads to appearing of the “pair

halos” and delayed “pair echoes”.

Starburst galaxies, which show very high star formation rate, are believed to produce

extragalactic cosmic rays up to 1016 eV and, therefore, VHE gamma-ray photons. So

far, only two starburst galaxies are detected at VHE: M82 [68] and NGC 253 [69].

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are extremely energetic explosions occurred at cosmological

distances (see [70] for the review). GRBs can be classified by the duration of their

burst. Progenitors of “short” bursts (duration of .2 s) are believed to be two coalescing

neutron stars, whereas “long” GRBs with the duration of &2 s are supposed to be

supernova explosions of very massive stars with a subsequent formation of the black

holes. Although no GRB has been detected with the present IACTs, this class of objects

is rather promising for the future Cherenkov telescopes with high sensitivity level (more

details in [71]).

1.1.6 Fundamental Physics: Investigations of Dark Matter, Axion-

Like Particles and Lorentz Invariance Violation

In addition to the astrophysical issues, VHE gamma-ray observations can contribute

to a number of fundamental physics studies like searches of the dark matter (DM)

annihilation, the axion-like particles (ALPs) and Lorentz invariance testing.
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According to the current paradigm, galaxies were formed at deep gravitational wells

produced by DM. A high concentration of baryonic matter assumes a high density of

DM in this region. Several theories predict that DM particles are able to annihilate pro-

ducing gamma-ray photons. The spectrum of such emission is not typical for any other

astrophysical object. For instance, it may contain sharp line-like features at energies

close to the DM mass [72]. For indirect DM searches the center of our Galaxy is the

closest target. However, it is contaminated by emission from numerous astrophysical

sources (SNR, PWN, etc), which is difficult to account for. Several observations of the

Galactic Center aimed to detect photons from the DM annihilation have been carried

out with the currently operating IACTs [73–75]. Other objects, such as dwarf galaxies

and galaxy clusters, are situated in less crowded regions on the sky and can be also

investigated during DM observations (see e.g. [76–78]). So far, gamma-ray observations

yielded only estimates of the upper limits to the mass of a DM particle.

Observations of distant VHE sources (e.g. AGNs) can help in searches of axions or ALPs

– elementary particles, which were proposed as a solution of the strong-CP problem of

quantum chromodynamics (for the review see e.g. [79]). Theory predicts that ALPs

can be born through the electromagnetic interaction of TeV photons with a magnetic

field (and vice versa). Because of this process a part of the gamma-ray emission from

an AGN can be converted into ALPs in the magnetic field of a galaxy cluster/group.

Propagating in the intergalactic medium without absorption, these particles can interact

with the magnetic field of the Milky Way producing TeV photons (see e.g. [80]). This

is expected to be observed as an excess of the VHE part of the AGN spectrum obtained

with IACTs.

Lorentz invariance is a fundamental concept of the present-day theoretical physics ac-

cording to which the speed of light in vacuum is constant and does not depend on the

photon energy. Some models of quantum gravity (see e.g. [81]) assume a variation of

the speed of photons with energy, called the Lorentz invariance violation (LIV). In TeV

astronomy LIV can be tested by measuring a delay in time of arrival of photons with

different energies, emitted simultaneously from an astrophysical object. If LIV occurs,

the speed of light can be expanded as:

c(E) = c0

[
1−

∞∑
n=1

s±
n+ 1

2

(
E

ELIV

)n]
, (1.1)

where c0 is a speed of light at low energies (≈ 3 × 1010 cm/s), s± equals to +1/−1 in

the subluminal/superluminal case, ELIV is the energy at which the LIV effects become

non-negligible. If the linear term of Eq. (1.1) is dominant, the difference in the arriving

time of high-energy (Ehigh) and low-energy (Elow) photons from the source situated at
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the distance d will be the following (s± = +1):

∆t1 =
d

c0

Ehigh − Elow

ELIV
, (1.2)

and if the quadratic term dominates:

∆t2 =
3d

2c0

E2
high − E2

low

E2
LIV

. (1.3)

As follows from Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3), distant sources, such as AGNs and GRBs, suf-

ficiently bright at both the high and low energies, are the most promising targets for

probing LIV [82]. Flaring activity of these objects allows to stamp precisely the time

of arrival of photons with different energies. So far, only the linear (Eq. (1.4)) and

quadratic (Eq. (1.5)) terms can be stringently constrained.

ELIV =
d

c0

Ehigh − Elow

∆t1
. (1.4)

ELIV =

√
3d

2c0

E2
high − E2

low

∆t2
. (1.5)

Analyzing the Fermi -LAT data, Bolmont et al. [82] obtained lower limits to the linear

and quadratic terms of ELIV equal to ∼1020 GeV and ∼1011 GeV, respectively. It should

be noted that since the nature of AGN flares and GRBs is not fully understood, the

measured time shift can be due to some unknown intrinsic process and not to LIV effects.

Other astrophysical candidates for the LIV testing are gamma-ray pulsars [83]. Mea-

suring the shift between the pulse positions at different energies, one can constrain the

value of ELIV. Although the distances to known pulsars does not exceed few kiloparsecs,

which is much lower than those to AGNs and GRBs, the almost regular (not flaring)

periodic emission from neutron stars allows us to accumulate data during a long period

of time and perform more precise measurements of the time shift in different energy

bands. Present VHE observations of the Crab pulsar yielded the upper limits to the

linear term of ELIV > 3× 1017 GeV and to the quadratic term of ELIV > 7× 109 GeV

[83].

1.2 Gamma-ray Pulsars

Isolated pulsars are young, rapidly rotating (P = 10−3 ÷ 10 s) and highly magnetized

(B = 1010÷ 1012 G) neutron stars, which represent one of the few rare multiwavelength

laboratories in our Galaxy. Many of them show emission from the radio waves up to the

extremely energetic gamma rays [84–87]. Being a time-varying dipole, an isolated pulsar
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converts its rotational energy into electromagnetic radiation. In addition, it is believed to

accelerate particles (mainly electrons and positrons) up to relativistic energies. Moving

in the strong magnetic field of the neutron star, energetic electrons and positrons emit

photons in different energy bands. However, the detailed mechanism of such emission is

still largely debated [see e.g. 88, 89].

Gamma-ray emission from pulsars has been discovered with the SAS-2 telescope (see

[90] and [91]). EGRET increased the number of detected pulsars to ∼10. Since the

gamma-ray counts from pulsars are low, it is essentially impossible to detect the pulse

profile within a single rotational period. However, taking into account the stable rotation

of the neutron star (as a first approximation), one can obtain their light curves during

long-term observations, folding the data on a certain time interval. A breakthrough on

the observations of the gamma-ray pulsars was achieved with the launch of the current

generation of gamma-ray space telescopes as AGILE [92] and Fermi [93]. About 150

pulsars were detected with the Fermi -LAT [94]. It was also found that 20 (12) of them

show significant pulsations at energies >10 GeV (>25 GeV) [95]. So far only two pulsars

have been detected with IACTs. The Crab pulsar was observed with MAGIC [96–98]

(up to 1 TeV) and with VERITAS [99] (up to 400 GeV). A light curve of the Vela pulsar

at energies <100 GeV was recently obtained with the H.E.S.S. instrument3.

Different models have been proposed to explain the nature of the pulsed gamma-ray

emission from pulsars (see Fig. 1.2). Goldreich and Julian [100] investigated a simple

model of a rotating neutron star with a dipole magnetic field. The magnetic moment

µ is aligned with the rotational axis Ω. In this case, they showed that a quadrupole

electric field appears outside the surface. At the polar cap there is a component of the

electric field E‖ parallel to the external magnetic field and strong enough to pull out

particles (mostly electrons) from the surface of the pulsar.

E‖ ∼
ΩRBp
c
∼ 2× 108B12/P volt cm−1 , (1.6)

where R is the radius of the neutron star, Bp ≡ 2µ/R3, B12 is the magnetic field in units

of 1012 G and P = 2π/Ω is the rotational period in seconds.

This process occurs until the electrons screen the parallel electric field. The critical

charge density required for screening E‖ is called the Goldreich-Julian density:

ρGJ = −(Ω B)

2πc
. (1.7)

3http://www.mpg.de/8287998/velar-pulsar

http://www.mpg.de/8287998/velar-pulsar
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This pair plasma fills the magnetosphere around the neutron star. It is frozen along the

magnetic field lines and therefore co-rotates with the pulsar. Such a rotation is possible

within a cylinder with radius RL = c/Ω (light cylinder), within which the rotational

velocity is lower than the speed of light c and the magnetic field lines are closed. Since

the velocity of particles can not be higher than c, the magnetic lines that intersect the

light cylinder are open. Electrons and positrons, which are moving along such field lines,

escape from the magnetosphere, taking away the energy of the pulsar and leaving the

E‖ component unscreened.

Following the idea of Goldreich and Julian [100], Sturrock [101] proposed a polar cap

(PC) model, which was later developed by e.g. [102–104]. In this model particles

extracted from the surface and accelerated by the parallel electric field, move along

the curved magnetic field lines and emit curvature radiation (up to ∼1 GeV). These

gamma-ray photons interact with the strong magnetic field and produce e−-e+ pairs.

Secondary particles emit then synchrotron/curvature gamma rays, which produce the

next generation of electrons and positrons. Such processes will continue in the PC

regions near the surface of the neutron star (at a height smaller than 10 km, see Fig.

1.2) until the energies of the emitted photons become lower than the pair-production

threshold. Survived high-energy photons contribute to the observed optical-through-

gamma-ray emission from the pulsar. The instabilities in the electron-positron plasma

are believed to be responsible for the coherent radio emission. Particle acceleration

and pair-production processes occur in the regions, where the E‖ component remains

unscreened, i.e. in the regions of open magnetic field lines.

The production of secondary electrons directly at the magnetic poles is not effective

because of the low curvature of the magnetic field lines and, thus, the low intensity of

the curvature photons. Therefore, the plasma density in the inner part of the PCs is

low. Ruderman and Sutherland [102] and Oster and Sieber [105] noted this effect and

proposed the hollow cone model. This model can explain the single- and double- peak

pulse profiles through the different orientation of the emitting hollow cone with respect

to the line of sight of an observer.

According to the PC model, the gamma-ray emission from pulsars is produced at polar

caps near the surface of the neutron star. However, in this case the major part of the

high-energy photons will interact with the strong magnetic field, producing e−-e+ pairs.

Arons and Scharlemann [106] proposed an alternative slot gap (SG) model. Since the

parallel electric field E‖ decreases near the outer boundary of the PC, a larger distance

is required for electrons to be accelerated to sufficiently high energies to initiate cascade

processes. According to the SG model, the production and acceleration of particles

occur along the last open magnetic field lines, at a height of several neutron star radii
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the magnetosphere of a pulsar. Polar cap, slot gap and
outer gap acceleration regions are shown in red, blue and orange, respectively. (Image

taken from [112]).

from the surface (so-called slot gap regions). In SGs, the unscreened electric field E‖

accelerates particles, which emit gamma-ray photons (for more details, see Fig. 1.2 and

[107, 108]).

Another model is based on the hypothesis that the high-energy emission originates in

outer magnetospheric gaps (OGs, proposed in [109], see Fig. 1.2). According to the OG

model, vacuum gaps extend from the null charge surface4 to the light cylinder. A non-

zero component of the electric field parallel to the magnetic field (E‖) appears due to the

return currents [109]. When the potential drop in gaps reaches the value of about 1016

V, pair-production and acceleration processes occur, similar to those described above

for the PC model. The OG model predicts the production of gamma-ray photons at

distances of a fraction of RL. This decouples them from the radio emission originating

in the PC region. Gamma rays are believed to be produced through the curvature and

synchrotron radiation mechanisms (see e.g. [110, 111]).

For most of the gamma-ray pulsars the best fit spectral model of the emission in the

100 MeV – 100 GeV energy range is a power law with an exponential cut-off: dN/dE ∼
E−γ exp[−(E/Ec)

b] (see Eq. (2.2)). The values of the spectral index γ are between 0.5

and 2.5, whereas the cut-off energies Ec – between 1 and 10 GeV [87, 113]. Since in

the vicinity of the PCs the gamma-ray emission is effectively attenuated due to γ-B

absorption with subsequent e−-e+ pair-production, the GeV emission from pulsars is

4The null charge surface (where Ω B = 0) separates positive and negative charges in the magneto-
sphere of a pulsar.
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better accounted for by the OG or SG models, which predict high-altitude emission.

An investigation of the pulsating light curves provides another tool for testing different

theoretical models (see e.g. [114–117]).

The detection of VHE gamma-ray emission from the Crab pulsar at energies >100 GeV

puts rather strong constrains on the emission models. TeV gamma-ray emission from

this pulsar was recently detected with the MAGIC telescope [118]. VHE observations

showed no exponential cut-off in the spectrum of the Crab pulsar above 10 GeV. The

best fit spectral model of the joint Fermi -LAT and VERITAS data is a broken power

law: dN/dE ∼ (E/E0)α/[1 + (E/E0)α−β] (see [99]). The existence of VHE photons

requires an emission region located at >10 stellar radii from the neutron star [64].

Different theoretical interpretations of the sub-TeV/TeV gamma-ray emission from the

Crab pulsar are reported in e.g. [8, 14, 117, 119] and discussed in Chapter 3. Further

VHE investigation of the Crab pulsar together with the discovery of other isolated

neutron stars at energies >100 GeV will provide new data that will help us to improve

our understanding of the gamma-ray pulsar phenomenon [120].

1.2.1 The Population of Millisecond Pulsars in Globular Clusters

Millisecond pulsars (MSPs) represent a class of old neutron stars, which were spun up

to ms periods via accretion of matter from a companion star and for this reason are also

called recycled pulsars [121]. About 40 gamma-ray MSPs have been discovered so far

[87]. Although the typical magnetic field of millisecond pulsars is rather low (B < 109

G), the properties of their spectra and light curves in gamma rays are in general similar

to those of non-recycled pulsars. It is believed that the emission mechanism of MSPs is

similar to those described above. Moreover, the pulsed gamma-ray emission from source

J1823-3021A is interpreted as coming from a MSP in the globular cluster NGC 6624

[123].

The population of MSPs in globular clusters (GCs) can be responsible for the unpulsed

gamma-ray emission from the latter [122]. Recently, 15 GCs have been detected with

Fermi and then listed in the Third Fermi -LAT Source Catalog (3FGL [94]). Some

models (e.g. [124]) explain the unpulsed high-energy emission from GCs as curvature

radiation of electrons and positrons accelerated in the magnetospheres of MSPs. The

pulsar relativistic e−-e+ plasma can also produce VHE photons via IC up-scattering

of the softer photons produced by the surrounding stars and of the cosmic microwave

background (CMB) photons. However, alternative origins for a possible VHE emission

from clusters have also been proposed: leptons accelerated inside GCs (e.g. in the
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colliding PWN shocks) can produce both high-energy (≤100 GeV) and VHE (>100 GeV)

emission through IC scattering of low-energy photons (see [125] and [126], respectively).

To date, no significant VHE gamma-ray emission from GCs has been detected with

IACTs [127]. The source HESS J1747-248, observed in the close vicinity of Terzan 5

with H.E.S.S. [128], was considered as a part of the MSPs population of the nearby GC,

although the origin of the significant offset (4.0′ ± 1.9′) from the location of Terzan 5 is

still unclear.

Observations performed with future Cherenkov installations may reveal VHE emission

from GCs. If the existence of VHE emission from the MSPs population is confirmed and

is the main contributor to the gamma-ray flux from GCs, such high-energy observations

will become a powerful tool for investigating the emission mechanisms of old recycled

gamma-ray pulsars and also for studying the evolution of GCs.

1.3 Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes

The Earth’s atmosphere is opaque for high-energy cosmic radiation. This makes di-

rect ground-based observations in X-rays or gamma rays hardly possible. One way to

overcome such natural obstacle is to carry out observations outside the atmosphere e.g.

aboard space satellites. The first gamma-ray space missions, such as SAS-2 [129] and

COS-B [130], were launched in 1970th. The major improvement of the sensitivity was

achieved with the EGRET instrument [131], and then with the AGILE [92] and the

Fermi -LAT [93] facilities, which are still in operation observing objects at energies up

to 50 and 300 GeV, respectively. However, the steep VHE spectra of the majority of

the astrophysical gamma-ray sources make the space TeV observations essentially inef-

fective. Upper bounds of the energy ranges of space gamma-ray telescopes are strictly

limited by the size of their effective area (∼1 m2 for the Fermi -LAT).

Another possibility to investigate hard emission above a few tens of GeV is to perform

indirect observations from the ground using the technique of IACTs. This technique

is based on the phenomenon of the Cherenkov radiation discovered by P. Cherenkov in

1934. When a charged particle moves in a dielectric medium with a speed higher than

the phase velocity of light in that medium, the wave front of blue Cherenkov emission

appears. In 1948, Blackett [132] found out that there is a detectable contribution to the

night sky emission (Cherenkov radiation) from air showers of particles, produced as a

consequence of the gamma-ray photons and/or cosmic rays interactions with the upper

layers of the Earth’s atmosphere. An idea of an indirect detection of gamma rays, using

the atmosphere as a part of an instrument, underlies the IACTs technique.
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(A) (B)

Figure 1.3: The schematic view of the IACTs technique: (A) formation of the
Cherenkov light pool; (B) detection of the Cherenkov light (and primary gamma-ray

photon) with IACT. (Images taken from http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/).

1.3.1 The IACTs Observation Technique

Passing through the atmosphere, a gamma ray (primary) interacts with its upper layers

at an altitude of ∼25 km and produces a particle shower. The energy of the primary

is so high that produced particles (mainly electrons) are moving with velocities higher

than the speed of light in the atmosphere and, thus, emit the Cherenkov radiation. The

number of particles in the air shower reaches the maximum at an altitude of ∼10 km and

then it continuously decreases as the shower goes deeper into the atmosphere and looses

its energy. The Cherenkov radiation from the air shower forms a cone of blue visible

light (light pool) around the primary gamma ray. Such flash of Cherenkov light lasts

for about 10 ns. A typical size of a light pool on the ground is about 250 m in diameter

with a density of ∼50 Cherenkov photons per m2 for a 1 TeV gamma-ray primary. An

optical telescope located inside the Cherenkov light cone will be able to detect it, if its

dish is large enough for such low fluxes and its camera is fast for such short signals. An

effective collecting area of a single Cherenkov telescope can be approximated by the area

of the Cherenkov light pool on the ground (∼ 5× 104 m2). This provides a remarkable

advantage to IACTs comparing to the space gamma-ray telescopes. By means of the

analysis of a signal detected with the IACT, it is possible to identify properties of the

primary. The size and the brightness of obtained elliptical image corresponds to the

energy of the initial gamma-ray photon5, while its orientation allows us to reconstruct

the direction of the primary or, in other words, the position of emitting source on the

sky. A schematic view of the IACT technique is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Gamma rays are not the only particles, which produce air showers: a gamma-ray pho-

ton accounts for ∼104 cosmic-ray hadrons. Interacting with atoms and molecules of

5A high-energy gamma-ray photon produces more energetic and more extended shower comparing to
the low-energy primary.

http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/
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Figure 1.4: Simulated atmospheric showers for the 0.3 TeV gamma ray (on the left)
and 1 TeV proton (on the right) as a primary particle. (Image adopted from [134]).

(A) (B)

Figure 1.5: Images of the IACT camera for the (A) gamma-ray and (B) hadronic
events, taken from http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/.

the Earth’s atmosphere, cosmic rays also produce energetic showers of pions, nuclei and

products of their decays. The Cherenkov radiation from such hadronic shower detected

with IACT is considered as a background event for VHE astrophysical studies. Showers

originated from cosmic rays are much more extended than the electromagnetic ones,

formed by gamma-ray primaries6 (see Fig. 1.4). The differences between the struc-

tures of the gamma-ray and hadronic showers are imprinted on their images seen with

Cherenkov telescopes. As shown in Fig. 1.5, an image of an electromagnetic shower

has an elliptical shape, whereas that of an hadronic event – irregular. Analyzing ob-

tained images of Cherenkov pools, we can discriminate signal events (gammas) from the

background (hadrons) with ∼99% efficiency (see gamma-hadron separation method in

[133]).

6Gamma-ray primary produces a shower consisted mainly of electrons and positrons.

http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/
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(A) (B)

Figure 1.6: (A) The schematic view of the stereoscopic IACTs observations (from
http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/). (B) Images of four Cherenkov telescope
cameras detected the same event and those projected into one camera plane (from

[137]).

The energy threshold of Cherenkov telescopes is defined basically by a gamma-hadron

separation efficiency. An image of an electromagnetic shower produced by a low-energy

gamma ray (<100 GeV) is faint and it can be misinterpreted as a hadronic event with an

irregular shape. Using IACTs with large mirrors, we can obtain images of a shower of a

better quality. This leads to more efficient gamma-hadron discrimination and, therefore,

to lower values of the energy threshold attainable with this telescope. The size of the

largest currently operating Cherenkov telescope is 28 meters (the H.E.S.S. installation,

for more details see Sect. 1.3.2). This instrument allows us to carry out observations

down to 20 GeV.

Using several Cherenkov telescopes as a single gamma-ray instrument provides a number

of advantages. Observing with a number of IACT-units spaced by a distance of ∼100 m

can enlarge the collective area and increase the sensitivity of the whole instrument. In

addition, analyzing multiple images of the same shower (stereoscopic observations, see

Fig. 1.6) it is possible to improve the reconstruction of the primary gamma ray, i.e. to

improve the determining of its energy and initial direction. This provides better angular

and energy resolutions of a Cherenkov instrument (see e.g. [21, 135]). Stereoscopic

observations also improve the gamma-hadron separation efficiency: e.g. by accepting

only events, which simultaneously trigger all IACTs under the light pool [136].

1.3.2 The Status of Current IACTs

A great improvement of ground-based Cherenkov instruments was made since a detection

of the first VHE gamma-ray source, the Crab Nebula, with the Whipple 10-meter IACT

in 1989 [1]. Using the legacy and experience of the first-generation IACT projects

(e.g. Whipple telescope, HEGRA [138], CAT [139], CANGAROO [140]), the currently

operating Cherenkov telescopes such as MAGIC, VERITAS (successor of the Whipple

http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/
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telescope) and H.E.S.S. (the HEGRA successor) have been developed. An order of

magnitude improvement of the sensitivity was achieved with these instruments.

The MAGIC (Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov Telescopes) instrument

consists of two identical 17-meter Cherenkov telescopes spaced by 85 meters, which are

situated at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (La Palma, Spain) [141]. The first

telescope operates since 2004, the second unit joined in 2009. This IACT performs obser-

vations in the energy range from 50 GeV up to 30 TeV. VERITAS is the Very Energetic

Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System of four 12-meter telescopes separated by a

100-meter distance, working at energies from 85 GeV to ∼50 TeV [142]. This facility is

in operation in Mount Hopkins (Arizona, USA) since 2007. The High Energy Stereo-

scopic System (H.E.S.S.) was initially developed as an array of four 12-meter telescopes

at a distance of ∼120 meters, observing the VHE gamma-ray sky in the 100 GeV – 100

TeV energy band since 2002 [143]. The second stage of the H.E.S.S. project started in

2013 after a construction and commissioning of the fifth large 28-meter telescope in the

center of the array [144]. As mentioned above, this telescope enlarged the energy range

of the H.E.S.S. instrument down to ∼20 GeV. In contrast to MAGIC and VERITAS,

H.E.S.S. operates in the southern hemisphere (Khomas Highland, Namibia). Taking

into account a large field of view of small H.E.S.S. telescopes (5◦), this array can be

considered as the best currently operating IACT machine for the Galactic Plane Survey

[3]. A wide range of astrophysical objects – from pulsars to AGNs – is being investigated

with these Cherenkov telescopes. In addition, a number of fundamental studies, like the

DM/ALP searches and LIV tests, have been carried out with MAGIC, VERITAS and

H.E.S.S. (see e.g. [145], [146, 147] and [148]). A large amount of important investiga-

tions, which expanded the frontier of our knowledge concerning the VHE sources, was

already performed with the current generation of Cherenkov instruments (see Sect. 1.1).

However, the potential of the IACT technique has not been fully realized yet.

1.3.3 Prospects for the Future Cherenkov Telescope Array Project

The Cherenkov Telescope Array7 (CTA) is a modern project of the next-generation

ground-based VHE gamma-ray facility, which aims to use all the advantages of the

IACT technique [149, 150]. The CTA observatory will comprise two arrays, one in

each hemisphere, with a large number of telescopes of 3 different types: Large Size

Telescopes (LSTs, 23-meter diameter), Medium Size Telescopes (MSTs with diameters

of 10–12 meters) and Small Size Telescopes (SSTs, 4-meter diameter). This will allow

CTA to cover the full sky over the energy range from a few tens of GeV to more than 100

7https://portal.cta-observatory.org/Pages/Home.aspx

https://portal.cta-observatory.org/Pages/Home.aspx
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TeV and also to reach a 10 times better sensitivity and an improved angular resolution,

compared to the present Cherenkov telescope installations.

There is a possibility of dividing the whole array into sub-arrays featuring different

mirror sizes: LST-array, MST-array and SST-array consisting of only Large, Medium

and Small Size Telescopes, respectively. These arrays are most sensitive in different

parts of the CTA spectral range. A number of LSTs are responsible for the lower part

of the CTA bandpass: from 20 to 200 GeV. The 23-meter dishes of these telescopes are

able to detect faint Cherenkov light from low-energy showers produced by multiple-GeV

photons8. Several dozens of MSTs, which will cover a 1 km2 area, are designed to be

most sensitive at 100 GeV – 10 TeV energies. A large number (∼70) of SSTs will be

spread over an area of 10 km2 in order to provide an effective area and, therefore, a

sensitivity level sufficiently high for the detection of rare energetic photons with energies

from 5 up to 300 TeV.

The CTA sensitivity peaks at ∼5 TeV, reaching almost 1 mCrab level [151]. At low en-

ergies (<200 GeV), the performance of this IACT is limited by systematic uncertainties:

Cherenkov events are faint and the gamma-hadron separation method is less effective.

At energies above 10 TeV, the sensitivity is limited by low gamma-ray fluxes of observed

sources. However, it should be noted that both the sensitivity and angular/energy res-

olution of CTA in the whole energy range (20 GeV – 300 TeV) will be much better

that those of the currently operating IACTs. In addition, a 50-hour CTA observation

at energies >20 GeV will be more sensitive than a 1-year Fermi -LAT exposure in the

same energy range [150].

According to the preliminary Monte Carlo (MC) production 2 (Prod2) simulations9, the

northern CTA installation (CTA-North) will contain 4 LSTs and 15 MSTs, whereas the

southern (CTA-South) – 4 LSTs, 25 MSTs and 72 SSTs (see Fig. 1.7). The CTA-South

configuration can be possibly extended by 24 Schwarzschild-Couder Telescopes (SCTs).

These units represent a class of medium size telescopes (10-meter diameter) with a dual-

mirror optical design. CTA-South array is more extended than CTA-North, because

the southern hemisphere observations will be focused on Galactic objects, including

extended sources, which require a larger network of Cherenkov telescopes to be observed

with better angular resolution, and also extremely energetic emitters of photons at

energies >100 TeV (PeVatrons), which will be studied mainly with an array of SSTs.

CTA-North is designed mainly for observations of point-like extragalactic objects, whose

VHE emission is significantly attenuated above 10 TeV through interactions with the

extragalactic background light.

8A flux of the Cherenkov light from an atmospheric shower on the ground is ∼1 photon/m2 for the
20 GeV primary, ∼5 photon/m2 for 100 GeV photon and ∼50 photon/m2 for the 2 TeV gamma ray.

9https://portal.cta-observatory.org/Pages/CTA-Performance.aspx

https://portal.cta-observatory.org/Pages/CTA-Performance.aspx
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Figure 1.7: Layouts of the southern (on the left) and northern (on the right) CTA
installations. CTA-South consist of 4 Large Size telescopes (LSTs, filled red circles),
25 Medium Size Telescopes (MSTs, filled blue circles), 72 Small Size Telescopes (SSTs,
green dots), whereas CTA-North corresponds to the array of 4 LSTs and 15 MSTs.
Schwarzschild-Couder medium size Telescopes (SCTs) are also shown in the left figure
as 24 opened purple circles. x-, y- axes are in meters. (Credits: The CTA Consortium).

The main scientific objectives of the CTA Project are (i) to understand the origin and

acceleration mechanism of relativistic cosmic-ray particles; (ii) to probe extreme en-

vironments and physical processes in close vicinity to compact objects (neutron stars,

black holes) and also within relativistic jets/winds/shocks/outflows; (iii) to investigate

questions of fundamental physics, such as the nature and distribution of DM, the quan-

tum gravity effects on photon propagation (Lorentz invariance violation), the existence

of axion-like particles [150]. The high sensitivity of CTA will allow us to perform more

detailed analysis of already investigated sources and also to detect new objects of po-

tentially unknown classes. For instance, CTA is expected to scan the whole Galaxy (up

to 15 kpc) detecting distant SNRs [152]. Detailed morphological studies of extended

sources (e.g. PWNe, SNRs, star-forming regions) will be possible due to high angu-

lar resolution of this IACT (about 1-3 arc minutes). Covering at least two decades in

energy, CTA will perform both broadband studies and investigations at the high-/low-

energy limit, such as a discovery of PeVatrons (at energies >100 TeV) and observations

of gamma-ray bursts and active galactic nuclei (AGNs) at cosmological distances z=5

(at energies <100 GeV). The large field of view (∼8◦) of both the northern and southern

installations makes CTA a powerful machine for both Galactic and Extragalactic Sur-

veys. The energy resolution better than 10% makes the detailed spectral studies feasible

with CTA (e.g. searches for the signatures of the DM annihilation [72]).

As a part of the CTA project, a dual-mirror end-to-end prototype of the Small Size

Telescope (SST-2M) is under undergoing commissioning activities within the framework
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of the ASTRI10 flagship project of the Italian Ministry of Research and Education led

by INAF [153]. The Schwarzschild-Couder optical solution [154] implemented for the

ASTRI telescopes allows us to obtain a smaller plate scale, to reduce the size and

the weight of the Cherenkov camera, and to adopt silicon photo-multipliers as light

detectors. The first end-to-end prototype was recently inaugurated in Italy (Mount

Etna, Sicily) [155]. In cooperation with the Universidade de Sao Paulo (Brazil) and

the North-West University (South Africa), this project also foresees the construction

of a mini-array of 9 ASTRI SST-2M units with a relative distance of about 300 m

(ASTRI mini-array). The ASTRI mini-array possibly will be one of the precursors

for the southern CTA installation [155]. This mini-array will perform early scientific

investigations of prominent VHE sources11 in the 5-100 TeV energy range. An improved

sensitivity above 10 TeV with respect to the current IACTs, together with an angular

resolution of few arc minutes and energy resolution of 10–15% will make the ASTRI

mini-array a very promising facility for observations of bright known AGNs, PWNe,

SNRs and also for scanning the Galactic center region at energies of hundreds of TeV

[156].

1.4 This Thesis

Gamma-ray emission from isolated pulsars is not fully understood yet. Increasing the

sample of detected neutron stars at VHE is necessary for a comprehensive study of such

sources. At the same time, more detailed investigations of already known bright pulsars

are also important for a deeper understanding of the nature of the emission from these

sources.

In this Thesis, I investigated what type of studies can be carried out on gamma-ray pul-

sars with the next-generation CTA facility and with the ASTRI mini-array – a possible

CTA precursor. I started with an analysis of the 12 most energetic pulsars, with signifi-

cant pulsated emission at energies >25 GeV detected with the Fermi -LAT (Chapter 2).

I estimated the fraction of these pulsars, that will be detectable with CTA, assuming a

power-law VHE spectrum for each of them. For the well-studied bright gamma-ray pul-

sars, such as the Crab and Vela pulsars, I performed a more detailed analysis based on

the recent results from IACTs (MAGIC, VERITAS, H.E.S.S.). In Chapter 3 I simulated

the VHE gamma-ray pulse profiles of the Crab pulsar, obtained with different config-

urations of CTA and with the ASTRI mini-array, and then investigated, with which

accuracy it will be possible to perform a VHE timing analysis of the Crab pulsar with

these Cherenkov installations assuming different VHE spectral indexes. In Chapter 4, I

10Astrofisica con Specchi a Tecnologia Replicante Italiana (http://www.brera.inaf.it/astri/)
11with the flux of the order of ∼10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 at 10 TeV.

http://www.brera.inaf.it/astri/
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carried out detailed simulations of the Vela X region, assuming different spatial distri-

butions for the diffuse Vela X emission at VHE. In this analysis I obtained more realistic

estimates of the significance of the Vela pulsar detection with CTA (as compared to

those from Chapter 2). In studying the morphology of the simulated Vela X emission,

I tested also the resolving capabilities of CTA and the ASTRI mini-array. The general

conclusions of the Thesis and a description of future work are reported in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Simulations of High Energy

Fermi Pulsars Observations with

the Cherenkov Telescope Array

Three years of Fermi -LAT operations yielded in the first high-energy catalog (1FHL,

[95]), which contains 514 sources with significant emission at energies >10 GeV. The

location, spectrum, a variability measure and associations with sources in catalogs

at other wavelengths are presented in the 1FHL catalog for each of these objects.

The catalog contains 12 pulsars identified at high energies (HE Fermi pulsars) with

significant pulsed emission above 25 GeV [see 95, Tables 9, 11]. They are: PSRs

J0007+7303, J0534+2201 (Crab), J0614−3329, J0633+1746 (Geminga), J0835−4510

(Vela), J1028−5819, J1048−5832, J1413−6205, J1809−2332, J1836+5925, J2021+3651

and J2229+6114. These pulsars are the best candidates for VHE investigations that can

be performed with currently operating and future ground based Cherenkov facilities.

In order to investigate whether these 12 pulsars can be detected with CTA, I perform

a spectral analysis of the Fermi -LAT data for all objects, simulate VHE observations

extrapolating their Fermi spectra, and estimate their detection significances.

2.1 Gamma-ray Investigations of HE Fermi Pulsars

The Fermi -LAT data of these pulsars are investigated in detail. Phase-averaged spectral

analyses were performed for PSRs J0614−3329 [157], J0633+1746 [158], J1028−5819

[159], J1048−5832 [160] and J2229+6114 [160]. An analogous algorithm with back-

ground/PWN subtraction was implemented for PSRs J0534+2201 [10, 12] and J0835−4510

22
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(see [161] and [162] for the full energy range and >50 GeV analyses, respectively). Anal-

yses of the on-peak and off-peak emission were performed for PSRs J0007+7303 [163],

J1413−6205 [164], J1836+5925 [165] and J2021+3651 [166]. All 12 HE Fermi pulsars

are included in the Second Fermi -LAT source catalog (2FGL, phase-averaged analysis in

[167]) and in the Second Catalog of Gamma-ray Pulsars (2PC, phase-averaged analysis

in [87]). The high-energy (>10 GeV) phase-averaged spectral parameters of all these

pulsars are reported in the 1FHL catalog.

When studying the high-energy emission from pulsars it is important to account for the

off-peak (OP) emission from the surrounding nebula and the pulsar itself. The emission

form the Crab Nebula in the Fermi -LAT energy range can be modeled as a sum of two

power laws [10] or as a sum of a power-law and a smoothly broken power-law component

[12]. Abdo et al. [168] fitted the Fermi -LAT data corresponding to the PWN around the

Vela pulsar (PSR J0835−4510) with a power-law. A more detailed analysis of the Vela

X region [169] shows that a broken power law describes its gamma-ray spectrum better

than a simple power law. Some pulsars, such as PSRs J0007+7303 and J1413−6205,

show prominent OP point source emission at gamma rays [see 163, 164]. The spectra

of these OP components can be modeled with a power law (for PSR J0007+7303) and

a power law with an exponential cut-off (for PSR J1413−6205). A spectral analysis of

the off-peak emission performed within the framework of 2PC confirmed significant OP

emission for PSRs J0007+7303, J0534+2201, J0633+1746, J0835−4510, J1809−2332

and J1836+5925. Although such emission is usually associated with the presence of the

PWN, in some cases it can correspond to the own pulsar emission, also called “second

interpeak” (e.g. for PSRs J0633+1746 [158] and J1836+5925 [165]).

HE Fermi pulsars are the most suitable candidates for VHE observations. Some of

them have been already investigated by currently operating IACTs. Recent VERITAS

observations [170] discovered TeV emission from the supernova remnant CTA1, which

is situated near PSR J0007+7303 (5′ apart) and associated with the TeV emission from

the corresponding PWN. The VHE emission from the Crab pulsar has been investigated

with the MAGIC and VERITAS telescopes [96, 97, 99, 118]. The Crab Nebula was ob-

served with MAGIC [9], VERITAS [19] and H.E.S.S. [21]. The VHE timing analysis and

the prospects for the CTA detection of the Crab pulsar are presented in [171] and [120],

respectively. No significant pulsed emission from PSR J0633+1746 was observed with

MAGIC1 above 50 GeV and with VERITAS [172] above 100 GeV. The VHE pulsations

of the Vela pulsar was detected at 10–100 GeV by CT5, the 28-meter telescope of the

H.E.S.S. instrument2. The Vela X region was also investigated by H.E.S.S. Collaboration

1http://www.cbpf.br/~icrc2013/papers/icrc2013-0691.pdf
2http://www.mpg.de/8287998/velar-pulsar

http://www.cbpf.br/~icrc2013/papers/icrc2013-0691.pdf
http://www.mpg.de/8287998/velar-pulsar
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in the 0.75–70 TeV energy range [25]. PSR J2021+3651 can be one of the possible con-

tributors to the VHE emission from the bright extended source MGRO J2019+37, which

was observed with VERITAS [45]. Residual VHE emission was seen with VERITAS at

the position of PSR J2229+6114 during an observation of G106.3+2.7 [173].

2.2 Spectral Analysis of the Fermi -LAT Data

I analyze the data of 12 HE Fermi pulsars acquired during more than 5 years of the

Fermi -LAT regular sky survey. The data reduction and the spectral fit are performed

using the Fermi Science software package3. Using the tool gtselect I extract events

within the time interval shown in Table 2.1 and from a region of interest (ROI) of 14◦

centered on the position of the pulsar (see Table 2.1). In this analysis the emission

from 100 MeV up to 100 GeV is considered. I used the tool gtmktime to extract

good quality data (DATA QUAL==1), with the instrumental configuration flag set to 1

(LAT CONFIG==1), with a rocking angle <52◦ and zenith angle <100◦. In order to account

for the dependence of the instrument response function (IRF) of the instrument on the

off-axis angle, I calculated effective livetime cubes4 with the tool gtltcube, whereas

exposure maps were created with gtexpcube2.

In order to model the gamma-ray spectra I use the binned likelihood analysis tool

gtlike. The IRF is “P7REP SOURCE V15”5. Each spectrum is fitted with a model

consisting of background emission and a number of sources. The background component

represents both Galactic (gll iem v05 rev1 ) and isotropic diffuse emission (iso source v05 )6.

The latter sums up the contribution of the extragalactic and instrumental backgrounds.

The normalization of both background components is kept as a free parameter. In ad-

dition, I include spectra of all point and non-background diffuse sources within a radius

ROI+5◦ (19◦) from 2FGL and with a value of Test Statistic7 (TS) ≥25. The gamma-ray

spectra of these objects can be in general described by one of the following models:

1. power-law model:
dN

dE
= N0

(
E

E0

)−γ
, (2.1)

3http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software/
4Livetime cube is a product of the tool gtltcube, which calculates how long the source was observed

at different inclination angles (off-axis angles) over the observation.
5http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/LAT_caveats_p7rep.html
6http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html
7Test Statistic is defined as TS = −2 ln(L0/L1), where L0 is the maximum likelihood value for a model

without an additional source and L1 is the maximum likelihood value for a model with the additional
source at a specified location. As a basic rule of thumb, the square root of the TS is approximately
equal to the detection significance for a given source (from http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/

analysis/documentation/Cicerone/Cicerone_Likelihood/Likelihood_overview.html).

http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software/
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/LAT_caveats_p7rep.html
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/Cicerone_Likelihood/Likelihood_overview.html
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/Cicerone_Likelihood/Likelihood_overview.html
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2. power-law model with exponential cut-off (PLEC):

dN

dE
= N0

(
E

E0

)−γ
exp

[
−
(
E

Ec

)b]
, (2.2)

3. log-parabola model:

dN

dE
= N0

(
E

Eb

)−α+β log(E/Eb)

, (2.3)

4. smoothly broken power-law model:

dN

dE
= N0

(
E

E0

)γ1 [
1 +

(
E

Eb

)(γ1−γ2)/β1
]−β1

, (2.4)

where N0 is the normalization factor, α, β, γ, γ1 and γ2 are spectral indexes, Ec is a

cut-off energy, E0 and Eb are reference energies and β1 is a parameter. In this analysis

I fix b = 1.

The following spectral parameters of objects inside the ROI are left free to vary during

the fit:

• for the power-law model (Eq. (2.1)): normalization N0 and spectral index γ,

• for the PLEC model (Eq. (2.2)): normalization N0, spectral index γ and cut-off

energy Ec,

• for the log-parabola model (Eq. (2.3)): normalization N0 and spectral indexes α

and β,

• for the smoothly broken power law model (Eq. (2.4)): all parameters except β1.

Sources outside the ROI are taken into account due to the relatively large point spread

function (PSF) of the Fermi -LAT at low energies (∼10◦ at 100 MeV for the 95% contain-

ment radius8) which causes an additional contribution to the considered field of view.

In performing the fit all spectral parameters of sources at a radius >8◦ are fixed [87]9.

2.2.1 Folded Light Curves

Pulsars have on- and off- pulse intervals and, in some cases, a bridge interval in phase.

The former can be characterized by one (a few) prominent and sharp peak(s) emission.

8http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/archive/p7rep_v15/lat_

Performance.htm
9Except for the off-pulse analysis of PSR J0835−4510 and the on-pulse analysis of PSR J0614−3329

(for further details see Sect. 2.2.2).

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/archive/p7rep_v15/lat_Performance.htm
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/archive/p7rep_v15/lat_Performance.htm
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The average level of the bridge emission (if present) between the two peaks is higher

than that of the off-pulse phase interval. The off-pulse emission is dominated by the

background, which includes the OP emission from the pulsar and its nebula (if present).

I folded the light curves of each pulsar (Fig. 2.1) using the TEMPO2 software package

[174] and ephemerides [175] valid within the epochs reported in Table 2.1. I define the

on- and off- pulse phase intervals of all profiles (Table 2.1), using the Bayesian Block and

Knuth’s rule algorithms [176, 177]. For all HE Fermi pulsars – except PSRs J0007+7303,

J0835−4510 and J2229+6114 – I find the bridge emission (see Fig. 2.1). On the other

hand, PSRs J0007+7303 and J2229+6114 (Figs. 2.1A, 2.1L) appear to have two closely

spaced peaks or only one peak, respectively [160, 163]. Since PSR J0835−4510 has a

more complex pulse shape with 3 peaks and bridge emission overlapping with each other

[161], a single on-pulse interval comprising all peaks and any possible bridge emission is

considered (Fig. 2.1E). It should be noticed that for PSR J1836+5925 only one event is

detected at energies >25 GeV (Fig. 2.1J). Following Ackermann et al. [95], this event

is considered significant. For this reason I include this pulsar in the present analysis.
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Table 2.1: Pulsars with emission at energies >25 GeV detected with the Fermi -LAT investigated in this work. Galactic coordinates (l, b) of each
pulsar are shown in the second and third columns [95]. Data are taken from the Fermi -LAT sky survey observations performed within the time
intervals in modified Julian days (MJD) listed in the fourth column. On-/off- pulse phase intervals for the full energy range from 100 MeV to 100
GeV (∆φon/∆φoff) and above 10 GeV (∆φHE

on ) are also reported. P1 and P2 (if present) correspond to the first and second peaks, respectively (see
text for details).

Pulsar l (deg) b (deg) Time interval of ∆φon ∆φoff ∆φHE
on

ephemerids (MJD) P1 P2 P1 P2

J0007+7303 119.7 10.5 54686–56583 [0.0;0.5] - [0.5;1.0] [0.09;0.41] -
J0534+2201 184.6 -5.8 54686–56583 [-0.14;0.092] [0.23;0.55] [0.55;0.86] [-0.014;0.013] [0.34;0.417]
J0614−3329 240.5 -21.8 54696–56572 [0.035;0.26] [0.57;0.863] [0.26;0.57] [0.076;0.12] [0.636;0.747]
J0633+1746 195.1 4.3 54689–56579 [-0.037;0.19] [0.5;0.7] [0.7;0.963] [0.034;0.134] [0.516;0.675]
J0835−4510 263.6 -2.8 54686–56583 [0.07:0.7] - [0.7;1.07] [0.106;0.6] -
J1028−5819 285.1 -0.5 54686–56583 [0.12;0.28] [0.536;0.76] [0.76;1.12] [0.189;0.229] [0.65;0.688]
J1048−5832 287.4 0.6 54686–56583 [0.07;0.172] [0.47;0.6] [0.6;1.07] [0.067;0.18] [0.5;0.57]
J1413−6205 312.4 -0.7 54689–56579 [0.1;0.241] [0.48;0.7] [0.7;1.1] [0.14;0.28] [0.42;0.56]
J1809−2332 7.4 -2.0 54689–56579 [-0.04;0.182] [0.31;0.49] [0.49;0.96] [0.06;0.135] [0.37;0.455]
J1836+5925 88.9 25.0 54689–56579 [-0.06;0.22] [0.48;0.7] [0.7;0.94] [0.018;0.197] [0.55;0.73]
J2021+3651 75.2 0.1 54686–56583 [0.0;0.183] [0.48;0.64] [0.64;1.0] [0.076;0.11] [0.51;0.59]
J2229+6114 106.7 3.0 54686–56583 [0.16;0.612] - [0.612;1.16] [0.27;0.52] -
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2.2.2 On-pulse and Off-pulse Spectral Analysis >100 MeV

I perform separate spectral fits of the on- and off- pulse intervals to achieve a better

background subtraction. A treatment of the OP emission is included following the

method described in [113]. The off-pulse spectrum is fitted with a different model in

which the pulsar component is replaced by a OP component (assumed to be a point

source). For all pulsars except the Crab and Vela pulsars I check for the presence of

the exponential cut-off in the OPs spectra. Performing two fits, one with a power law10

and the other with a PLEC11 model, I obtain TS values of the OP emission in both

cases (TSpwl and TSPLEC). If TScut ≡ TSPLEC − TSpwl ≥ 9 the PLEC model was used

for the OP component in the following analysis. Otherwise a power law was accepted.

For the Crab pulsar, the OP emission represents the Crab Nebula, whose spectrum is

well known. I assume the sum of a synchrotron (power law) and an inverse Compton

(smoothly broken power law) component with free normalization factors (from [12]).

For the Vela pulsar, the OP represents emission from the Vela X PWN. I use a disk

spatial template from 2FGL and a power-law model with free normalization parameter

and spectral index. In order to reach convergence in the particular case of the Vela X

fitting, I fixed the spectral parameters of all sources outside 9◦. In case the Galactic,

extragalactic and/or OP components are significant in the off-pulse spectral fit (≥3σ-

significance or TS≥9), I include them in the on-pulse spectral analysis, renormalizing

their spectra according to the ratio (∆φon/∆φoff) of the on/off-pulse phase intervals (see

Table 2.1) and fixing their spectral parameters.

In case of non-significant detection of these components, the background is included

in the fit of the on-pulse emission with free normalization parameters, while the OP

contribution is not considered.

After dealing with the background and OP emission as described above, I fitted the

on-pulse emission from the central pulsar using the PLEC model (Eq. (2.2)) and ob-

tained the spectral parameters shown in Table 2.2. As mentioned above, the spectral

parameters of all sources outside 8◦ are fixed. However, in order to achieve convergence,

for PSR J0614−3329 I fixed parameters of all sources outside 7◦. Results are shown in

Figs. 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, where the best fit spectra are also compared with those presented

in the literature an in Fermi catalogs (2FGL, 2PC).

I also obtained the spectral energy distribution of HE Fermi pulsars and corresponding

OPs, dividing the energy range from 100 MeV to 100 GeV into eight energy bins (see

dots in Figs. 2.2-2.7). For each energy bin I select events with the tool gtselect and

calculate livetime cubes and exposure maps using the tools gtltcube and gtexpcube2,

10N0 and γ are considered as free parameters.
11N0, γ and Ec are considered as free parameters, b = 1.
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(A) PSR J0007+7303. (B) PSR J0534+2201. (C) PSR J0614−3329.
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Figure 2.1: Pulse profiles of 12 pulsars with >25 GeV emission, obtained folding more
than 5 years of the Fermi -LAT data. White (y-axis on the left), grey (y-axis on the
right) and black (y-axis on the right) light curves correspond to events with energies
>100 MeV, >10 GeV and >25 GeV, respectively. Counts at energies >100 MeV (>10
GeV/25 GeV) are extracted from a ROI of 14◦ (0.6◦). Vertical dashed lines mark the
on-pulse, off-pulse and bridge phase intervals in the energy range from 100 MeV to 100

GeV (see Table 2.1).
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respectively. In order to obtain the flux of the pulsar in each energy bin, I fit the data

with the gtlike tool using a power-law model with free normalization factor and fixed

spectral index (γ = 2.0)12. The parameters of all other sources are also fixed. If TSi of

the i-th bin is <9, I determine an upper limit to the pulsar flux in that bin.

2.2.3 High Energy (>10 GeV) Spectral Analysis

The typical spectra of pulsars show a steep decline above 1 GeV (cut-off energy). Con-

ventionally it is described by adding an exponential cut-off to the power-law model

(PLEC in Eq. (2.2)). However, some pulsars appear to have a less steeper decline in

the GeV energy range, than it is predicted by the PLEC model. In order to estimate it,

PLEC fits with both fixed and free b-parameter were used in 2PC. As shown by Abdo

et al. [87], a PLEC model with a shallower spectrum (b < 1) is statistically acceptable for

a number of HE Fermi pulsars, such as PSRs J0534+2201, J0614−3329, J0633+1746,

J0835−4510, J1028−5819, J1048−5832, J1809−2332, J1836+5925, J2021+3651 and

J2229+6114.

With the aim of achieving a more accurate characterization of the high-energy part of

the pulsars spectra, in this work I perform a spectral fit of the Fermi -LAT data above 10

GeV using a power-law model (Eq. (2.1)). Such an analysis is made using the method

presented in Sect. 2.2.2 with a different ROI of 2◦. With this value both an adequate

coverage of the whole Fermi -LAT PSF (0.5◦ at 10 GeV for the 95% containment radius13)

and a proper treatment of the background diffuse emission are achieved [95]. Since the

peaks of the pulsars light curves become sharper with increasing energy (see Fig. 2.1), I

re-define the values of the on-/off- phase intervals (∆φHE
on ) by applying the same Bayesian

Block and Knuth’s rule algorithms to the pulsars light curves at energies >10 GeV (see

Table 2.1). However, to reach convergence for the Vela pulsar (PSR J0835−4510), I still

use the value of ∆φon, determined from the full energy range. Since the on-pulse phase

interval for this pulsar does not have bridge emission, using ∆φon instead of ∆φHE
on

will not result in overestimating the value of the flux. The spectral model includes

the target pulsar, which is described by a power-law spectrum, background components

(gll iem v05 rev1, iso source v05 ) and other point-like/diffuse sources from 2FGL within

the radius of 7◦ with TS>25. All parameters of out-of-ROI sources are fixed. I use a

simple power-law model to describe high-energy (>10 GeV) OP emission in all pulsars.

Off-/on- pulse analyses and background/OP subtraction are also performed (as in Sect.

2.2.2).

12Different slopes and spectral shapes have a small influence on the resulting value of the flux in such
narrow energy bins

13http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/archive/p7rep_v15/lat_

Performance.htm

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/archive/p7rep_v15/lat_Performance.htm
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/archive/p7rep_v15/lat_Performance.htm
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Resulting parameters of the high-energy analyses (off- and on- pulses) are presented in

Table 2.2. In Figs. 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 the best fitting high-energy spectra are compared

with those from 1FHL.

In order to include the contribution of the Galactic diffuse background (GDB) into the

VHE simulations, I also perform an additional spectral fit of the off-pulse Fermi -LAT

data above 10 GeV, fixing all components with spectral values resulting from the high-

energy off-pulse analysis described above and replacing the “standard” Fermi Galactic

background (gll iem v05 rev1 ) with a model consisting of a uniform spatial distribution

and a power-law spectrum14. GDB background spectra are shown in Table 2.3 (column

4).

2.3 Simulation of CTA Observations

I extrapolated high-energy (>10 GeV) spectral fits of 12 HE Fermi pulsars obtained

in Sect. 2.2 up to ∼160 TeV and then simulated observations of these sources with

CTA using the ctools software package [178] (tool ctobssim). Because of the differ-

ent position on the sky, pulsars will culminate at different zenith angles during the

observations with northern and southern CTA installations. Some pulsars, like PSRs

J0007+7303, J0534+2201, J0633+1746, J1836+5925, J2021+3651 and J2229+6114, will

be better observable from the northern hemisphere, i.e. with CTA-North, while the

others (PSRs J0614−3329, J0835−4510, J1028−5819, J1048−5832, J1413−6205 and

J1809−2332) with the southern installation CTA-South. I take into account for this

by using CTA-North and CTA-South Monte Carlo Production 2 (MC-Prod2) configu-

rations15 in these simulations. As mentioned in Sect. 1.3.3, the CTA-South array is

expected to consist of 4 large-size telescopes (LSTs, 24-meter diameter), 24 medium-size

telescopes (MSTs, 12-meter dish) and 72 small-size telescopes (SSTs, 4-meter diameter),

whereas CTA-North – of 4 LSTs and 15 MSTs. IRFs of these configurations and spectra

of an isotropic background of charged cosmic-ray particles are derived from 50-hour sim-

ulated observations of a standard point source with 1 Crab Unit flux16, at a 20◦ zenith

angle, located at the center of the field of view.

Simulations are performed with a ROI of 3◦, centered on the pulsar position. The

input spectral model to be simulated consists of the extrapolated pulsar spectrum and

the isotropic background of CTA. In case of significant OP detection during the high-

energy off-pulse Fermi -analysis (see column 4 in Table 2.2), I add the corresponding

14Normalization factor N0 and spectral index γ of the GDB are left free to vary.
15Public available files “CTA-Performance-South-20150511” and “CTA-Performance-North-20150511”

on https://portal.cta-observatory.org/Pages/CTA-Performance.aspx
161 Crab Unit (C. U.) = 2.79 × 10−11 × (E/1 TeV)−2.57 cm−2 s−1 TeV−1

https://portal.cta-observatory.org/Pages/CTA-Performance.aspx
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extrapolated component into the VHE model, re-normalized to the total phase interval.

I also account for the GDB. Since pulsars are point-like sources and the angular resolution

of CTA above 40 GeV (∼0.2◦) is on the scale of the Fermi -LAT PSF (∼0.5◦) at 10 GeV,

the spatial distribution of the GDB can be approximated as uniform. I extrapolate the

GDB spectrum obtained in Sect. 2.2 up to 160 TeV, assuming a power-law model.

I simulate observations with a duration of 25 hours for the brightest pulsars J0534+2201

and J0835−4510 (the Crab and Vela pulsars), whereas for the others a 50-hour exposure

time is used. 3◦ × 3◦ count maps of all HE Fermi pulsars are shown in Figs. 2.8, 2.9

and 2.10.

Using the same extrapolated pulsars spectra, I carry out analogous simulations with

reduced background/OP contamination, as if the sole data from the on-pulse phase

intervals were considered for the analysis. For this, the background/OP contribution is

renormalized to the high-energy on-pulse phase interval (∆φHE
on ).

I fit simulated data and estimate the significance S of pulsars detection in three energy

bins (>0.04, >0.25 and >1 TeV) using the tool ctlike, which performs the unbinned

maximum likelihood analysis. The simulated event list resulting from ctobssim together

with an input spectral model are used. The square root of the output parameter TS

roughly corresponds to the detection significance in Gaussian sigmas. In this analysis,

the source is considered to be significantly detected, if S ≡
√
TS ≥ 5.

Uncertainties on the significance S for each pulsar are estimated in the following way,

propagating the uncertainties on the high-energy power-law spectrum (Eq. (2.1)). Us-

ing the covariance matrix obtained in the Fermi likelihood analysis, an optimistic/pes-

simistic spectrum (Fopt/Fpes) can be obtained from the following expression:

Fopt,pes = F (E)±

√(
∂F

∂N0

)2

σ2
N0

+

(
∂F

∂γ

)2

σ2
γ + 2

∂F

∂N0

∂F

∂γ
σN0γ . (2.5)

In Eq. (2.5) ∂F/∂N0 and ∂F/∂γ correspond to the partial derivatives of F with respect

to N0 and γ, respectively. σ2
N0

, σ2
γ and σN0γ are diagonal and non-diagonal elements of

the corresponding covariance matrix, respectively.

I repeat VHE simulations for all pulsars with Fopt and Fpes spectra obtaining the range

of significances, which are reported in Table 2.4.
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2.4 Results

2.4.1 Analysis at 100 MeV – 100 GeV

In Figs. 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 I compare the best fit spectra in the 100 MeV – 100 GeV

energy range with those presented in the literature (see references in Table 2.2, 2FGL,

2PC). Some spectra differ from those reported in the literature because of the different

data sets and analysis methods (e.g. phase averaged, phase resolved) adopted in the

corresponding analyses (see e.g. solid/dashed black spectra of PSR J1836+5925 in Fig.

2.4B obtained with/without taking into account for the OP emission). In general, our

results are consistent with the previous ones. All pulsars spectra used for the comparison

correspond to the PLEC model with the parameter b equaled to 1. Only in [12] this

parameter was varied.

TScut values, which give a measure of the significance of the exponential cut-off in OPs

spectra, are shown in Table 2.2 (column 2). Spectral fits of the OP emission from PSRs

J1413−6205 and J2229+6114 with the PLEC model did not converge. Therefore, for

them I use a simple power law instead. The corresponding values of TSpwl are listed in

Table 2.2. The off-pulse spectral fit of PSR J2021+3651 did not converge with either

the power-law or the PLEC models. I conclude that the OP emission from this pulsar

is not significant. Table 2.2 also shows the significances of the Crab Nebula (TSSync and

TSIC) and Vela X (TSX) spectral components.

The results of the OP spectral fits are shown in Table 2.3 (column 2, where all spectra are

renormalized according to the total phase interval). There are significant exponential

cut-off tails in PSRs J0007+7303, J0633−1746, J1028−5819 and J1836+5925. Figs.

2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 show the best fitting OP spectra together with those from the literature

(references in Table 2.3, 2PC). It should me mentioned that different models were used in

the past to describe the emission from the Vela X region (an ellipsoidal spatial template

with a smoothly broken power-law spectral model [169]), of the OP in PSRs J0007+7303

(power-law, 2PC and [163]) and J1809−2332 (PLEC, 2PC).

2.4.2 High-energy Analysis Above 10 GeV

I also performed a spectral analysis of 12 HE Fermi pulsars at energies >10 GeV.

Best fitting parameters of the off- and on- pulse analyses are reported in Table 2.2

(columns 4,5). All pulsars show significant emission in this energy range. OP emis-

sion was detected with >3σ-significance (TS&9) in PSRs J0534+2201, J0835−4510 and

J1836+5925. Their spectra renormalized to the total phase interval are shown in Table
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Table 2.2: Results of the spectral fits at energies >100 MeV and >10 GeV of our
sample of high-energy Fermi pulsars. Best fit spectral parameters for the full energy
range (100 MeV – 100 GeV) are reported in the third column. The second column
contains the significances of the OP components from the off-pulse spectral fits above
100 MeV (see text for more details), while the fourth column those of the from the high-
energy off-pulse spectral fits above 10 GeV. Best fitting parameters of the power-law
spectra at energies >10 GeV are in the fifth column. References to previous spectral

analyses are reported in the first column.

Pulsar Spectral analysis >100 MeVa Spectral analysis >10 GeVb

off-pulse on-pulse off-pulse on-pulse

J0007+7303 TScut = 11 N0 = 0.748± 0.009 - NHE
0 = 2.5± 0.2

[163] γ = 1.36± 0.01 γ = 4.03± 0.19
Ec = 4.6± 0.1

J0534+2201c TSSync = 5688 N0 = 2.47± 0.03 TS(Crab Nebula) = 5180 NHE
0 = 3.0± 0.3

(Crab) TSIC = 6540 γ = 1.905± 0.007 γ = 3.0± 0.2
[10],[12] Ec = 4.44± 0.14

J0614−3329 TScut = 7.5 N0 = 0.156± 0.005 - NHE
0 = 0.85± 0.14

[157] γ = 1.24± 0.04 γ = 3.4± 0.3
Ec = 4.4± 0.3

J0633+1746 TScut = 1739 N0 = 7.27± 0.04 - NHE
0 = 3.6± 0.4

(Geminga) γ = 1.201± 0.005 γ = 5.2± 0.2
[158] Ec = 2.62± 0.02

J0835−4510d TSX = 3360 N0 = 22.87± 0.07 TS(Vela X) = 15 NHE
0 = 18.4± 0.8

(Vela) γ = 1.498± 0.002 γ = 4.38± 0.08
[161],[162] Ec = 2.99± 0.02

J1028−5819 TScut = 31 N0 = 0.45± 0.01 - NHE
0 = 0.69± 0.15

[159] γ = 1.59± 0.03 γ = 3.8± 0.4
Ec = 3.9± 0.3

J1048−5832 TScut = 2.3 N0 = 0.34± 0.01 - NHE
0 = 0.3± 0.1

[160] γ = 1.55± 0.03 γ = 4.0± 0.8
Ec = 2.97± 0.15

J1413−6205 TSpwl = 33 N0 = 0.26± 0.01 - NHE
0 = 0.5± 0.1

[164] γ = 1.67± 0.05 γ = 3.9± 0.6
Ec = 4.4± 0.5

J1809−2332 TScut = 0.5 N0 = 0.90± 0.02 - NHE
0 = 0.77± 0.17

γ = 1.55± 0.02 γ = 4.6± 0.4
Ec = 3.4± 0.1

J1836+5925 TScut = 576 N0 = 0.58± 0.02 TS(OP) = 18 NHE
0 = 0.3± 0.1

[165] γ = 0.91± 0.03 γ = 4.4± 0.6
Ec = 2.09± 0.07

J2021+3651 - N0 = 1.10± 0.01 - NHE
0 = 0.720± 0.008

[166] γ = 1.636± 0.009 γ = 4.41± 0.02
Ec = 3.12± 0.05

J2229+6114 TSpwl = 78 N0 = 0.5027± 0.0007 - NHE
0 = 0.71± 0.13

[160] γ = 1.687± 0.001 γ = 3.5± 0.4
Ec = 3.67± 0.01

N0 is the normalization factor in units of 10−10 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1, NHE
0 is that of high-energy analysis in 10−14

cm−2 s−1 MeV−1, Ec is the cut-off energy in GeV and γ is the spectral index (see Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)). Errors
include only statistical uncertainties.
aE0 = 1 GeV for the analysis of 12 pulsars in the 100 MeV – 100 GeV energy range.
bE0 = 20 GeV for those at energies >10 GeV.
cThe spectral analysis of the Crab Nebula emission from 100 MeV to 100 GeV was performed with the two-
component model reported in [12].
dThe off-pulse analysis of PSR J0835−4510 (dominated by the Vela X emission) in both the full and high energy
ranges was performed using a disk spatial template (from 2FGL) and a power-law model.
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Table 2.3: Results of the spectral fits, obtained from the off-pulse analyses at energies
>100 MeV and >10 GeV (columns 2 and 3, respectively). Spectral parameters are
compared with those in the literature (references are in the last column). The forth
column shows the results of a power-law fit of the diffuse Galactic background (GDB)
emission above 10 GeV during off-pulse phases. Normalization factors N0, NHE

0 and
NHE

GDB are renormalized to the total phase interval. References to previous spectral
analyses are reported in the first column.

OPs of pulsars OP spectra GDB

>100 MeVa >10 GeVb power-law fit >10 GeVb

J0007+7303 N0 = 0.07 ± 0.01 - NHE
GDB = 0.025 ± 0.007

[163],[170] γ = 2.2 ± 0.1 γ = 2.5 ± 0.3
Ec = 2.0 ± 0.6

J0534+2201c NSync
0 = 208 ± 5 NHE

0 = 14.7 ± 0.7 NHE
GDB = 0.06 ± 0.01

(Crab Nebula) γSync = 3.59 γ = 1.93 ± 0.07 γ = 3.2 ± 0.4

[10],[12] ,[9] ESync
0 = 100 MeV

N IC
0 = 5.3 ± 1.4

γIC
1 = 1.48
γIC
2 = 2.19
EIC

0 = 100 MeV
EIC

b = 13.9 GeV
βIC
1 = 0.2

J0614−3329 N0 = 0.039 ± 0.002 - -
γ = 2.34 ± 0.05

J0633+1746 N0 = 2.69 ± 0.09 - NHE
GDB = 0.02 ± 0.01

γ = 1.45 ± 0.02 γ = 3.1 ± 0.5
Ec = 1.50 ± 0.05

J0835−4510d N0 = 0.323 ± 0.007 NHE
0 = 1.5 ± 0.5 NHE

GDB = 0.1 ± 0.02
(Vela X) γ = 2.272 ± 0.016 γ = 1.8 ± 0.5 γ = 3.0 ± 0.4
[168],[169],[25]

J1028−5819 N0 = 0.19 ± 0.05 - NHE
GDB = 0.37 ± 0.02

γ = 1.4 ± 0.2 γ = 2.3 ± 0.1
Ec = 1.7 ± 0.5

J1048−5832 N0 = 0.026 ± 0.005 - NHE
GDB = 0.24 ± 0.02

γ = 2.3 ± 0.1 γ = 2.64 ± 0.17

J1413−6205 N0 = 0.031 ± 0.006 - NHE
GDB = 0.79 ± 0.03

[164] γ = 2.5 ± 0.1 γ = 2.7 ± 0.1

J1809−2332 N0 = 0.047 ± 0.006 - NHE
GDB = 0.32 ± 0.02

γ = 2.50 ± 0.08 γ = 2.5 ± 0.1

J1836+5925 N0 = 1.34 ± 0.05 NHE
0 = 0.07 ± 0.09 NHE

GDB = 0.026 ± 0.009
[165] γ = 1.46 ± 0.03 γ = 6.37 ± 2.6 γ = 2.71 ± 0.13

Ec = 2.1 ± 0.1

J2021+3651 - - NHE
GDB = 0.27 ± 0.02

[45] γ = 2.67 ± 0.16

J2229+6114 N0 = 0.014 ± 0.003 - NHE
GDB = 0.09 ± 0.01

[173] γ = 2.9 ± 0.1 γ = 2.3 ± 0.2

N0, NHE
0 , Ec and γ are defined as in Table 2.2. NHE

GDB is the normalisation factor of the
GDB power-law spectra in units of 10−14 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1 sr−1. A power-law model
was used to describe the OP emission from PSRs J0835−4510, J0614−3329, J1048−5832,
J1413−6205, J1809−2332 and J2229+6114, whereas a PLEC model was used to fit OP
component of PSRs J0007+7303, J0633−1746, J1028−5819 and J1836+5925 in the 100
MeV – 100 GeV energy range. PSR J2021+3651 shows no significant OP emission. Errors
include only the statistical uncertainties.
aE0 = 1 GeV for all OP components (except for PSR J0534+2201)
bE0 = 20 GeV
cThe spectral model of the Crab Nebula corresponds to the sum of the synchrotron
(Sync) and inverse Compton (IC) components described by the power-law (Eq. (2.1))
and smoothly broken power-law models (Eq. (2.4) [12]), respectively. Normalization
factors NSync

0 and N IC
0 are both in units of 10−10 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1.

dFor the Vela X analyses a disk spatial template (from 2FGL) and a power-law model
were used in both the full and high energy ranges.
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2.3 (column 3). For all other pulsars no significant OP component was found during the

off-pulse high-energy analysis.

In Figs. 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 the best fitting high-energy spectra are compared with those

from 1FHL (red and blue butterfly plots, respectively). For comparison in Fig. 2.2B I

also show the VHE spectrum of the Crab pulsar (hatched area) found with the MAGIC

telescope [96] and extrapolated down to 10 GeV. The hatched area in Fig. 2.3A corre-

sponds to the Fermi -LAT spectrum of the Vela pulsar at energies >50 GeV [162]. The

latter is characterized by a PLEC model with varying b-parameter, in contrast to the

simple power law used in 1FHL.

Spectral parameters of significant OPs are presented in Figs. 2.5-2.7 and Table 2.3

(column 3, where all spectra are renormalized according to the total phase interval).

The best fitting power-law OPs spectra are compared with those detected at VHE and

extrapolated down to 10 GeV (red and hatched butterfly plots in Figs. 2.5A, 2.5B, 2.6A

and 2.7B). Log-parabola and PLEC models were used to fit the MAGIC data of the

Crab Nebula [9] and the H.E.S.S. data of Vela X [25], respectively.

The GDB emission above 10 GeV around each pulsar was estimated. Assuming a power-

law spectral shape and uniform spatial distribution, I detected significant emission from

the GDB around all pulsars, except for PSR J0614−3329, which is rather distant from

the Galactic Plane (see column 4 in Table 2.3). The VHE measurements of the Galactic

diffuse emission with ARGO-YBJ at 0.35–2 TeV [179] indicate that these estimates can

be considered as conservative. Nevertheless, the contribution of the GDB to the total

VHE background is not higher than 1%.

2.4.3 Simulated CTA Observations

Using the results of the spectral fitting at energies >10 GeV, I extrapolated the pulsar

emission at VHE up to ∼160 TeV and simulated CTA observations of these objects,

including an isotropic background, GDB and OP emission (if present). I consider obser-

vations with the northern or southern CTA installations (CTA-North and CTA-South).

In Figs. 2.2-2.7 I compare extrapolated spectra of pulsars or their OP components

with the sensitivity of the corresponding CTA installation. The resulting significances

of point source detections in different energy bins (>0.04, >0.25 TeV) with or without

background/OP subtraction are presented in Table 2.4. Count maps of all pulsars are

shown in Figs. 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10.

I calculated optimistic and pessimistic spectra for each pulsar (from Eq. (2.5)), consid-

ering the uncertainties resulting from the high-energy Fermi spectral fits above 10 GeV
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Table 2.4: Significances S of VHE pulsars detections during observations with the
northern and southern CTA configuration for all data (VHE) and considering only the
on-pulse phases (VHE-ON). The S-values are the square root of the corresponding test

statistics (TS) in two energy bands (>0.04 and >0.25 TeV).

Pulsar (Array tbsim) VHE VHE-ON
>0.04 TeV >0.25 TeV >0.04 TeV >0.25 TeV (∆φHE

on )

J0007+7303 (North 50h) 5.1+2.4
−2.0 - 6.0+4.5

−3.1 - (0.32)
J0534+2201a (North 25h) 6.0+1.2

−3.3 2.6+1.4
−1.6 20.3+7.4

−8.3 5.2+4.5
−2.7 (0.10)

J0614−3329 (South 50h) 7.4+5.8
−5.7 4.8+4.2

−3.8 19.6+12.7
−13.0 8.9+8.4

−8.9 (0.16)
J0633+1746 (North 50h) - - 3.4+1.4

−0.7 - (0.26)
J0835−4510a (South 25h) 28.2+4.2

−3.5 - 37.1+6.2
−3.9 4.5+0.7

−0.6 (0.49)
J1028−5819 (South 50h) 0.0+5.8

−0.0 - 14.4+7.9
−8.9 0.0+7.6

−0.0 (0.08)
J1048−5832 (South 50h) - - 2.9+2.1

−2.9 - (0.18)
J1413−6205 (South 50h) 0.0+4.7

−0.0 - 4.4+4.9
−3.6 - (0.28)

J1809−2332 (South 50h) - - 0.0+5.2
−0.0 - (0.16)

J1836+5925a (North 50h) - - - - (0.36)
J2021+3651 (North 50h) - - - - (0.11)
J2229+6114 (North 50h) 2.5+2.6

−2.5 - 6.3+5.0
−4.8 1.7+5.2

−1.7 (0.25)

aPulsars simulated with OP emission.
btsim is a duration of the observations.

(red butterfly plots in Figs. 2.2-2.4). Performing simulations, similar to those described

above, the corresponding uncertainties in the significance S were obtained (see Table

2.4).

As shown in Table 2.4 (column 3), the simulated observations with CTA above 0.04 TeV

show significant detections for PSRs J0007+7303 (50 h), J0534+2201 (25 h), J0614−3329

(50 h), J0835−4510 (25 h), J1028−5819 (50 h), J1413−6205 (50 h) and J2229+6114

(50 h)17. In addition, pulsars J0633+1746, J1048−5832 (50 h) and J1809−2332 are

significantly detected in 50 hours after off-pulse background subtraction (Table 2.4,

column 5, VHE-ON). A longer observing time is required for a significant detection of

other pulsars above 0.04 TeV.

I also considered different energy intervals. Pulsars J0534+2201 and J0614−3329 can

be detected at energies >0.25 TeV on the full pulse analysis, while other 3 pulsars

(PSRs J0835−4510, J1028−5819 and J2229+6114) turn out to be detectable in the on-

pulse analysis. Only PSR J0614−3329 can be marginally detected above 1 TeV with

S = 2.3+2.2
−2.3 (6.7+3.5

−6.7 for on-pulse intervals) during simulated observations with the same

exposure times.

17S ≥ 5 at least. Pulsar J1413−6205 has S = 4.7 and I consider it very close to the significance
threshold.
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2.4.4 Analysis of Pass 8 Fermi -LAT Data

I repeated all the simulations using the results of the high-energy (>10 GeV) spectral

fits of recently the released Pass 8 Fermi -LAT data18. The new data provide better

measurements of the energy and position for each event in a wider energy range, than

the previous Pass 7 data used above. This allows us to obtain better spectral fits

especially in the high-energy tail of the pulsars spectra (>10 GeV). This leads in turn

to more realistic VHE simulations.

For all HE Fermi pulsars I analyzed 5-year Pass 8 data at energies >10 GeV us-

ing the ephemerides reported above (see [175] and Table 2.1). The adopted IRF is

“P8R2 SOURCE V6”19. The background components included in the spectral fitting

are the Galactic (gll iem v06 ) and isotropic diffuse emission (iso P8R2 SOURCE V6 v06 )20.

Spectra of all point sources and non-background diffuse sources included in the analysis

are taken from 3FGL [94].

I extrapolated the best-fit power-law spectra of each pulsar (Table 2.5) up to ∼160 TeV

and simulated CTA observations of these objects (similarly to what done for Pass 7 data

in Sect. 2.4.3). The significances of the pulsars detection with CTA are listed in Table

2.6.

More than 7 years of Fermi -LAT data are available to date. In order to accurately fold

light curves of HE Fermi pulsars using the full data set, new ephemerids that account

for the effects of the timing noise are required. However, there are two pulsars of our

sample, J0614−3329 and J1836+5925, that have a rather stable timing evolution and

for which the ephemerides over a 5-year time interval provide a rather accurate timing

solution also for 7 years. For these objects I performed an analysis of the high-energy

data acquired from MJD 54682 to MJD 57350 (∼7 years). The resulting spectra and

detection significances are reported in Tables 2.5 and 2.6, respectively.

The calculations performed for Pass 8 data at energies > 10 GeV give results similar to

those from the Pass 7 analysis, which will be discussed in Sect. 2.5.

2.5 Discussion

In this chapter I presented the spectral analysis of 12 HE Fermi pulsars in the full

Fermi bandpass (100 MeV – 100 GeV) and at high energies (>10 GeV). It was found that

18http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Pass8_usage.html
19http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/LAT_caveats.html
20http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html

http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Pass8_usage.html
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/LAT_caveats.html
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html
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Table 2.5: Results of the Pass 8 spectral analysis above 10 GeV for our sample of
high-energy Fermi pulsars. The second column contains the significances of the OP
components from the off-pulse spectral fits above 10 GeV. Best fit spectral parameters

of the power-law spectra at energies >10 GeV are reported in the third column.

Pulsar Spectral Pass 8 analysis >10 GeV
off-pulse on-pulse

5 years of data

J0007+7303 - NHE
0 = 2.6± 0.2

γ = 4.07± 0.16

J0534+2201 TS(Crab Nebula) = 8530 NHE
0 = 3.4± 0.3

(Crab) γ = 3.0± 0.2

J0614−3329 - NHE
0 = 0.93± 0.14

γ = 3.5± 0.3

J0633+1746 - NHE
0 = 3.6± 0.3

(Geminga) γ = 5.2± 0.16

J0835−4510a TS(Vela X) = 13 NHE
0 = 19.0± 0.7

(Vela) γ = 4.41± 0.07

J1028−5819 - NHE
0 = 0.63± 0.13

γ = 4.0± 0.4

J1048−5832 - NHE
0 = 0.25± 0.09

γ = 4.4± 0.7

J1413−6205 - NHE
0 = 0.485± 0.004

γ = 3.92± 0.02

J1809−2332 - NHE
0 = 0.83± 0.14

γ = 4.2± 0.3

J1836+5925 TS(OP) = 119 NHE
0 = 0.34± 0.09

γ = 4.1± 0.5

J2021+3651 - NHE
0 = 0.72± 0.14

γ = 4.7± 0.4

J2229+6114 - NHE
0 = 0.58± 0.10

γ = 3.4± 0.4

7 years of data

J0614−3329 - NHE
0 = 0.85± 0.11

γ = 3.7± 0.3

J1836+5925 TS(OP) = 130 NHE
0 = 0.31± 0.07

γ = 4.4± 0.5

NHE
0 is the normalization factor in units of 10−14 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1

and γ is the spectral index (see Eq. (2.1), E0 = 20 GeV). Errors
include only statistical uncertainties.
aThe off-pulse analysis of PSR J0835−4510 in the high energy range
(dominated by the Vela X diffuse emission) was performed using a
disk spatial template (from 3FGL) and a power-law model.
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Table 2.6: Same as Table 2.4 for pulsars spectra obtained from an analysis of Pass 8
Fermi -LAT data.

Pulsar (Array tbsim) VHE VHE-ON
>0.04 TeV >0.25 TeV >0.04 TeV >0.25 TeV (∆φHE

on )
5 years of data

J0007+7303 (North 50h) 4.7+1.2
−1.3 - 6.7+1.2

−1.6 - (0.33)
J0534+2201a (North 25h) 7.1+1.6

−2.1 - 21.2+4.3
−5.4 4.6+3.7

−4.6 (0.13)
J0614−3329 (South 50h) 6.6+4.0

−3.0 3.4+3.5
−2.6 16.5+7.7

−9.0 5.0+7.0
−5.0 (0.20)

J0633+1746 (North 50h) - - 2.5+1.1
−0.0 - (0.22)

J0835−4510a (South 25h) 28.2+2.6
−3.7 - 40.3+3.5

−4.2 2.4+2.1
−2.4 (0.49)

J1028−5819 (South 50h) 0.0+3.9
−0.0 - 5.8+5.4

−5.0 - (0.16)
J1048−5832 (South 50h) - - - - (0.25)
J1413−6205 (South 50h) - - 3.5+0.7

−0.4 - (0.22)
J1809−2332 (South 50h) - - 8.6+2.8

−5.0 - (0.11)
J1836+5925a (North 50h) - - - - (0.44)
J2021+3651 (North 50h) - - - - (0.12)
J2229+6114 (North 50h) 1.8+3.0

−1.8 0.0+3.1
−0.0 5.4+8.1

−5.4 3.5+4.8
−3.4 (0.15)

7 years of data

J0614−3329 (South 50h) 4.2+2.4
−4.2 2.7+1.2

−1.8 10.7+6.4
−5.6 3.7+2.3

−3.7 (0.20)
J1836+5925a (North 50h) - - - - (0.44)

aPulsars simulated with OP emission.
btsim is the duration of the observations.

PSRs J0534+2201, J0835−4510 and J1836+5925 have significant OP emission above 10

GeV.

The results of the Fermi -analysis are compared with those from the literature (for ref-

erences see Tables 2.2 and 2.3) and from the 1FHL catalog. I performed the spectral

analysis of both the on- and off- peak components in the full Fermi -LAT energy range.

In almost all cases the found spectra are consistent with those from the previous inves-

tigations. Only for PSR J1836+5925 obtained spectrum shows significant differences

below a few GeV with respect to e.g. Abdo et al. [165] (see Fig. 2.4B). Spectra adopted

from the previous works [87, 165, 167]21 are phase-averaged and does not account for the

OP component. For the sake of comparison I then performed additional spectral fits of

PSR J1836+5925 assuming no contribution from the OP emission. Spectral parameters

resulting from this analysis are consistent with those from the literature (see dashed line

in Fig. 2.4B). However, since the spectral analysis of PSR J1836+5925 shows the pres-

ence of significant OP emission, I considered it more accurate and used it for performing

the VHE spectral simulations.

For the Crab pulsar, the spectral parameters obtained from the analysis in the full and

high energy ranges are consistent with those from the detailed investigations made by

Abdo et al. [10] and Buehler et al. [12], who considered the Crab Nebula emission.

However, these results are rather different from those reported in 2FGL or 1FHL. In

21It should be noted that Abdo et al. [165] reported both a phase-resolved and phase-averaged spectral
analyses for PSR J1836+5925. However, in this work I refer only to phase-averaged one.
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both these catalogs the spectral analysis of all pulsars was performed without taking

into account for the presence of OP components.

It should be noted that the high-energy spectral fit of the Crab pulsar obtained for the

data within ∆φHE
on phases is not consistent with the spectral energy distribution above

10 GeV calculated for the ∆φon intervals (see red line and black data points in Fig.

2.2B). I then calculated the spectral energy distribution at energies >10 GeV for the

data corresponding to the ∆φHE
on phase intervals and found that they are consistent with

the high-energy spectral fit (see gray data points in Fig. 2.2B). Such an effect may take

place also for other HE Fermi pulsars, but it is probably negligible because we do not

observe significant bridge emission above 10 GeV (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2-2.4).

I obtained the spectra of the OP emission in the 100 MeV – 100 GeV energy range

for all pulsars except PSR J2021+3651, which showed no significant irrespective of the

adopted models. In contrast to what reported in 2PC and in [163] for PSR J0007+7303,

the present analyses resulted in the detection of a significant exponential cut-off tail

in the OP emission at energies >100 MeV (Fig. 2.5A). On the contrary, I found no

evidence of an exponential cut-off in the OP spectrum of PSR J1809−2332 (see Figs.

2.5, 2.6 and 2.7).

I then simulated CTA observations of our sample of 12 energetic gamma-ray pulsars

detected with the Fermi -LAT. Assuming that the VHE pulsar spectrum is an extrap-

olation of the high-energy Fermi spectral fit above 10 GeV, I calculated significances

of pulsar detection. So far, there are only two pulsars, for which significant pulsations,

have been detected with ground-based Cherenkov telescopes – the Crab and Vela pul-

sars (with MAGIC [96, 97], VERITAS [99] and H.E.S.S.22). According to performed

calculations CTA will probably detect ∼7–10 HE Fermi pulsars (during 50 hours, >40

GeV). Although the angular resolution of CTA improves with energy [see e.g. 151], which

tends to lead to an improvement in the detection significance because of a decrease in

the isotropic background contamination23, only 2 pulsars J0534+2201 and J0614−3329

with rather flat spectra (γ = 3.0 and γ = 3.4, respectively) are still bright enough for

the CTA detection above 0.25 TeV. PSR J2229+6114 which has a similar spectral index

(γ = 3.5) is not significantly detected due to the lower flux and higher GDB contamina-

tion. Considering only the on-peak emission, I obtain significant detection at energies

>0.25 TeV also for pulsars J0835−4510, J1028−5819 and J2229+6114. Above 1 TeV

only PSR J0614−3329 is sufficiently bright to be detectable. Despite of the even harder

high-energy spectrum (γ = 3.0), a simulation of a 25-hour observation of the Crab pulsar

22http://www.mpg.de/8287998/velar-pulsar
23For CTA-South the 68% of the PSF at 0.04, 0.25 and 1 TeV is 0.19◦, 0.09◦ and 0.05◦, respectively

http://www.mpg.de/8287998/velar-pulsar
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above 1 TeV yields S < 5 because of the presence of the bright point-like (in gamma

rays) Crab Nebula.

In addition to the pulse-averaged point source detection discussed above, I calculated

also the S-values corresponding to the most prominent peak emission from each pul-

sar, concentrated within the on-pulse phase intervals (see columns 5, 6 in Table 2.4).

Considering only the counts within these specific phases (see Fig. 2.1), it is possible to

increase the signal-to-noise ratio. This leads to higher detection significances as com-

pared to the phase-averaged ones. On-pulse phase intervals ∆φHE
on were obtained from

the Fermi -LAT high-energy pulse profiles (>10 GeV). These values are smaller than

those obtained in the 100 MeV – 100 GeV energy range (cmp. ∆φon and ∆φHE
on in Table

2.1). Recent results from MAGIC and VERITAS confirm this trend of narrowing of the

pulsars peaks with energy, found with the Fermi -LAT at energies from 100 MeV to 100

GeV [see 10, 96, 97, 99]. Therefore, in this respect the results presented here can be con-

sidered as rather conservative. Clearly, in order to perform this type of measurements a

knowledge of the accurate pulsars ephemerides is required, which can be obtained from

simultaneous low-energy observations (e.g. radio, optical).

Obtained results are strongly dependent on the assumed spectral behaviour of pulsars

above few hundreds GeV. Comparing the extrapolated VHE spectral slope of the Crab

pulsar (γ = 3.0±0.2) with that obtained with MAGIC (γMAGIC = 3.57±0.27, from [96])

and VERITAS (γVERITAS = 3.8±0.5, from [99]), it appears that the value obtained here

is slightly flatter, but still marginally consistent within the error bars24. In this respect,

our extrapolated VHE spectral slopes may be considered to provide upper limits to the

detection significance for each pulsar, which, in any case, is not expected to be much

lower. However, recent spectral results reported in [118] for the main pulse and the

interpulse indicate that the spectrum of the Crab pulsar is flatter (γ ∼ 3.0) than what

was obtained in previous measurements, which is consistent with our estimates.

It should be noted that the extrapolation of the OP spectra to VHE can also affect the

results of simulations. This is particularly relevant for PSRs J0534+2201, J0835−4510

and J1836+5925. For the Crab Nebula, the spectrum used in our calculations is harder

than that recently obtained with IACTs (see Figs. 2.5B and [9]). This leads to an

underestimation of the Crab pulsar significances. Simulations of 25-hour observations

of the Crab pulsar performed with the log-parabola model of the Crab Nebula from [9]

give the following values for the detection significances S:

• for all data (VHE):

– >40 GeV: 6.3+5.6
−2.7

24Only statistical uncertainties are reported here.
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– >250 GeV: 0.0+5.0
−0.0

• for on-pulse phases (VHE-ON):

– >40 GeV: 25.3+11.6
−7.6

– >250 GeV: 10.0+3.9
−5.6

Detailed investigations of the VHE emission from the Vela pulsar and its PWN are

presented and discussed in Chapter 4.

Alternative criteria for the selection of good candidates for VHE detection were investi-

gated within the framework of 1FHL [95]. None of the HE Fermi pulsars, except those

which have been already detected at VHE (extended emission in PSRs J0007+7303,

J0633+1746, J0835−4510, J2021+3651, J2229+6114 and point-like emission in PSR

J0534+2201), passed these criteria. de Oña-Wilhelmi et al. [120] estimated a number

of gamma-ray pulsars detectable with CTA, assuming a power-law tail with γ = 3.52

above the cut-off energies for the whole population of pulsars. They found that about

20 pulsars will be detected in 50 hours with the full-energy-range CTA configuration.

During the first years of operations, CTA will focus on the observations of the most

interesting objects in our Galaxy. Several regions are being considered for the CTA Key

Science observational program (KSP). Cygnus and η-Carina regions together with the

central part of the Galactic plane are among the primary candidates of the Galactic

Science studies. Some of the sky regions where HE Fermi pulsars are located will be

covered by CTA during KSP observations: the Cygnus region contains PSR J2021+3651;

η-Carina is in the vicinity of PSRs J1028−5819 and J1048−5832; PSRs J1413−6205 and

J1809−2332 will be observed during the Galactic Plane Survey (GPS). According to

the results of the simulations performed here, the total observing time of each KSP (as

envisaged at present) would not be sufficient to detect the pulsars. However, considering

the large uncertainties on the actual VHE pulsar spectrum, I performed an additional

set of simulations to assess what is the minimum value of the spectral index for which

a pulsar detection would be possible. Fixing all other parameters including those of

the background, I obtain the value of γsignif , with which a hypothetical point source

would be significantly detected (S = 5) with CTA during observing time tobs within the

framework of KSPs (Table 2.7). These values are flatter than those from our analysis,

but some of them are consistent with the spectral index obtained for the Crab pulsar at

VHE (3.57± 0.27 from [96] and 3.8± 0.5 from [99]).
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Table 2.7: Pulsars in sky areas covered by the CTA Key Science Projects with observ-
ing time tobs and corresponding minimum value of the spectral index for a significant

detection.

Pulsar KSP (tobs) γsignif

J1028−5819 Carina (25h) 3.4
J1048−5832 Carina (25h) 3.0
J1413−6205 GPS (11h) 3.0
J1809−2332 GPS (11h) 3.4
J2021+3651 Cygnus (20h) 3.2

2.6 Conclusions

I presented the prospects of pulsars detection at VHE with the next-generation IACT

instrument – CTA. In our most optimistic scenarios CTA will increase the number of

known VHE gamma-ray pulsars by a factor 10. I also found that up to 5 pulsars of

our sample are sufficiently bright to be significantly detected with CTA above 250 GeV.

PSR J0614−3329 is detectable also above 1 TeV. Observations of HE Fermi pulsars in

the energy range from 100 GeV up to several TeV will help us to clarify whether the

VHE emission is intrinsic to all gamma-ray pulsars or unique only to the Crab pulsar.
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Figure 2.2: Spectral energy distributions of PSRs J0007+7303, J0534+2201 (Crab),
J0614−3329 and J0633+1746 (Geminga) in the full Fermi -LAT energy range (100 MeV
– 100 GeV, black) and above 10 GeV (red), compared with those from the literature
(grey, cyan, see references in Table 2.2), 2FGL (green, from [167]), the PLEC1 model
with fixed b = 1 from 2PC (magenta, from [87]), 1FHL (blue, from [95]). The red
dashed (blue dotted) lines correspond to the mean values of spectra from the high-
energy fits (>10 GeV). Horizontal bars represent the sensitivity curve of CTA-North or
CTA-South installation, renormalized by the square root of the on-pulse phase interval
of each pulsar. The red dot-dashed lines are the high-energy fits extrapolated up to
∼160 TeV. The hatched area in Fig. 2.2B corresponds to the VHE spectrum found with
MAGIC [96] and extrapolated down to 10 GeV. Black dots show the the Fermi -LAT
spectral energy distribution in eight energy bins (upper limits correspond to TSi < 9, see
text for details), whereas gray data points in Fig. 2.2B correspond to three high-energy
bins calculated within ∆φHE

on phase interval. Only statistical errors are considered in all
butterfly plots and spectral energy distribution dots. References: 1. Abdo et al. [163];
2. Abdo et al. [10]; 3. Buehler et al. [12]; 4. Ransom et al. [157]; 5. Abdo et al. [158].
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Figure 2.3: Same as Fig. 2.2 for PSRs J0835−4510 (Vela), J1028−5819, J1048−5832
and J1413−6205. The hatched area in Fig. 2.3A represents the results of the spectral
analysis at energies >50 GeV from [162]. References: 6. Abdo et al. [161]; 7. Abdo

et al. [159]; 8. Abdo et al. [160]; 9. Saz Parkinson et al. [164].
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Figure 2.4: Same as Fig. 2.2 for PSRs J1809−2332, J1836+5925, J2021+3651 and
J2229+6114. The black dashed spectrum in Fig. 2.4B corresponds to the spectral
analysis of PSR J1836+5925 above 100 MeV without taking into account OP emission.

References: 10. Abdo et al. [165]; 11. Abdo et al. [166]; 12. Abdo et al. [160].
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Figure 2.5: Point sources off-peak (OPs) spectral energy distributions in PSRs
J0007+7303, J0534+2201, J0614−3329 and J0633+1746 in the full Fermi -LAT en-
ergy range (100 MeV – 100 GeV, black) and above 10 GeV (red), compared with those
from the literature (grey, cyan, see references in Table 2.3), 2PC (magenta, from [87]).
The red dashed lines correspond to the mean values of spectra from the high-energy fits
(>10 GeV). Horizontal bars represent the sensitivity curve of CTA-North or CTA-South
installation. The red dot-dashed lines are the high-energy fits extrapolated up to ∼160
TeV. Hatched areas in Figs. 2.5A and 2.5B are the VHE spectra, extrapolated down
to 10 GeV from [170] and [9], respectively. Dots show the Fermi -LAT spectral energy
distribution in eight energy bins (upper limits correspond to TS< 9, see text for the
details). Only statistical errors are considered in all butterfly plots and spectral energy
distribution dots. References: 1. Abdo et al. [163]; 2. Abdo et al. [10]; 3. Buehler et al.

[12].
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Figure 2.6: Same as Fig. 2.5 for PSRs J0835−4510, J1028−5819, J1048−5832 and
J1413−6205. The hatched area in Fig. 2.6A is the VHE spectrum, extrapolated down
to 10 GeV from [25]. The off-peak component of PSR J0835−4510 is dominated by the
diffuse Vela X emission (disk spatial template from 3FGL). References: 4. Abdo et al.

[168]; 5. Grondin et al. [169].
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Figure 2.7: Same as Fig. 2.5 for PSRs J1809−2332, J1836+5925 and J2229+6114.
For PSR J1836+5925 the arrows correspond to the upper bound of the corresponding

spectra. References: 6. Abdo et al. [165].
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Figure 2.8: VHE count maps of PSRs J0007+7303, J0534+2201, J0614−3329 and
J0633+1746, simulated with ctools in the 0.04–160 TeV energy range. Each map covers
a 3◦ × 3◦ area on the sky centered on the pulsars position. x-, y- axes are right ascen-
sion (RA) and declination (DEC) in degrees, respectively. The Color bars represent the
number of counts in power scale. Simulations are computed assuming a 50-hour expo-
sure of the central point source and background. For PSR J0534+2201 the exposure
time is 25 hours and also the PWN emission is included in the simulation. All count
maps are smoothed with the 68% of the PSF at 0.04 TeV, equaled to 0.21◦ and 0.19◦

for CTA-North and CTA-South arrays (white circles), respectively.
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Figure 2.9: Same as Fig. 2.8 for PSRs J0835−4510, J1028−5819, J1048−5832 and
J1413−6205. For PSR J0835−4510, the exposure time is 25 hours and also the PWN

emission is included in the simulation.
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Figure 2.10: Same as Fig. 2.8 for PSRs J1809−2332, J1836+5925, J2021+3651 and
J2229+6114. PSR J1836+5925 is shown together with OP emission.
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Investigating the Crab Pulsar

Gamma-Ray Pulse Profile with

the Cherenkov Telescope Array

The Crab pulsar is one of the most well studied gamma-ray pulsars in our Galaxy and is

also detected at VHE. One of the important tool that can constrain theoretical models

of pulsar emission is the timing analysis. In addition to investigating the Crab pulsar

spectrum and/or the shape of its light curve in gamma rays studying its timing properties

at VHE can shed light on the location of the acceleration region and the mechanism of

gamma-ray emission from the neutron star.

In this chapter I present a detailed analysis of the VHE gamma-ray emission from the

Crab pulsar, simulating the VHE light curve which will be observed with CTA.

3.1 Gamma-ray Emission from the Crab Pulsar

The Crab pulsar (PSR J0534+2201) was the first pulsar to be detected by Cherenkov

telescopes at VHE gamma rays above a few tens of GeV (e.g. [96, 99, 112, 180]). It is

the compact remnant of a supernova, which exploded approximately 1000 years ago at

a distance of about 2 kpc from the Sun. The magnetic field of the pulsar is 3.8 × 1012

G, its rotational period ∼33.62 ms, and its spin-down power ∼4.6 × 1038 erg s−1 [84].

The Crab pulsar is detected at all wavelengths from radio to TeV gamma rays.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the gamma-ray spectrum (100 MeV – 100 GeV) of the Crab

pulsar can be described by the power law with exponential cut-off [10] (see Eq. (2.2)).

However, less steep spectral shape was observed at energies >10 GeV (see [12]). The

54
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Figure 3.1: Light curves of the Crab pulsar at different wavelengths. References: (a)
Nançay radio telescope; (b) Oosterbroek et al. [181]; (c) Rots et al. [182]; (d) Mineo
et al. [183]; (e) Kuiper et al. [184]; (f) Kuiper et al. [184]; (g) Abdo et al. [10]; (h) Aliu

et al. [112]. (Image taken from [10]).

VHE observations of e.g. MAGIC [98] and VERITAS [99] proved the absence of the

cut-off up to few TeV and ∼400 GeV, respectively.

Investigating the pulse profile of pulsars in different energy bands is important in order to

fully understand the physical mechanisms responsible for accelerating particles to rela-

tivistic energies. The diverse of shapes of the Crab pulsar light curves in different energy

bands is shown in Fig. 3.1. Several groups have studied the pulse profile of the Crab pul-

sar at different energies. The timing properties in the radio band were investigated with

a number of radio telescopes, including the Nançay French telescope [185] and the Jodrell

Bank Observatory [186]. Some of the most accurate optical observations of the Crab

pulsar, with time resolutions of hundreds of picoseconds, were recently carried out with

the Copernico Telescope in Asiago [187] and the New Technology Telescope in La Silla

[188]. Detailed X-ray pulse profiles were obtained with the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer

(RXTE) [182] as well as with Suzaku [189], Swift [190] and XMM-Newton [191]. Hard

X-ray (100–200 keV) and soft gamma-ray (0.75–30 MeV) observations were carried out

with INTEGRAL [183] and COMPTEL [184], respectively. Gamma-ray (>100 MeV)

observations were performed by AGILE [192] and the Fermi -LAT [10]. Finally, recent
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Figure 3.2: Time shift (radio delay in µs) between the main pulse (P1) and interpulse
(P2, inset) of the Crab pulsar light curve at radio wavelengths and at higher energies.
Markers correspond to the observations performed in different energy ranges (triangles
– optical [181], stars – X-rays (RXTE [182]), circles – X-rays (INTEGRAL [193]),
diamonds – gamma rays (EGRET [193]), squares – gamma rays (Fermi -LAT [10]),
thin diamonds – VHE gamma rays (MAGIC [96]), rotated triangles – VHE gamma
rays (VERITAS [99]). Horizontal error-bars correspond to the energy range of an
observation. Dashed line is the radio delay averaged over the optical, X-ray and gamma-
ray measurements, without considering the two VHE gamma-ray observations. (Image

taken from [194]).

observations with ground based Cherenkov telescopes, such as MAGIC [96, 97, 118] and

VERITAS [99], have obtained pulse profiles of the Crab pulsar in VHE gamma rays.

MAGIC and VERITAS observations show that the amplitude of the main pulse of the

Crab pulsar is lower than the amplitude of the interpulse contrary to what is observed at

lower energies with the Fermi -LAT. There are also some peculiarities of timing properties

of the Crab pulsar at VHE. As it is shown in Fig. 3.2, the radio pulses arrive to the

observer with some delay as compared to those in higher energy ranges (optical, X-

ray, gamma-ray). The average value of this delay is about 280 µs (dashed line in Fig.

3.2), which is not consistent what found at VHE. Furthermore, the main pulse (P1) is

leading the radio according to VERITAS [99], but lagging it according to MAGIC (most

probably because of uncertainties caused by the low statistics of the main peak [96]).

Analogous calculations performed for the interpulse (P2) also show a difference in phase

shift for the Fermi -LAT and MAGIC/VERITAS observations (inserted in Fig. 3.2).
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Although there is still no comprehensive theory that can describe the overall emission

properties of the Crab pulsar, VHE observations with currently operating IACTs and

particularly with the next-generation CTA facility can constrain significantly the pa-

rameters of emission models: e.g. a cut-off energy of the gamma-ray spectrum, a value

of the radio delay at energies >100 GeV [8, 14].

The prospects for the spectral investigations of the Crab pulsar with CTA are reported

in [120]. The unprecedented sensitivity achievable with this instrument prompted to

perform a quantitative investigation of the pulse shape and timing of the Crab pulsar

at VHE attainable with the CTA observatory. To estimate the impact of CTA, various

simulations were performed for different array configurations and exposure times.

3.2 VHE Pulse Profile of the Crab Pulsar

The Crab pulsar region has been observed with several VHE telescopes (H.E.S.S., [20,

21]; HEGRA, [195]; Whipple, [1, 196]; CAT, [197]; MAGIC, [9, 96, 97]; VERITAS, [99]).

For the sake of comparison, in the following I will consider as reference the observations

carried out with the two MAGIC telescopes located in La Palma during the period

between the winter season 2009/2010 and that of 2010/2011 [96]. The energy range is

50–400 GeV. A light curve was obtained by phase folding approximately 73 hours of

observations and is shown in Fig. 3.3.

The light curve can be quite reasonably reproduced by the sum of Gaussian functions

plus a constant. Two Gaussian components corresponded to the pulsar peaks (P1 and

P2) provide rather accurate fit with a reduced χ2 of 1.18 (see Fig 3.3A). An additional

third Gaussian (with negative amplitude) gives a significant improvement of the fit in

the off-pulse phase interval between 0.52 and 0.87. The adopted fitting function written

as a function of phase φ is:

I(φ) =

3∑
i=1

kiGmi,si(φ) + C , (3.1)

where Gmi,si(φ) = 1/(
√

2πsi) exp[−(φ −mi)
2/(2s2

i )] is a Gaussian function with mean

mi, standard deviation si, and normalization ki (Table 3.1), while the constant C ac-

counts for the background. Taking mi, si, ki and C as free parameters, the MAGIC

pulse profile is well fitted by Eq. (3.1) with a reduced χ2 of 1.07. Hereafter, I fix the

values of the parameters obtained from the fit and use them in the simulations of pulse

profile of the Crab pulsar as would be observed with CTA.
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Table 3.1: Parameters of the fitting function I, given by the sum of three Gaussians
and a constant. The mean, standard deviation and normalization of the Gaussians are
reported in the first, second and third column, respectively. The value of C is listed in

the forth row.

i mi si ki
1 0.389± 0.002 0.012± 0.002 14± 2
2 1.01± 0.02 0.04± 0.02 12± 7
3 0.76± 0.09 0.16± 0.13 −23± 22

C = (2.24± 0.01)× 103
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Figure 3.3: MAGIC 50–400 GeV pulse profile of the Crab pulsar [96], along with
the 2-Gaussian (A) and 3-Gaussian (B) fitting functions (red solid lines). The black
dashed lines represent the Gaussian components of I, while the blue dotted line is the
background level. P1 and P2 are the main pulse and interpulse, respectively. The

adopted number of bins per period is 51.

To simulate the pulse profile observed with a CTA-like instrument I calculate the back-

ground level IM
BG of the MAGIC data in the off-pulse region from phase 0.52 to 0.87

and subtract it from the fitted profile I. Then, the profile I is rescaled according to the

different effective area Aeff of the CTA configurations and to the different observation

durations tobs. I also assume that the pulse shape does not strongly depend on energy

between 0.01 TeV and ∼100 TeV, which allows us to rescale the profile with the number

of counts in different spectral bands. Although there is some evidence of evolution of

the pulse shape in gamma rays (see e.g. [97]), this appears to be in the direction of

increasing the significance of the interpulse (with respect to the main pulse). Thus, the

actual detection of the interpulse with CTA, which will be considered below, may in fact

be more significant, and estimates presented here can then be regarded as conservative.

To determine the rescaling factor, an estimate of the energy spectrum in the CTA energy

range is clearly needed. This introduces the major source of uncertainty in the present

calculation.

Assuming that F (E) is an appropriate representation of the actual phase-averaged pulsar
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spectrum in the CTA energy range, the pulse shape can then be rescaled according to

the following expression:

I
′

= I ×
∫ Emax

Emin
F (E)Aeff(E) tobs dE∫ EM

max

EM
min

FM(E)AM
eff(E) tMobs dE

, (3.2)

where F (E) (FM(E)) is the CTA (MAGIC) spectrum, Emin (EM
min) and Emax (EM

max)

bracket the corresponding energy range, Aeff (AM
eff) and tobs (tMobs = 72.78 hours) are the

effective area and corresponding observing time in the CTA (MAGIC) configuration.

The rescaling factor (the ratio of the two integrals) is determined by comparing the

number of counts of the simulated configuration with that of MAGIC. The calculation

is done adopting effective areas for similar zenith angles (20◦ for CTA and VERITAS,

averaged below 30◦ for MAGIC).

For F (E) a power law is assumed:

F (E) =
dN

dE
= N0 ×

(
E

0.1 TeV

)−Γ

, (3.3)

where N0 and Γ are the normalization and spectral index, respectively. The values of

N0 and Γ are taken from Aleksić et al. [96]: N0 = (13.0 ± 1.6) × 10−11 TeV−1 cm−2

s−1 and Γ = 3.57 ± 0.271. I do not use values from the more recent work by MAGIC

Collaboration et al. [118] because I need phase-averaged spectral parameters, while their

analysis refers only to the peak emission.

Another parameter required to estimate the actual light curve observed with CTA is

the background emission, which is generally dominated by the Crab Nebula rather than

by backgrounds particles (hadrons, electrons and diffuse gamma rays). I determine

it by adopting a simplified approach, similar to that outlined above for rescaling the

source counts since, at CTA resolution, both the pulsar and surrounding nebula can be

considered as point-sources. Assuming that the VHE emission from the Crab Nebula

dominates over the cosmic-ray background up to the ∼100 TeV, the background is

obtained by re-normalizing the counts of the Nebula spectrum in the different energy

ranges (similar to Eq. (3.2)):

IBG = IM
BG ×

∫ Emax

Emin
FBG(E)Aeff(E) tobs dE∫ EM

max

EM
min

FBG(E)AM
eff(E) tMobs dE

, (3.4)

where IM
BG is the MAGIC background, measured in the off-pulse region from phase 0.52

to 0.87 (blue dotted line in Fig. 3.3B; [96]). For the nebular spectrum FBG(E), I used

1Only statistical errors are quoted.
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the log-parabola approximation from [9]:

FBG(E) = (3.23± 0.03)× 10−11×

×
(

E

1 TeV

)−(2.47±0.01)−(0.24±0.01) log(E/1 TeV)

TeV−1cm−2s−1 . (3.5)

The instrumental noise is not taken into account because it is much lower than the

emission from the nebula.

Summarizing, I generate the simulated pulse profile Is detected by CTA using the fol-

lowing procedure:

1. I approximate the pulse profile of the Crab pulsar with the fitting function I (Eq.

(3.1) and Fig. 3.3B).

2. I then calculate the MAGIC background level IM
BG in the off-pulse region from

phase 0.52 to 0.87 and subtract it from the pulse profile I. With this value the

rescaled pulse shape I
′

is computed from Eq. (3.2).

3. I calculate the CTA background level IBG from Eq. (3.4) and add it to the pulse

profile I
′
.

4. Stochastic properties are added to the pulse shape I
′
to produce the final simulated

signal Is. The simulated pulse profile in the i-th bin, Is,i, is considered to be a

random value following a Gaussian distribution with mean value equal to I
′

and

standard deviation equal to
√
I ′ . The error in each bin is the square root of the

number of counts in that bin,
√
Is,i. An example of the final simulated pulse

profile is shown in Fig. 3.4.

3.3 CTA and the ASTRI Mini-array Configurations

Simulated pulse profiles of the Crab pulsar were computed for different CTA arrays.

Here I consider standard sub-arrays, which consist of telescopes of different size (LSTs,

MSTs and SSTs) distributed according to the conservative MC-Prod1 configurations

(from [151]) and to the recent second-generation MC-Prod2 configurations.

MC-Prod1 Confs. NA and NB refer to the possible configurations of the northern CTA

installation, whereas Confs. A through K correspond to those of CTA-South.

In addition, sub-arrays of Conf. I with identical types of telescopes, such as Large

Size Telescopes (Conf. I-LST), Medium Size Telescopes (Conf. I-MST) and Small Size
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Figure 3.4: Simulated (Is, black histogram) and assumed CTA pulse profile (I
′
, red

line) of the Crab pulsar detected by Conf. 2NN during an observation with duration
tMobs = 72.78 hours and using 51 bins per period. The green dashed line is a best fit with
three Gaussians of the simulated pulse profile. The blue dotted line is the background

level. P1 and P2 represent the main pulse and interpulse, respectively.

Telescopes (Conf. I-SST) are of great interest and are then also included. SSTs of 7-

meter diameter are used in all MC-Prod1 arrays. The adopted configurations and their

properties are listed in Table 3.2.

Within the framework of the MC-Prod2 package2, I consider Confs. 2NN, 2Nb, 2Nc,

2Nd, 2Ne and 2Nf as representatives of the northern CTA installation. The sub-arrays

of Conf. 2NN with identical types of telescopes are also included: Confs. 2NN-LST

(or LST-array) and 2NN-MST (or MST-array). In addition, I perform simulations for

possible configurations of the CTA-South installation such as Confs. 2b, 2c and 2e.

SSTs of 4-meter dishes are used in all these MC-Prod2 configurations. Finally, I use

Conf. s9-4-257m – a distribution of 9 identical 4-meter SSTs with a separation of 257

meters – as an appropriate representation of the ASTRI mini-array. The properties of

corresponding MC-Prod2 arrays as well as those of MAGIC and VERITAS are listed in

Table 3.3.

The effective areas Aeff(E) and energy ranges (Emin, Emax) needed for the convolution

with the source and background spectra (Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4)) are inferred from the

2Monte Carlo Prod2 DESY (Sep 2014) package for the cite “Leoncito++” available at http://www.

cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS.

http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS
http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS
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Table 3.2: Configurations of MAGIC, VERITAS and MC-Prod1 sub-arrays of CTA.

Name Telescopes Energy range Ethr 〈Aeff〉sp
(TeV) (TeV) [105 ×m2]

MAGIC 2× 17 m 0.05–0.4 0.072 0.07
VERITAS 4× 12 m 0.1–0.4 0.136 0.28
Conf. I-LST 3 LST 0.02–118 0.033 0.04
Conf. I-MST 18 MST 0.06–269 0.131 0.15
Conf. I-SST 56 SST 0.15–272 0.327 0.51

Conf. A 3 LST 0.02–126 0.050 0.05
41 MST

Conf. B 5 LST 0.02–126 0.032 0.06
37 MST

Conf. C 29 MST 0.05–126 0.126 0.15
26 SST

Conf. D 41 MST 0.05–126 0.126 0.34
16 SST

Conf. E 4 LST 0.02–126 0.032 0.06
23 MST
32 SST

Conf. F 6 LST 0.02–126 0.032 0.06
29 MST

Conf. G 6 LST 0.02–126 0.032 0.06
9 MST
16 SST

Conf. H 25 MST 0.05–126 0.079 0.19
48 SST

Conf. I 3 LST 0.02–126 0.032 0.05
18 MST
56 SST

Conf. J 3 LST 0.02–126 0.032 0.05
30 MST
16 SST

Conf. K 5 LST 0.02–126 0.032 0.07
72 SST

Conf. NA 4 LST 0.02–126 0.032 0.06
17 MST

Conf. NB 3 LST 0.02–126 0.032 0.04
17 MST
8 SST

For all CTA configurations the number of telescopes is taken from [151]. LST:
Large Size Telescope with diameter 24 m. MST: Medium Size Telescope with
diameter 12.3 m. SST: Small Size Telescope with diameter 7 m. The energy
ranges for all these configurations are taken from the corresponding IRFs, while
those of MAGIC and VERITAS correspond to the energies, at which the Crab
pulsar spectrum was measured (see [96, 99]). Ethr is the energy threshold, while
〈Aeff〉sp is the spectrum-weighted effective area of each configuration.
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Table 3.3: Configurations of MAGIC, VERITAS and MC-Prod2 sub-arrays of CTA,
including the ASTRI mini-array.

Name Telescopes Energy range Ethr 〈Aeff〉sp
(TeV) (TeV) [105 ×m2]

MAGIC 2× 17 m 0.05–0.4 0.072 0.07
VERITAS 4× 12 m 0.1–0.4 0.136 0.28
LST-array 4 LST 0.04–158 0.040 0.49
MST-array 14 MST 0.1–158 0.158 0.71
Mini-array 9 SST 1.6–158 3.981 0.71

Conf. 2NN 4 LST 0.04–158 0.040 0.53
14 MST

Conf. 2Nb 4 LST 0.04–100 0.040 0.53
14 MST

Conf. 2Nc 4 LST 0.04–158 0.040 0.53
10 MST
10 SST

Conf. 2Nd 3 LST 0.03–100 0.040 0.53
12 MST

Conf. 2Ne 3 LST 0.04–100 0.040 0.53
12 MST

Conf. 2Nf 4 LST 0.04–100 0.040 0.53
10 MST

Conf. 2b 3 LST 0.04–158 0.040 0.24
18 MST
72 SST

Conf. 2c 3 LST 0.04–158 0.040 0.26
32 MST
38 SST

Conf. 2e 4 LST 0.04–158 0.040 0.50
24 MST
72 SST

Confs. 2NN, 2Nc, 2Ne, 2Nb, 2Nd, 2Nf are representatives of the
northern CTA installation. Confs. 2b, 2c and 2e refer to CTA-
South. All these arrays are taken from the MC-Prod2 DESY simulation
package (http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/WP_MC#
Interface_to_WP_PHYS). LST: Large Size Telescope with diameter 23 m. MST:
Medium Size Telescope with diameter 12 m. SST: Small Size Telescope with di-
ameter 4 m. As the best representation for the ASTRI mini-array (Mini-array),
I consider a configuration of 9 SST from the same MC-Prod2 simulations (Conf.
s9-4-257m). The energy ranges for all these configurations are taken from the
corresponding IRFs, while those of MAGIC and VERITAS correspond to the
energies at which the Crab pulsar spectrum was measured (see [96, 99]). Ethr

is the energy threshold, while 〈Aeff〉sp is the spectrum-weighted effective area of
each configuration.

http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS
http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS
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IRFs3 and are reported in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. They are calculated from the simulations

of 50-hour observations of a 1 Crab Unit4 source at a 20◦ zenith angle and with a

sensitivity averaged over north and south pointings (latter – for MC-Prod2 simulations).

For the effective areas of MAGIC (AM
eff(E)) and VERITAS (AV

eff(E)) I adopt published

values from [135] and [198], while for the corresponding energy ranges, in which the

Crab pulsar spectra were measured, I refer to [96] and [99].

In Tables 3.2 and 3.3 I report also the threshold energy Ethr and the spectrum-weighted

effective areas 〈Aeff〉sp for each configuration. The former is the energy at which the

product of the effective area by the source spectrum F (E) peaks, while the latter is

defined as:

〈Aeff〉sp =

∫ Emax

Emin
Aeff(E)F (E)dE∫ Emax

Emin
F (E)dE

. (3.6)

The values of Ethr for MAGIC and VERITAS are consistent with the corresponding

after-cuts values reported in [135] and [99], respectively.

3.4 Results

Simulated pulse profiles for each CTA array configuration are computed as described in

Sect. 3.2 and are then fitted with the model function in Eq. (3.1). An example of such

a calculation is shown in Fig. 3.4 for CTA Conf. 2NN.

An important quantity to constrain the parameters (e.g. the height and location of the

emission region) of pulsar models is the difference in the time of arrival of the peaks in

different energy bands (e.g. [8, 181]). At optical wavelengths (see [199, 200]) it was found

a radio delay between the time of arrival of the optical and radio peaks of the order of 100

µs with an uncertainty of a few tens of microseconds, whereas no delay (−60 ± 50 µs)

was reported in [201]. While a secular change of this delay may be possible, within

measurement uncertainties present observations appear to give delays consistently of

the order of ∼150-250 µs, with the optical leading the radio (e.g. [181, 188]).

Measuring an accurate time differences at VHE requires not only a precise time stamp

(in CTA it will be of the order of ns), but also a good signal to noise ratio, or in other

words good sensitivity. To check how well CTA can measure the peak positions with

different observing times, I determined the position of the interpulse P2 and its error

(∆2) for the different CTA sub-arrays considered here. The value of the uncertainty

3IRFs of MC-Prod1 configurations are taken from http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/CTA/MC/

performance-20deg/. Those of MC-Prod2 – from http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/

index.php/WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS
41 Crab Unit = 2.79 × 10−11 × (E/1 TeV)−2.57 cm−2 s−1 TeV−1.

http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/CTA/MC/performance-20deg/
http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/CTA/MC/performance-20deg/
http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS
http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS
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∆2 clearly affects the accuracy with which it will be possible to perform this type of

measurement.

3.4.1 CTA MC-Prod1 Configurations

Results for MC-Prod1 are shown in Fig. 3.5. For each configuration I repeated the

simulations several times and then computed the average ∆2 and its statistical uncer-

tainty (standard deviation). As it can be seen from Fig. 3.5, the accuracy of the pulse

shape attainable with the full-energy-range Conf. I, which contains all three types of

telescopes, is such that even rather short observations (several hours; triangles) are suf-

ficient to measure the position of the interpulse rather accurately. As a consistency

check, I also simulated the MAGIC and VERITAS pulse profiles using the VHE spec-

tra from [96] and [99], respectively. The simulated 73-hour MAGIC observations give

results consistent with those of the real 73-hour observation (∆2 = 60 ± 9 µs versus

∼50 µs). Similar conclusions are reached for the simulations of the 110-hour VERITAS

observations (∆2 = 90± 20 µs versus ∼70 µs).

It was also found that observations of short-duration with VERITAS (0.1× tMobs), Conf.

C (0.1× tMobs), the Conf. I-MST (0.1× tMobs) and the Conf. I-SST (0.1× tMobs, 0.3× tMobs,

1× tMobs) are not sufficient to detect significant pulsations. Indeed, in all these cases the

energy threshold is much higher than that of MAGIC.

3.4.2 CTA MC-Prod2 Configurations

MC-Prod2 results obtained for Conf. 2NN, the LST-array, the MST-array and Conf.

2e are shown in Fig. 3.6. As mentioned in Sect. 3.4.1, for each configuration I com-

puted the average ∆2 and its statistical uncertainty. The accuracy of the pulse shape

attainable with CTA-North Confs. 2NN or CTA-South Conf. 2e (triangles in Fig. 3.6)

is comparable to that of MC-Prod1 Conf. I.

In addition to the array configurations listed above, I repeated the simulations for differ-

ent energy ranges of Conf. 2NN and also for other CTA configurations, such as Confs.

2Nc, 2Ne, 2Nb, 2Nd, 2Nf – representatives of the northern CTA installation –, and

Confs. 2b, 2c – possible layouts of CTA-South. Results are reported in Fig. 3.7.

Similarly to the MC-Prod1 simulations, the observations of short-duration with VER-

ITAS (0.1 × tMobs), the MST-array (0.1 × tMobs) and Conf. 2NN in the 1–10 TeV energy

range (0.1× tMobs, 0.3× tMobs, 1× tMobs, 1.5× tMobs, 3× tMobs) are not sufficient to detect signifi-

cant pulsations. Simulations performed for the high-energy-range arrays containing only
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Figure 3.5: Uncertainty in the position of the interpulse P2 (∆2) of the VHE profile
of the Crab pulsar, simulated for several CTA MC-Prod1 configurations. The spec-
tral index of the Crab pulsar spectrum used in these simulations is Γ=3.57 (see Sect.
3.2). Results for MAGIC (yellow, M-sim), VERITAS (red, V-sim) and different CTA
MC-Prod1 instrumental configurations (blue Conf. I-LST (LSTs), cyan Conf. I-MST
(MSTs), white Conf. B, magenta Conf. I-SST (SSTs), green Conf. I, light green Conf.
C and grey other sub-arrays) are shown. Different markers correspond to observations
of different durations in units of the MAGIC observing time (tMobs = 72.78 hours): 0.1
(triangles), 0.3 (stars), 1 (circles), 1.5 (thin diamonds), 3 (squares), 10 (diamonds), 30
(rotated triangles). Error-bars represent the standard deviation calculated from a set of
simulations. The dashed and dotted-dashed lines show the uncertainties of the MAGIC

(∆2 = 50 µs [96]) and VERITAS (∆2 = 70 µs [99]) observations, respectively.

4-meter SSTs (e.g. ASTRI mini-array) with Ethr > 1 TeV yield no detection of pulsa-

tions even for very long observing times (30× tMobs) and, therefore, are not shown in Fig.

3.6. For the ASTRI mini-array significant pulsations are detected only for unrealistically

long observing times of more than ∼106 hours.

I investigated the possibility of measuring an energy dependent shift in the position of

the interpulse with different CTA sub-arrays. In particular, I study whether it would

be possible to measure phase shifts in the pulse profile among arrays made entirely

by different types of telescopes (LSTs, MSTs, SSTs), which are most sensitive in the

different energy ranges. This measurement is feasible in ∼73 hours with the LSTs and

MSTs, but not with the SSTs (because of the larger amount of time required for such

array to detect pulsations, see Sect. 3.5 for details). The uncertainty in measuring the
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Figure 3.6: Uncertainty in the position of the interpulse P2 (∆2) of the VHE profile of
the Crab pulsar, simulated for MC-Prod2 Conf. 2NN (white) and for Conf. 2e (green).
Results for MAGIC (yellow), VERITAS (red) and the CTA LST-array (blue) and MST-
array are also shown. The spectral index of the Crab pulsar spectrum used in these
simulations is Γ=3.57 (see Sect. 3.2). Different markers correspond to observations
of different durations in units of the MAGIC observing time (tMobs = 72.78 hours): 0.1
(triangles), 0.3 (stars), 1 (circles), 1.5 (thin diamonds), 3 (squares), 10 (diamonds), 30
(rotated triangles). Error-bars represent the standard deviation calculated from a set of
simulations. The dashed and dotted-dashed lines show the uncertainties of the MAGIC

(∆2 = 50 µs [96]) and VERITAS (∆2 = 70 µs [99]) observations, respectively.

position of the peak of the pulse profile with the LST- and MST- arrays is ∆2 ∼ 14 µs

and ∆2 ∼ 90 µs, respectively (blue and cyan circles in Fig. 3.6). Therefore, the error on

the measurement of the shift between the time of arrival of the LST and MST interpulses

is about
√

142 + 902 ≈ 90 µs. Any potential phase shift larger than 3× 90 µs (=270 µs)

between the pulses measured at ∼40 GeV with the LSTs and at ∼100 GeV with the

MSTs would be measurable in 73 hours at 3σ confidence level.

The ∆2 values for both the MC-Prod1 and MC-Prod2 CTA configurations together with

those simulated for MAGIC and VERITAS are shown in Table 3.4.

I also performed similar simulations for MC-Prod2 Confs. 2NN and 2e using different

values of the spectral index Γ (3.0, 3.2, 3.5, 3.8) of the Crab pulsar. For each Γ I calculate

the normalization factor N0, stating that the flux in the energy range from 0.05 to 0.4
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Figure 3.7: Same as Fig. 3.6 for different energy ranges of Conf. 2NN (A) and for
other possible layouts of the MC-Prod2 CTA-North (Confs. 2NN, 2Nc, 2Ne, 2Nb, 2Nd
and 2Nf in white) and CTA-South (Confs. 2b, 2c and 2e in green) installations (B).

Table 3.4: Uncertainty in the position of the interpulse P2 (∆2 µs) of the simulated
VHE profile of the Crab pulsar, calculated for MAGIC, VERITAS and the different
CTA instrumental configurations (both MC-Prod1 and MC-Prod2) shown in Figs. 3.5,
3.6 and 3.7. Columns refer to different observing times in units of the MAGIC observing
time (tMobs = 73 hours). The spectral index of the Crab pulsar spectrum used in the
simulations is Γ=3.57 [96]. Error-bars represent the standard deviation calculated from
a set of simulations. The results for the ASTRI mini-array are not shown because the

time required for a significant detection is more than 30× tMobs.

Name 0.1× tMobs 0.3× tMobs 1× tMobs 1.5× tMobs 3× tMobs 10× tMobs 30× tMobs
MAGIC-sim 190± 60 110± 20 60± 9 50± 7 35± 4 19± 2 11± 1
VERITAS-sim - 190± 70 110± 20 90± 20 62± 10 34± 4 20± 2
Conf. I-LST 77± 13 45± 6 25± 3 20± 2 14± 1 7.8± 0.8 4.5± 0.5
Conf. I-MST - 150± 40 80± 20 68± 11 49± 7 26± 3 15± 2
Conf. I-SST - - - 200± 100 140± 40 79± 14 46± 6
Conf. A 65± 10 38± 5 21± 2 17± 2 12± 1 6.6± 0.7 3.8± 0.4
Conf. B 61± 9 36± 5 19± 2 16± 2 11± 1 6.1± 0.6 3.5± 0.4
Conf. C - 130± 30 71± 12 58± 9 41± 5 23± 3 13± 1
Conf. D 140± 30 80± 10 44± 6 36± 4 25± 3 14± 1 8.0± 0.8
Conf. E 56± 8 33± 4 18± 2 15± 2 10± 1 5.6± 0.6 3.3± 0.3
Conf. F 54± 7 31± 3 17± 2 14± 1 9.8± 1.0 5.4± 0.6 3.1± 0.3
Conf. G 56± 8 32± 4 18± 2 14± 1 10± 1 5.6± 0.6 3.2± 0.3
Conf. H 160± 50 100± 20 53± 8 43± 6 31± 4 17± 2 9.7± 0.9
Conf. I 71± 11 40± 5 23± 3 18± 2 13± 1 7.1± 0.7 4.1± 0.4
Conf. J 72± 12 41± 5 23± 3 19± 2 13± 1 7.2± 0.7 4.2± 0.4
Conf. K 63± 10 36± 4 20± 2 16± 2 11± 1 6.3± 0.6 3.6± 0.4
Conf. NA 55± 8 32± 4 17± 2 14± 1 10± 1 5.5± 0.6 3.2± 0.3
Conf. NB 70± 10 40± 5 22± 2 18± 2 13± 1 6.9± 0.7 4.0± 0.4
LST-array 45± 6 26± 3 14.5± 1.5 12± 1 8.3± 0.9 4.6± 0.5 2.6± 0.3
MST-array - 160± 50 90± 20 75± 12 53± 8 59± 3 17± 2
Conf. 2NN 49± 7 30± 4 16± 2 13± 1 9.1± 0.9 5.0± 0.5 2.9± 0.3

- (0.04–0.1 TeV) 38± 4 22± 2 12± 1 9.8± 1.0 7.0± 0.7 3.8± 0.4 2.2± 0.2
- (0.1–1 TeV) 160± 50 100± 20 53± 8 43± 6 30± 4 17± 2 10± 1
- (1–10 TeV) - - - - - - 320± 250

Conf. 2Nb 47± 7 27± 3 15± 2 12± 1.2 8.6± 0.9 4.7± 0.5 2.7± 0.3
Conf. 2Nc 51± 7 29± 3 16± 2 13.0± 1.4 9.2± 1.0 5.0± 0.5 2.9± 0.3
Conf. 2Nd 38± 5 22± 2 11.9± 1.3 9.8± 1.0 6.9± 0.7 3.8± 0.4 2.2± 0.2
Conf. 2Ne 64± 10 37± 5 20± 2 17± 2 11.9± 1.2 6.5± 0.7 3.7± 0.4
Conf. 2Nf 57± 8 33± 4 18± 2 14.7± 1.7 10.4± 1.0 5.7± 0.6 3.3± 0.3
2b 100± 20 59± 9 32± 4 27± 3 19± 2 10.3± 1.1 5.9± 0.6
2c 110± 20 65± 10 36± 4 29± 3 20± 2 11.3± 1.2 6.5± 0.7
2e 58± 8 33± 4 18± 2 15.0± 1.6 11± 1 5.8± 0.6 3.3± 0.3
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Figure 3.8: Uncertainty in the position of the interpulse P2 (∆2) of the VHE profile
of the Crab pulsar for different values of the spectral index Γ: 3.8 (triangles), 3.5
(circles), 3.2 (squares), 3.0 (diamonds). Results for MAGIC (yellow), VERITAS (red),
the LST-array (blue), the MST-array (cyan), Conf. 2NN (white) and Conf. 2e (green)
are shown. The first 3 panels refer to simulations of 73-hour observations in the full
energy range (A), in the low energy range (0.04–0.1 TeV, B) and in the mid energy
range (0.1–1 TeV, C). The last panel (D) shows the results of simulations of 730-hour
observations in the high energy range (1–10 TeV). Error-bars represent the standard
deviation calculated from a set of simulations. The dashed and dotted-dashed lines
show the uncertainties of the MAGIC (∆2 = 50 µs [96]) and VERITAS (∆2 = 70 µs

[99]) observations, respectively.

TeV is equal to that obtained with MAGIC in the same energy interval [96]. The values

of ∆2 resulting from the simulations of 73-hour observations for all configurations from

Table 3.3 and for simulations in the low (0.04–0.1 TeV) and mid (0.1–1 TeV) energy

ranges are shown in Figs. 3.8A, 3.8B and 3.8C, respectively. The results of the 730-hour

observations at energies from 1 to 10 TeV are reported in Fig. 3.8D.
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Table 3.5: Parameters of the parabolic fit of the phase drift. The first line shows
the assumed spin-down law, while the second and third lines contain the best fitting
values of the parameters obtained from a fit of the simulated spin-down for two different

observing intervals (2 nights and 3 nights; see text for details).

φ0 a b
(10−5 s−1) (10−10 s−2)

ψ 0.394 1.0 -1.85

ψ2d 0.386±0.004 1.05± 0.06 -1.90±0.06
ψ3d 0.390±0.002 0.995± 0.006 -1.847±0.003

3.4.3 VHE Timing Analysis

The quality of the pulse shape obtained with the LST-array suggests that a VHE timing

analysis of the Crab pulsar, similar to that performed at lower energies (radio/optical/X-

ray/low-energy gamma-ray bands), is possible with CTA. I attempted to perform such

an analysis of the simulated pulse profile using an approach similar to that discussed in

[187] and [188].

The time required for the LST-array to achieve statistically significant detection of the

pulsar period and the pulse shape is ∼1 hour. From the period derivative of the Crab

pulsar, one can estimate the phase drift during time ∆t as ∆φdrift ≈ ν̇∆t2/2. Assuming

ν̇ ≈ −3.7 × 10−10 s−2 (see e.g. [188]) and ∆t = 3 hours, I find |∆φdrift| ≈ 0.02, value

comparable to the bin size adopted here (1/Nbins). Therefore, no more than three

consecutive 1-hour observations can be performed without a significant phase drift of

the Crab pulsar pulse profile.

I investigated the phase drift of the interpulse P2 (more prominent at VHE than the main

pulse), measured with short LSTs observations during a number of consecutive nights.

Such measurements require an accurate initial estimate of the Crab pulsar period. For

each night, I simulate three 1-hour observations assuming a parabolic law for the phase

drift:

ψ(t) = φ0 + a(t− t0) + b(t− t0)2 , (3.7)

where φ0 is the pulsar phase at t0, a = (ν0−νinit) is the difference between the rotational

frequency of the pulsar ν0 at t0 and a reference frequency νinit. b is equal to ν̇0/2, where

ν0 is the rotational frequency first derivative at t0. νinit is the reference frequency used

to fold the data. In this analysis I assume that the difference between ν0 and νinit is

of the order of 10−5 s−1 and that ν̇0 ' −3.7 × 10−10 s−2 (see e.g. [187] or [188]). The

adopted values of φ0, a and b are reported in the first line of Table 3.5. In order to

accurately fold real data, it will require changing reference frequency each night (see

[188]). It is possible to reduce the phase measurements to a single reference frequency

using the method described in Zampieri et al. [188].
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Figure 3.9: Simulated phase drift of the VHE interpulse of the Crab pulsar observed
with the LST-array over 2 nights. The blue dashed line is the assumed spin-down law.

The red solid line is the best-fit parabola. Black dots are the simulated data.

Following the procedure described in Sect. 3.2, for each observation I simulated the

pulse profile detected with the LST-array5 and obtained the phase drift ψi and error σi

of the interpulse in the i-th observation. Typically, σi ∼120 µs. I then simulated 2 and

3 nights of observations of the Crab pulsar (see Figs. 3.9 and 3.10). The positions of the

interpulse, derived from the simulated observations and reduced to the same reference

frequency, were then fitted with the parabolic law in Eq. (3.7). Best fit coefficients

and corresponding errors are reported in Table 3.5 (second and third lines). From

these values it is possible to estimate the accuracy in determining the time of arrival

of the interpulse, which is ∼140 µs after 2 nights and ∼80 µs after 3 nights (assuming

P (t0) = 0.03362 s, which is the approximate rotational period of the Crab pulsar at

t0 [188]). Increasing the number of observing nights does not improve significantly the

accuracy of the fitting parameters (e.g. the accuracy in determining the position of the

interpulse is ∼65 µs after 7 nights).

For the MSTs and SSTs this type of measurements of the phase drift of the interpulse

is not feasible because detecting a pulse profile requires more than one observing night.

5For these simulations I assume a power-law spectrum for the Crab pulsar with N0 = 13.0 × 10−11

TeV−1 cm−2 s−1 and Γ = 3.57.
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Figure 3.10: Same as Fig. 3.9 for observations covering 3 nights.

3.5 Discussion

I performed simulations of the VHE gamma-ray pulse profile of the Crab pulsar for

different configurations of CTA and the ASTRI mini-array, therefore in intrinsically

different energy ranges and with different observing times. The LSTs, MSTs and SSTs

will probe different spectral regions (from a few tens of GeV up to several tens of

TeV) with different sensitivities [151]. For all simulated pulse profiles I determined the

uncertainty ∆2 in the position of the interpulse.

As simulations of the pulse profiles of the Crab pulsar for the MC-Prod1 and MC-Prod2

configurations give comparable values of ∆2, in this section I will discuss the results

obtained using the more recent MC-Prod2 layouts of CTA.

As shown in Fig. 3.6, the LST-array (Conf. 2NN-LST) reaches the same accuracy as

MAGIC (∆2 ∼ 50 µs) but in a much shorter observation time (0.1 × tMobs). 73 hours of

observations with the same configuration lead to an uncertainty in the peak position of 14

µs. Observations with the northern configuration Conf. 2NN give an improvement by a

factor ∼3 in accuracy as compared to MAGIC (with 73 hours of observing time; see again

Fig. 3.6). Similar values of ∆2 are obtained for the full-energy-range configurations Conf.

2e. These results are slightly worse than that attainable with the LST-array because of

the lower background contamination and larger effective area of the latter configuration

in the energy range below a few hundred GeV, where the Crab pulsar is easier to detect

due to its steep spectrum.
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The quality of the measured pulse shape decreases significantly above 1 TeV again

because of the steeply falling spectrum. In spite of the increase in the effective area

with energy, the value of ∆2 for the MST-array (Conf. 2NN-MST) measured above

100 GeV is nearly the same as that of MAGIC above 50 GeV. This is even more the

case for the high-energy-range array of SSTs. I estimated that, only with a 104 times

longer observing time, will an array of 72 SSTs return a value of ∆2 (above a few TeV)

comparable with that of VERITAS above 100 GeV. Similar conclusions can be drawn

for the ASTRI mini-array, which contains only nine SSTs. Pure detection of the pulsed

emission in this case would require ∼106 hours and is thus not achievable.

It should be noted that all estimates depend on the values of the effective area and

energy threshold. Modifications of the telescopes design and arrays configurations can

affect them and, therefore, change the results presented here.

Clearly, these results are very sensitive also to the VHE spectral index Γ of the Crab

pulsar. I performed similar simulations assuming different values of Γ (3.0, 3.2, 3.5, 3.8)

in the full (0.04–160 TeV), low (0.04–0.1 TeV), mid (0.1–1 TeV) and high (1–10 TeV)

energy ranges (see Figs. 3.8A–3.8D). Below 100 GeV the best ∆2 is provided by the

LST-array. In the energy range 0.1–1 TeV the most accurate values of ∆2 are obtained

with Conf. 2NN – the northern CTA installation, which contains both LSTs and MSTs

–, and with Conf. 2e, which comprises all three types of telescopes (LSTs, MSTs, SSTs).

Even if the spectrum of the Crab pulsar is rather steep (Γ = 3.8) in this energy range,

CTA will be able to reach an accuracy ∆2 ∼ 60 µs in 73 hours (see green triangle in

Fig. 3.8C). However, above 1 TeV only with 10 times longer observations (730 hours)

and assuming a hard spectrum for the Crab pulsar (Γ = 3.0), will Conf. 2e perform an

accurate measurement of the position of the interpulse P2 (∆2 = 70 µs).

Theoretical models predict different spectra of isolated pulsars at VHE. Lyutikov et al.

[14] showed that ultraviolet and X-ray photons produced in the inner magnetosphere can

be up-scattered up to VHE in the outer magnetosphere. Assuming that the accelerating

electric field is 100 times lower than the magnetic field of the neutron star and that

the curvature radius of the emitting particles is of the order of the light cylinder radius

RL, they concluded that the tail of the emitted spectrum would extend up to ∼15 TeV.

Another model predicts that IC scattering on a relativistic electron-positron pair plasma

accelerated in annular or core gap regions can produce a VHE gamma-ray spectrum

extending up to 400 GeV [117]. A mechanism of VHE gamma rays production through

inverse Compton (IC) scattering of X-ray photons on relativistic electrons, accelerated in

a region located beyond the light cylinder of a neutron star6, is reported in [8]. According

6The acceleration region is assumed to be located at a distance from 20RL to 50RL, where RL is a
light-cylinder radius.
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to this model, the cut-off energy of the gamma-ray spectrum should be around 500 GeV.

Taking into account the relative orientation of the IC scattering region with respect to

the observer, this model also predicts a shift between the time of arriving of X-ray and

VHE gamma-ray pulses, which amounts to ∼ 54−134 µs for Rw÷20RL−50RL (gamma

rays leading). This values is not consistent with present VHE observations obtained with

MAGIC [96] and VERITAS [99], which show that VHE gamma rays lag behind X-ray

photons (see Sect. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2). CTA observations are needed to gather the data

of better quality and probe the predictions of theoretical models.

In order to determine the VHE folded profiles needed for the present analysis, an accu-

rate knowledge of the Crab pulsar ephemerids is required. This can be obtained from

simultaneous observations at lower energies (e.g. radio, optical). However, I also in-

vestigated the possibility of performing an independent phase timing analysis at VHE

only with CTA, using observations spread over several nights. The strategy is similar

to that adopted in [187] and [188]. I simulated 2- and 3-night observations with the

LST-array (three 1-hour exposures each night). The accuracy on the time of arrival

of the interpulse is ∼140 µs and ∼80 µs for observations covering 2 or 3 nights, re-

spectively. Resulting values are worse than those derived from a fit of the pulse profile

obtained folding together all observations (using known ephemerides). Thus, although

an independent VHE timing analysis based on short repeated observations appears to

be feasible with the LSTs, for the sake of measuring ∆2 the obtained results are less

accurate.

3.5.1 Testing Lorentz Invariance Violation with the VHE Emission

from the Crab Pulsar Detected with CTA

Another possible application of Crab-pulsar timing is testing LIV (see Sect. 1.1.6).

Measuring precise phases of the main pulse and interpulse of the Crab pulse profile in

different energy ranges allows to estimate the shift between the time of arrival of high-

and low- energy photons. Assuming that this time delay is due to the propagation

effects only, I estimated the constraints that observations of the Crab pulsar with CTA

can place on ELIV
7.

I compared the accuracy attained on the measurement of the position of the interpulse

(P2) using the Fermi -LAT data above 100 MeV [10] and CTA simulations of 110-hour

observations with the MST-array. The rotational period of the Crab pulsar is assumed

to be 33.62 ms. The uncertainties are:

• Fermi -LAT (>100 MeV): δ1 = 74 µs (from [10]),

7ELIV is the energy at which the LIV effects become significant.
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• MST-array (>158 GeV): δ2 = 75 µs (see Table 3.4).

In order to derive an upper limit to LIV effects, I assume that no intrinsic and light

travel time delay are present between the Fermi -LAT and CTA energy bands. Any

possible delay is caused by LIV and is smaller than the measured uncertainty on the

peak arrival times. In these assumptions, one can calculate an upper limit (at the 95%

confidence level) to the difference between the time of arrival of the interpulse (P2) at

energies >100 MeV and >158 GeV.

∆t < 1.645
√
δ2

1 + δ2
2 ≈ 170 µs . (3.8)

Using this limit and Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5), I obtained the following constraints on the

linear (Eq. (3.9)) and quadratic (Eq. (3.10)) terms of ELIV:

ELIV =
d

c0

Ehigh − Elow

∆t
> 1.9× 1017 GeV , (3.9)

ELIV =

√
3d

2c0

E2
high − E2

low

∆t
> 6.7× 109 GeV , (3.10)

where d is the distance to the Crab pulsar (assumed to be 2 kiloparsecs).

These results are similar to those obtained from the analysis of the VERITAS observa-

tions of the Crab pulsar [83], in which the uncertainty was averaged over both peaks

(main pulse P1 and interpulse P2). This shows that, most probably, observations with

LSTs and MSTs of CTA will not improve dramatically the LIV constraints. The SSTs

will not be sensitive enough for this type of timing analysis during a 110-hour obser-

vation, because of decline of the pulsar spectrum at SST energies. On the other hand,

CTA can possibly detect other more distant pulsars and/or fast rotating MSPs with

harder spectra (e.g. PSR J0614−3329). Such observations, especially at TeV energies,

will provide valuable data for more stringent LIV tests.

3.6 Conclusions

The energy spectrum and pulse profile at VHE are crucial ingredients for any compre-

hensive theory of pulsar emission. Different mechanisms for particle acceleration and

VHE gamma-ray emission have been proposed (see [8, 14, 202]). Some models (e.g.

[116]) can predict the shape of the pulse profile and yield different time shifts between

the position of the peaks at VHE and in the radio band. Because of its better sensitivity

and wider energy range CTA will provide crucial input for the theory. Together with the

full CTA, the LSTs- and MSTs-arrays will provide an accurate measurement of the time
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of arrival of the peaks at VHE, and will then allow us to determine its shift with respect

to simultaneous measurements in other energy bands (radio, optical, X-rays, low-energy

gamma rays [10]). In this respect, it would be important that presently on-going moni-

toring programs of the Crab pulsar at different wavelengths (e.g. that of Jodrell Bank

in the radio) continue to operate.

Configurations containing LSTs/MSTs (with threshold energy Ethr equal to 0.04/0.16

TeV) will be able to measure more detailed features in the VHE pulse profile, which will

further constrain the emission region and emission mechanism of pulsars. Any potential

phase shift between the LST- and MST-arrays significantly larger than ∼270 µs will also

be detectable. On the other hand, extrapolating the power-law spectral shape inferred

at lower-energies, an accurate determination of the pulse profile of the Crab pulsar with

the high-energy SSTs (Ethr = 1 TeV) is not possible for observing times of less than

∼ 7× 105 hours.



Chapter 4

Imaging the Vela X Region with

the Cherenkov Telescope Array

and the ASTRI Mini-array

The Vela X is a bright source in the VHE gamma-ray sky. It is associated with a

PWN and a rotation-powered neutron star, PSR J0835−4510 (Vela pulsar). A large

number of studies of this region has been carried out so far at different wavelengths.

However, a comprehensive picture explaining the nature of the extended emission from

this source is still missing. Recent observations of the Vela X region carried out with

IACTs (e.g. H.E.S.S.) provided a detailed spectral and morphological description of its

VHE gamma-ray emission.

In this chapter I present a detailed analysis of the VHE gamma-ray Vela X diffuse

emission and simulate observations of the Vela X region with CTA. The final goal is to

accurately estimate the significance of the Vela pulsar detection with CTA, using the

latest VHE results from H.E.S.S. observations [25].

I also discuss the resolving capabilities of CTA and the ASTRI mini-array, which can

improve our knowledge of the Vela X morphology in the TeV energy band and help us to

solve the problem of the origin of the VHE gamma rays inside the Vela PWN. Simulations

are performed using two different softwares: ctools and Astrisim. The results obtained

with the two software packages are cross-checked for consistency.

77
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4.1 Broadband Emission of Vela X

Vela X is a relatively old PWN (age &104 years) in the Vela constellation, powered by

PSR J0835−4510 (Vela pulsar) [203].

The Vela pulsar was first discovered in the radio band [204]. Johnson et al. [205] con-

strained the size of its emission region, using data obtained with the Green Bank Tele-

scope. The optical polarimetry [206] and spectral properties [207] of this pulsar have

been studied in detail, along with its pulsed emission in X-rays and gamma rays (e.g.

[208] and [161], respectively). The first IACT detection of the Vela pulsar at energies

<100 GeV was obtained out with H.E.S.S.1

The diffuse emission of Vela X has also been studied at all wavelengths. It was discovered

in the radio band [209]. ROSAT X-ray observations [210] showed its central filamentary

structure, called cocoon and associated with the jet from the pulsar. A number of

filaments and arcs (including the central cocoon) have been observed along the whole

PWN in radio (e.g. [211, 212]). The first 16-hour VHE gamma-ray observations of the

Vela X region with the H.E.S.S. telescope at energies up to 65 TeV found diffuse emission

consistent with the X-ray cocoon [213]. de Jager et al. [214] proposed a theoretical model

for Vela X which requires two populations of leptons emitting in two different regions:

(i) the central cocoon observed in both the X-ray and VHE bands, and (ii) the extended

area corresponded to the radio emission. Alternative models assume the contribution

of hadrons to the VHE gamma-ray emission, produced through neutral pion decay (see

e.g. [215]). Later Fermi -LAT observations [168] showed that the emission from Vela

X at energies >800 MeV is coincident with the radio morphology rather than with

that in X-rays or VHE gamma rays. Analyzing the spectrum of the diffuse gamma-

ray emission, Abdo et al. [168] concluded that the two-population leptonic scenario is

consistent with the Fermi -LAT data more than hadronic models. In this interpretation

the first population of electrons is responsible only for the extended IC emission at GeV

energies and for the radio synchrotron emission. The second population of more energetic

leptons produces the VHE gamma-ray and X-ray cocoon photons via IC scattering and

synchrotron emission, respectively. However, it should be noted that the gamma-ray

emission from Vela X detected with AGILE in the 100 MeV – 3 GeV energy range

[216], is not positionally coincident with the corresponding Fermi -LAT emission region.

In addition, AGILE data yield on harder spectrum than to that obtained from the

Fermi analysis.

Recently, the Vela X PWN was re-observed in the VHE gamma-ray band (up to 70

TeV) with the H.E.S.S. instrument [25]. The longer observing time (53.1 hours) allowed

1http://www.mpg.de/8287998/velar-pulsar

http://www.mpg.de/8287998/velar-pulsar
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(A) H.E.S.S., VHE γ-rays.

(B) Parkes telescope,
radio band.

(C) ROSAT, X-rays. (D) Fermi -LAT, γ-rays.

Figure 4.1: Vela X region at different wavelengths. (A) H.E.S.S. surface brightness
map (cm−2 s−1 deg−2) at (0.75–70) TeV, smoothed at 0.07◦. (B) Sky-map (Jy/Beam)
obtained with the Parkes radio telescopes at 2.4 GHz with 0.17◦ of half-power beam
width (HPBW). (C) ROSAT X-ray sky-map (kcounts deg−2) at energies >1.3 keV,
smoothed at 0.07◦. (D) Fermi -LAT gamma-ray Test Statistic (TS) map at energies
>800 MeV with angular resolution of 0.6◦ (68% of PSF at 1 GeV). The white star
marks the position of the Vela pulsar. White circles in Fig. 4.1A correspond to 0.8◦

and 1.2◦ radii, whereas white contours in Figs. 4.1B, 4.1C and 4.1D indicate VHE
surface brightness levels of 0.3, 0.6, 1, 1.6 and 1.9 × 10−11 cm−2 s−1 deg−2. (Images

taken from [25]).

to perform more detailed morphological2 and spectral analyses of different parts of the

diffuse emission. In contrast to previous studies [213], significant extended emission out

of the cocoon region (“wings”) was found (see Fig. 4.1A). This challenged the theoretical

two-population scenario from de Jager et al. [214], which was used for the interpretation

of the Fermi -LAT data [168] (as discussed above). Abramowski et al. [25] compared

the VHE morphology with that at other wavelengths (Fig. 4.1). They used archival

data obtained with the Parkes telescope during the radio Galactic Plane survey at 2.4

GHz [217] (Fig. 4.1B), with the ROSAT X-ray telescope in the ROSAT All Sky Survey

(RASS) at energies >1.3 keV [218] (Fig. 4.1C) and with the Fermi -LAT at energies

>800 MeV [168] (Fig. 4.1D).

The VHE morphology of the Vela X diffuse emission is intermediate between that at

radio wavelengths and that in the X-rays: the central inner part of the TeV emission

region coincides with the X-ray cocoon, whereas the VHE extended “wings” (along the

right ascension, x-axis) are consistent with the radio morphology (Fig. 4.1). One of the

2The angular resolution of H.E.S.S. is ∼0.07◦.
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possible explanations for the VHE emission is that it originates through IC scattering

on an energetic population of electrons with morphology intermediate between those in

the X-ray and radio bands. Another possible interpretation is that the two populations

of leptons produced the radio and X-ray emission emit also at VHE. In this hypothesis

Abramowski et al. [25] showed that the VHE gamma-ray morphology of the Vela X

region can be accounted for by a “radio-like” component emitting 65% of the flux and

by an “X-ray-like” component emitting the remaining 35% of the flux.

4.2 Modeling the VHE Emission from the Vela X Region

In Chapter 2, the significance of the Vela pulsar was calculated using the Fermi -LAT

model of the Vela X PWN (from 2FGL). Since the Fermi -LAT and H.E.S.S. observations

of this PWN indicate different morphologies at GeV and TeV energies, I perform accurate

simulations of the Vela X region at VHE, in order to provide more realistic estimates of

the Vela pulsar detection significance during CTA observations.

In addition, I discuss perspectives for the CTA and ASTRI mini-array observations

of the Vela X extended source. Since CTA is planed to have better sensitivity and

angular resolution compared to the current generation of IACTs (see e.g. [151]), such

observations will help to solve the problem of the origin of the VHE gamma-ray emission

from the Vela PWN. Preliminary investigations of this object will already be possible

with the ASTRI mini-array – the possible precursor of the CTA-South installation [155].

In order to simulate the VHE emission from the Vela X region it is necessary to define

the spatial and spectral models of all sources in this area of the sky: i.e. the Vela pulsar,

the Vela X diffuse emission and both the isotropic and Galactic backgrounds.

Following Abramowski et al. [25], I assumed that the VHE morphology of the Vela X

diffuse emission can be approximated by the superposition of the radio (65% of the flux)

and X-ray (35% of the flux) spatial maps. I created radio and X-ray templates adopting

archival observations. For the VHE spectrum I used the PLEC models from the analysis

of the H.E.S.S. data in the 0.75-70 TeV energy range [25].

4.2.1 X-ray Template of the Vela X Diffuse Emission

For the X-ray template, I use archival observations obtained with the ROSAT satellite

during the RASS. This survey covered almost all sky on the 0.1–2.4 keV energy range

with an angular resolution of ∼1 arcmin (0.0167◦, half-power radius3). More than 105

3The half-power radius corresponds to an encircled energy of about 50%.
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Figure 4.2: X-ray ROSAT All Sky Survey image of the Vela region observed in the
0.4–2.4 keV energy range. x-, y- axes are the right ascension (RA) and declination
(DEC) in degrees, respectively. The color bar represents the number of counts per
pixel in square root scale. The cyan frame shows to the area selected for the template

and the green circle marks the position of the Vela pulsar.

X-ray sources were detected with ROSAT and included in the Faint and Bright Source

Catalogs [219]. For the VHE studies I adopt the ROSAT high-resolution X-ray sky-map,

using a methodology developed for the Fermi Science Tools4.

I use a ROSAT count map of Vela X. This was extracted from a Position Sensitive

Proportional Counters (PSPC) pointing of this region taken in the 0.4–2.4 keV energy

range and lasting ∼25.6 ks5. The adopted count map is shown in Fig. 4.2. In this map

I selected a 2.9◦ × 2.9◦ ROI, centered on the coordinates α0 = 128.75◦ and δ0 = −45.6◦

(J2000).

Several steps are required to convert the adopted template to a format appropriate for

the VHE simulations. First of all, I exclude the diffuse X-ray background, unrelated to

4http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/extended/extended.html
5File “rs932518n00 im2.fits” downloaded from http://www.xray.mpe.mpg.de/cgi-bin/rosat/

rosat-survey.

http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/extended/extended.html
http://www.xray.mpe.mpg.de/cgi-bin/rosat/rosat-survey
http://www.xray.mpe.mpg.de/cgi-bin/rosat/rosat-survey
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the Vela X extended source. To this purpose, I define three 0.3◦ × 0.3◦ regions around

the central structure (BG1, BG2 and BG3 in Fig. 4.3A) and determine the background

level taking the average value of counts per pixel among them. The position of the

centers of these regions are the following:

• (α, δ)BG1 = (130.5◦,−46◦);

• (α, δ)BG2 = (12◦7,−45◦);

• (α, δ)BG3 = (127◦,−46.7◦).

Since only non-zero pixels can be used for the simulation, I set to zero the contribution of

those pixels, which are 3 times fainter than the average background level of regions BG1,

BG2 and BG3 (Fig. 4.3B). This threshold is chosen in order to avoid the contamination

from the X-ray background in the gamma-ray simulations.

In addition, I removed also the point-like contribution of PSR J0835−4510 (α∗ =

128.83◦, δ∗ = −45.18◦). I considered a circle PS1 around the Vela pulsar and set the

number of counts in this region equal to the average intensity of the neighboring annulus

R1 (see Fig. 4.3B). The radius of PS1 (RPS1) is 0.063◦, ∼4 times larger than the ROSAT

angular resolution (0.0167◦). The ring R1 is centered on the Vela pulsar position and

its inner and outer radii are equal to 3RPS1 and 5RPS1, respectively. The R1-region is

rather close to the central point source but at the same time it is not affected by the

emission from the Vela pulsar. Therefore, almost no X-ray photons (.5%) from PSR

J0835−4510 will be included in the VHE simulations. The resulting template is shown

in Fig. 4.3C.

Abramowski et al. [25] determined the spectral parameters of the Vela X emission at

VHE in two regions both centered at (α0, δ0), in a circle with radius of 0.8◦ and in a

ring with inner and outer radii of 0.8◦ and 1.2◦, respectively. Selecting the same regions

in the X-ray template, I adopted the spectra reported in [25] for each of them. Then I

normalized the total flux of each of these templates to 1:

N0 =
∑
i

Ni∆
2
pix (π/180◦)2 , (4.1)

where Ni is the number of counts in i-th pixel and ∆2
pix is the size of a single pixel in

deg2.

The final circular and ring- X-ray templates of the Vela X diffuse emission used in the

analysis are reported in Figs. 4.3D and 4.3E.
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Figure 4.3: X-ray templates of the Vela X diffuse emission. (A) ROSAT PSPC im-
age with the three regions selected for the background subtraction. (B) Background
subtracted X-ray image with region PS1 (green circle) having RPS1 = 0.063◦ and the
annulus R1 (cyan ring) having inner and outer radii 3RPS1 and 5RPS1 used for sub-
traction of the point source emission. (C) X-ray image of Vela X cleaned from the
contribution of the background and pulsar (point source) emission. (D),(E) Final (nor-
malized) X-ray templates of the Vela X diffuse emission. x-, y- axes represent the right
ascension and declination in degrees, respectively. In Figs. 4.3A and 4.3B color bars
are the number of counts per pixel in logarithmic scale, while those of Figs. 4.3C and
4.3D/4.3E are in linear scale. Circles in Figs. 4.3D and 4.3E have radii of 0.8◦ and

1.2◦, respectively. The cross marks the Vela pulsar position.
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Figure 4.4: Radio power-map (“block 5”) containing the Vela X region, obtained
from the Parkes 2.4 GHz Survey of the southern Galactic Plane. x-, y- axes are the
Galactic longitude (GLONG) and latitude (GLAT) in degrees, respectively. The color
bar represents the intensity (Jy/Beam) in logarithmic scale. BG4 and BG5 are the
background extraction regions. The two circles have radii of 0.8◦ and 1.2◦, respectively.

The cross marks the Vela pulsar position.

4.2.2 Radio Templates of the Vela X Diffuse Emission

The radio templates are obtained from the Parkes 2.4 GHz Survey of the southern

Galactic Plane [217]. The angular resolution of these observations is the half-power

beam width (HPBW) equaled to about 0.17◦. I use the radio power-map “block 5” of

the Parkes Survey6, which covers the galactic longitudes 260◦ < l < 280◦ and includes

the Vela region (see Fig. 4.4). The observation epoch of the map was converted from

B1950.0 to J2000.0. I define the average background intensity (Jy/Beam) in regions BG4

and BG5 shown in Fig. 4.4 (following the procedure described in Sect. 4.2.1). The size

of each region is 1.5◦ and their coordinates are (l, b)BG4 = (269◦, 2.2◦) and (l, b)BG5 =

(270◦,−3.75◦). All pixels, which are 3 times fainter than the average background level,

are set to zero. I then extract circular and ring- radio templates from the initial Parkes

radio map and normalized them according to Eq. (4.1). Resulting templates are reported

in Figs. 4.5A and 4.5B.

6File “tp small 5 v2.fits” downloaded from http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/surveys/2.

4Gh_Southern/block5.html

http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/surveys/2.4Gh_Southern/block5.html
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/surveys/2.4Gh_Southern/block5.html
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(A) Final normalized Parkes
radio circular template.

(B) Final normalized Parkes
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Figure 4.5: Parkes radio templates of the Vela X diffuse emission: (A) circular tem-
plate, (B) ring-template. x-, y- axes are the Galactic longitude (GLONG) and latitude
(GLAT) in degrees, respectively. The color bar represents the normalized intensity.
Circles have radii of 0.8◦ and 1.2◦, respectively. The cross marks the Vela pulsar posi-

tion.

The angular resolution of the Parkes telescope (0.17◦ at HPBW) is slightly broader than

that of H.E.S.S. (0.07◦ at 1 TeV). Therefore, the VHE simulations carried out with the

Parkes radio templates can be used for comparison with [25], where the Parkes radio

data were adopted for morphological studies. However, to simulate more detailed VHE

count maps, I used data with better spatial resolution for the Vela X templates.

To obtain high-resolution radio templates, I used the data from the second Molongo

Galactic Plane Survey (MGPS-2) at 843 MHz, taken with the MOST radio telescope

[220]. This survey consists of 629 images with an angular size of 4.3◦ and covers the

following area on the sky: 245◦ < l < 365◦ and |b| < 10◦, with angular resolution

of about 0.0167◦. Two fields of view contain the Vela X region7 (see Figs. 4.6). In

order to build the MOST radio templates, I stacked the fields of view vertically, defined

an average background intensity level (Jy/Beam) in regions BG6 and BG7 (see Fig.

4.6) and set again to zero all pixels which are 3 times fainter than this level. The size

BG6 and BG7 regions is 0.3◦ and their coordinates are (α, δ)BG6 = (129.8◦,−43.9◦)

and (α, δ)BG7 = (130◦,−47.6◦). Then, I removed the contribution of all bright point

sources (including the Vela pulsar), defining for each of them a circular region PS2 with

a radius RPS2 = 0.04◦ (≈2.4 times the MOST HPBW8) and a ring R2 with inner/outer

radius equal to 3RPS2/5RPS2. All pixels within the PS2-regions are set equal to the

average value of the surrounding ring R2. In Fig. 4.6A the PS2- and R2- regions around

two bright point sources are shown as an example. Coordinates of all masked point

7Files “J0840M44.FITS” (upper part of the Vela X) and “J0840M48.FITS” (lower part of the Vela X),
downloaded from http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/sifa/Main/MGPS2.

8Almost all photons (&80%) from the radio point source are assumed to come from within a radius
of 0.04◦.

http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/sifa/Main/MGPS2
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Table 4.1: Coordinates of the bright point sources masked in the top and bottom
fields of view of the MGPS-2. Right ascensions (RA) and declinations (DEC) are in

decimal degrees.

RA (deg) DEC (deg) FoV RA (deg) DEC (deg) FoV

127.31 -46.02 top 128.26 -46.26 bottom
127.85 -45.08 top 128.43 -45.26 bottom
128.23 -46.58 top 128.60 -45.33 bottom
128.29 -46.69 top 128.66 -46.12 bottom
128.34 -44.84 top 128.67 -46.06 bottom
128.41 -44.74 top 128.72 -46.12 bottom
128.42 -46.41 top 128.73 -46.04 bottom
128.42 -46.45 top 128.95 -46.11 bottom
128.50 -46.64 top 128.96 -46.19 bottom
128.57 -46.62 top 129.08 -45.48 bottom
128.60 -46.40 top 129.34 -45.78 bottom
128.84 -45.17 top 129.36 -45.25 bottom
128.88 -44.44 top 129.40 -44.88 bottom
129.37 -46.38 top 129.47 -44.75 bottom
129.70 -45.15 top 129.49 -45.46 bottom
130.12 -45.69 top 129.66 -45.80 bottom
127.23 -45.78 bottom 129.67 -44.91 bottom
127.58 -45.09 bottom 129.75 -44.53 bottom
127.92 -46.37 bottom 129.86 -46.40 bottom

sources are listed in Table 4.1. The high-resolution MOST radio templates for the Vela

X extended source with normalized intensities are shown in Fig. 4.7.

As mentioned above, the VHE spectra of the inner and outer parts of the diffuse emission

from Vela X are modeled using a PLEC component with spectral parameters taken from

[25] and extrapolated to the CTA energy range (0.04–160 TeV, see Table 4.2).

4.2.3 Spectral and Spatial Models of Other Components

The Vela pulsar is modeled as a point source with a power-law model with spectral

parameters obtained fitting the high-energy Fermi -LAT data (>10 GeV) extrapolated

up to ∼160 TeV (see Table 2.2 in Chapter 2). I also include the GDB emission assuming

a uniform spatial model and a power-law spectrum with parameters from Chapter 2 (see

Table 2.3). The spatial distribution of the isotropic VHE gamma-ray background is taken

to be a Gaussian function radial profile of the pointing offset angle with a dispersion

of 3 deg2, whereas the corresponding VHE spectrum is modeled through Monte Carlo

simulations of the CTA layout, as explained in the next section. The parameters of all

components of the Vela X region are listed in Table 4.2.
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(A) Field of view with a northern part of
the Vela PWN (J0840M44.FITS).

(B) Field of view with a southern part of
the Vela PWN (J0840M48.FITS).

Figure 4.6: Radio power-maps of the Vela X region obtained from the second MOST
Molongo Galactic Plane Survey (MGPS-2) at 843 MHz. Two fields of view, which
contain the northern and southern parts of the Vela PWN, are shown in panels (A)
and (B), respectively. x-, y- axes are the right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC)
in degrees. The color bar represents the intensity (Jy/Beam). BG6 and BG7 are the
background extraction regions. Circles have radii of 0.8◦ and 1.2◦, respectively. The
cross marks the Vela pulsar position. In Fig. 4.6A I also show the regions (inner circle
PS2 and outer ring R2) used to mask the emission from two point sources (one is the

Vela pulsar). See text for details.
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Figure 4.7: MOST high-resolution radio templates of the Vela X diffuse emission after
subtraction of the background and the emission of field sources. (A) Circular template,
(B) ring-template. x-, y- axes are the right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC) in
degrees, respectively. The color bar represents the normalized intensity. Circles have

radii of 0.8◦ and 1.2◦, respectively. The cross marks the Vela pulsar position.
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Table 4.2: Parameters of the components contributing to the VHE gamma-ray spec-
trum from the Vela X region.

Component Spatial model Type of the spectrum Spectral parameters

J0835−4510 point source: power law NPS = 18.4± 0.8
α∗ = 128.83◦, γ = 4.38± 0.08
δ∗ = −45.18◦ E0 = 20 GeV

Vela X diffuse source: PLEC NX1 = 11.6± 0.6
circular region spatial map γ = 1.36± 0.06
(<0.8◦) Ec = 13.9± 1.6 TeV

E0 = 1 TeV

Vela X diffuse source: PLEC NX2 = 3.3± 0.6
ring spatial map γ = 1.14± 0.2
(0.8◦ − 1.2◦) Ec = 9.5± 2.7 TeV

E0 = 1 TeV

Galactic diffuse source: power law NGDB = 0.1± 0.02
background constant value γ = 3.0± 0.4
(GDB) E0 = 20 GeV

Isotropic Gaussian radial spectrum is defined in MC-Prod2
background profile simulations

NPS in units of 10−14 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1; NX1, NX2 in units of 10−12 cm−2 s−1

TeV−1; NGDB in units of 10−14 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1 sr−1. γ is the spectral index. Ec
and E0 are the cut-off and scale energies, respectively (see Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)).
Errors include only statistical uncertainties.

4.3 Simulation of the VHE Observations with CTA

The VHE simulations of the Vela X region are performed with ctools software package

[178] for the southern CTA installation9 (CTA-South) and for Conf. s9-4-257m10. I

use the tool ctobssim to perform the simulations and obtain the event lists of the

observations, whereas the tool ctbin – to convert them into count maps. The CTA-

South configuration contains 4 LSTs, 24 MSTs and 72 SSTs. Conf. s9-4-257m is an

array of 9 SSTs, which represents the ASTRI mini-array. The IRF and the spectrum

of the isotropic background from charged cosmic-ray particles are calculated for both

configurations using MC-Prod2 simulations of a 50-hour observation of a point source

with a flux of 1 Crab Unit, located at 20◦ zenith angle and at the center of the field of

view. It is assumed that the CTA performance is not changing significantly at off-axis

angles <2◦.

9Public available files “CTA-Performance-South-20150511” on https://portal.cta-observatory.

org/Pages/CTA-Performance.aspx.
10Conf. s9-4-257m is provided within the framework of the Sep 2014 Monte Carlo Prod2 DESY

package, site “Leoncito++”, available at http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/

WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS.

https://portal.cta-observatory.org/Pages/CTA-Performance.aspx
https://portal.cta-observatory.org/Pages/CTA-Performance.aspx
http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS
http://www.cta-observatory.org/ctawpcwiki/index.php/WP_MC#Interface_to_WP_PHYS
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The simulated field of view covers an area of 4◦ × 4◦, centered at (α0, δ0). The ob-

serving time is 53.1 hours, equal to that of the real H.E.S.S. observations reported in

[25]. The input spectral model containing the various components discussed in Sect.

4.2. The diffuse Vela X emission is included as a superposition of the X-ray and radio

(Parkes/MOST) templates. I examine three different ratios between “radio-like” and

“X-ray-like” morphologies of the VHE gamma-ray surface brightness: 65%-radio plus

35%-X-ray (as discussed above), 100%-radio and 100%-X-ray.

The emission from the Vela X region observed with CTA-South is investigated in differ-

ent energy ranges: 0.04–160 TeV, >0.25 TeV and >1 TeV. For comparison, I perform

additional simulations with CTA-South in the spectral range 0.75–70 TeV, which corre-

sponds to the H.E.S.S. observations [25]. The simulations for Conf. s9-4-257m (ASTRI

mini-array) correspond to a slightly higher energy range: 1.6–160 TeV.

I fit the simulated data and estimate the significance of the Vela pulsar detection with

the ctlike tool in unbinned mode. The event list obtained from ctobssim and the

spectral model used in simulations (see Table 4.2) are the inputs for this tool. ctlike

calculates the TS of each source in the model, performing a maximum likelihood analysis

of the simulated CTA data.

4.3.1 Astrisim Simulations

I perform similar simulations of the Vela X region using the alternative software As-

trisim11, developed by the ASTRI Collaboration for simulations of VHE observations

with the ASTRI mini-array. The latter can cover relatively large area on the sky because

of the ∼10◦ field of view of each dual-mirror ASTRI SST-2M telescope (see e.g. [155]).

Initially, Astrisim was used to simulate only point-like VHE gamma-ray sources.

I adopted this software for simulations of extended sources and reproduced a 53.1-hour

Vela X observations with the ASTRI mini-array (Conf. s9-4-257m) in the 1.6–160 TeV

energy range, with a ROI of 15◦ × 15◦. As an input, Astrisim requires a MapCube12

for each source, except for the isotropic background which is simulated automatically.

The Vela pulsar and GDB models are as reported in Table 4.2, while that of the Vela X

diffuse emission is determined from the superposition of the MOST radio (by 65%) and

X-ray (by 35%) templates.

I carried out similar simulations of the Vela X region also with ctools and then compared

results of these two softwares. The ctools input model is similar to that used in Astrisim,

except for the isotropic background, whose spatial distribution was modified to be in

11http://www.iasf-milano.inaf.it/~giuliani/astrisim/
12MapCube defines the spatial and spectral properties of the source in a format of the fits-file.

http://www.iasf-milano.inaf.it/~giuliani/astrisim/
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Figure 4.8: VHE Vela X count maps simulated with ctools assuming 65%-contribution
from the radio Parkes template and 35%-contribution from the X-ray template. The
CTA-South IRF is used. The exposure time is 53.1 hours. Energy ranges are (A) 0.04–
160 TeV; (B) 0.25–160 TeV; (C) 1–160 TeV. x-, y- axes are the right ascension (RA)
and declination (DEC) in degrees. The 4◦×4◦ field of view is centered at α0 = 128.75◦

and δ0 = −45.6◦. The color bars in Figs. 4.8A and 4.8B/4.8C represent the number
of counts in squared and linear scales, respectively. All count maps are smoothed
according to the size of the corresponding PSF (white circles). See text for details.
Green circles have radii of 0.8◦ and 1.2◦, respectively. The green cross marks to the the

Vela pulsar position.

agreement with that for the ASTRI SST-2M field of view. Thus, the sigma-parameter

of the Gaussian spatial distribution of the background of Conf. s9-4-257m is taken to

be 10.24 deg2 (the same value also adopted in Astrisim).

4.4 Results

I obtained VHE count maps of Vela X using simulations performed with ctools and

Astrisim. I simulated a 53.1-hour observation of the Vela X region with the CTA-

South array, assuming 65%/35% relative contribution of the radio/X-ray populations

of emitters to the very high energy gamma-ray diffuse morphology of the Vela PWN.

Resulting VHE count maps obtained from the Parkes and MOST radio templates are

shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. I also examined cases in which the VHE Vela X

surface brightness is modeled entirely with the X-ray (Fig. 4.10) or radio (Figs. 4.11 and

4.12) templates. In Fig 4.13 the H.E.S.S. surface brightness map from [25] is compared

with the simulated CTA-South and the ASTRI mini-array 53.1-hour observations.

Since the resolving capability of a typical IACT improves with energy, in Figs. 4.8-4.15 I

smoothed count maps according to the different angular resolutions of the corresponding
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Figure 4.9: Same as Fig. 4.8 for the high-resolution MOST radio template.
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Figure 4.10: Same as Fig. 4.8 adopting only the X-ray template to describe the
diffuse emission.
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Figure 4.11: Same as Fig. 4.8 adopting only the Parkes radio template to describe
the diffuse emission.
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Figure 4.12: Same as Fig. 4.8 adopting only the MOST radio template to describe
the diffuse emission.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of ctools simulations with H.E.S.S. observations. (A) Sky-
map of the H.E.S.S. observations taken from [25], smoothed with 0.07◦. The color bar
shows the surface brightness in cm−2 s−1 deg−2. (B)/(C) Simulated count maps for
the CTA-South/ASTRI mini-array (Conf. s9-4-257m, Mini-array) configurations. The
exposure time is 53.1 hours. x-, y- axes are the right ascension (RA) and declination
(DEC). The color bars represent the number of counts. All count maps are smoothed
according to the size of the corresponding PSF (white circles). See text for details.
Circles have radii of 0.8◦ and 1.2◦, respectively. The cross/star marks to the the Vela

pulsar position.

instruments. Smoothing radii adopted here are equal to the 68% of the containment radii

(r68) of the gamma-ray PSFs at the lower limit of the corresponding energy ranges13.

The resulting significances S of the Vela pulsar detection with CTA-South and the

ASTRI mini-array during a 53.1-hour exposure are listed in Table 4.3.

Astrisim and ctools simulations of Vela X are shown in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15. For both

count maps, I calculated intensity profiles along an horizontal (13◦×0.5◦) and a vertical

(0.5◦×13◦) strip containing the entire central cocoon14. Resulting profiles are compared

in Fig. 4.16.

13For the CTA-South r68 = 0.19◦ at 0.04 TeV, r68 = 0.09◦ at 0.25 TeV, r68 = 0.06◦ at 0.75 TeV and
r68 = 0.05◦ at 1 TeV. For the ASTRI mini-array r68 = 0.14◦ at 1.6 TeV.

14These horizontal and vertical regions are marked in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 as magenta “prof1” and
green “prof2” regions, respectively.
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Table 4.3: Significance S of the Vela pulsar detection with CTA-South and the AS-
TRI mini-array (Conf. s9-4-257m, Mini-array) in different energy ranges. Duration of

observation is 53.1 hours.

Array Energy range Significance

S ∼
√

TS

CTA-South:
0.04–160 TeV 39.1
0.25–160 TeV 4.5
0.75-70 TeV not signif.
1–160 TeV not signif.

Mini-array:
s9-4-257m 1.6–160 TeV not signif.
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Figure 4.14: Astrisim simulations of Vela X with the ASTRI mini-array (Conf. s9-4-
257m): (A) the whole 15◦× 15◦ count map, centered at α0 = 128.75◦ and δ0 = −45.6◦;
(B) zoom in of the central part (grey box in panel (A)). The exposure time is 53.1 hours.
x-, y- axes are the right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC) in degrees, respectively.
The color bars represent the number of counts in the square root scale. Count maps are
smoothed according to the size of the corresponding PSF (white circles). See text for
details. The intensity profiles shown in Fig. 4.16 are calculated along the strips bound
by the magenta and green lines (regions “prof1” and “prof2”, respectively). Circles

have radii of 0.8◦ and 1.2◦, respectively. The cross marks the Vela pulsar position.
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Figure 4.15: Same as Fig. 4.14 for ctools simulations.
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Figure 4.16: Astrisim and ctools spatial profiles of the Vela X count maps for the
total emission (A), the background subtracted emission (B) and only the background
emission (C). The x-axis corresponds to the coordinate (in degrees), along which a
profile is calculated. the y-axis represents the number of counts. Top panels show
horizontal profiles, whereas bottom panels vertical profiles. The solid/dashed line is

the Astrisim/ctools profile, measured along regions shown in Fig. 4.15.A.

4.5 Discussion

I presented simulations of the VHE gamma-ray emission from the Vela X region, which

were carried out under different assumptions concerning the morphology of the diffuse

emission from the Vela X PWN.

4.5.1 Detection of the Vela Pulsar

In Chapter 2, I used a uniform disk template from the Fermi Science Tools, as a spatial

model and a power law, obtained from the Fermi -analysis at energies >10 GeV and

extrapolated to VHE, as a spectral model of the extended Vela X source. Here, I

adopted spatially resolved Vela X models and the H.E.S.S. TeV spectra to perform

more accurate VHE gamma-ray simulations of the Vela X region and to calculate the

detection significance of the Vela pulsar with CTA. I found that PSR J0835−4510 will

be significantly detected (∼39σ) with CTA-South in 53.1 hours at energies >0.04 TeV

(see Table 4.3). However, there is no prominent point-like signal on the top of the diffuse

emission in the TeV energy band.
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In order to compare the results from this analysis with those from Chapter 2, I simu-

lated 25-hour observations with CTA-South at energies >0.04 and obtained a detection

significance of ∼27σ for the Vela pulsar. This value is consistent with that resulting

from the general analysis of HE Fermi pulsars15, described in Chapter 2.

4.5.2 Investigation of the Vela PWN morphology

In addition to the the Vela pulsar, the high sensitivity and angular resolution of CTA will

allow us to perform detailed studies of the Vela X diffuse emission. Assuming that the

VHE gamma-ray Vela X morphology is intermediate between those at radio and X-ray

wavelengths, I adopted high-resolution radio (MOST) and X-ray (ROSAT) observations

as spatial templates to model it. The contribution of the radio and X-ray populations

to the emitted flux of the Vela PWN are 65% and 35%, respectively [25]. Although at a

few tens of GeV the CTA angular resolution is relatively poor (∼0.2◦), above 1 TeV it is

better than ∼0.05◦. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4.13, a CTA-South observation of 53.1

hours at energies >0.75 TeV will provide a much detailed sky-map of the Vela X region

as compared to the H.E.S.S. results [25]. The PSF of the ASTRI mini-array at 1.6 TeV

(0.14◦) is slightly broader than that of H.E.S.S. at 1 TeV (0.07◦). Nevertheless, it will be

sensitive enough to carry out detailed high-energy observations of the this region (Fig.

4.13C). The ASTRI mini-array will be capable to detect the central/outer part of Vela

X at significance of ∼5σ within 0.5/2 hours, and at significance of ∼10σ in 2/10 hours.

The full CTA-South array will detect the Vela X diffuse emission with a significance

S = 5 in several minutes.

I performed simulations also with the radio templates obtained from the Parkes radio

observations, used in the morphological studies of Abramowski et al. [25]. The angular

resolution of the radio sky-map is about 0.17◦ (HPBW), broader than the typical PSF

of IACTs. A comparison of these simulations with the H.E.S.S. observations and other

higher resolution simulations (Figs. 4.8, 4.9 and 4.11) shows the importance of an

accurate modeling of the spatial maps to reveal the capabilities of future IACTs.

High-resolution CTA sky-maps will help in understanding the nature of the Vela X

extended emission through the detailed comparison of its VHE morphology with those

at other wavelengths. Following [25], here I assumed that the Vela X diffuse comes from

two populations of leptons: the first population produces the radio and VHE photons,

and the second population emits in the X-ray and VHE gamma-ray bands. If the X-ray

and radio populations provide a relative contribution to the very high energy flux of

35% and 65%, respectively, CTA will observe the Vela X region as in Fig. 4.9. In case

15The analysis of the Fermi-LAT data shows significant detection (S = 28.2) of the Vela pulsar with
CTA-South at energies >0.04 TeV during 25-hour observations (see Table 2.4).
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the VHE emission is dominated by the X-ray population of the central cocoon or by

the radio population of the extended “wings”, the count maps will be similar to those

shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.12, respectively. The quality of the CTA data will be such

that high-resolution observations can also confirm whether the TeV gamma-ray emission

from Vela X follows the radio filaments- and arcs- structure seen at 843 MHz by MOST

[212, 220]. If the two-population leptonic model assumed here is the right one, the high-

resolution CTA data will help to determine the contributions of the radio and X-ray

populations to the VHE gamma-ray morphology with an accuracy of a few percent.

To check this, I performed a number of similar simulations assuming different contribu-

tions of the radio and X-ray populations to the VHE emission from the Vela PWN. To

determine to what extent the contributions from these leptonic populations are distin-

guishable with CTA, I fitted the simulated data with a two-component spectral model

(radio and X-ray)16 of the diffuse Vela X emission with free normalization factors and

spectral parameters and obtained the significance of the detection for each of them. The

test statistic values of radio and X-ray components of the Vela PWN spectral model

obtained in a selection of these simulations are shown in Table 4.4. As can be seen, the

significance of the detection of the two populations is very high. In addition, I fitted

the data with a single-population spectral model with again free normalization factors

and spectral parameters, which contains only the X-ray or radio component of Vela X.

I then checked if the quality (log likelihood) of the two-component fit is better than

that of the single-component model. For example, simulating observations for a model

with 35% of the Vela PWN emission from the X-ray and 65% of the emission from the

radio populations at energies >40 GeV, I obtained that the value of log likelihood for the

spectral fit with a two-population model equals to −21934552. This value is significantly

larger than the values obtained from the spectral fitting with a single-population radio or

X-ray model, for which the log likelihoods are −21943075 and −21954956, respectively.

I found that two-component models provide a better description of the data for all the

models reported in Table 4.4.

I then determined the minimum fractional contribution to the VHE gamma-ray emis-

sion from the radio or X-ray populations that can be constrained with CTA. I did it

performing simulations varying the fractional contribution of the two populations and

fitting them with a two- or one-component spectral model. Detectable fractions are

determined imposing that both populations are significantly detected in the spectral

fits and that the two-population model provides a better log likelihood than the single-

population (radio or X-ray) one. At low energies (>40 GeV) CTA will distinguish17

16Each component is a superposition of a circular and ring template (see Sect. 4.2).
17Emission from two leptonic populations is considered to be distinguishable if both of them are

detected with a significance S > 5.
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Table 4.4: Test statistic values of radio (TSR) and X-ray (TSX) components of the
Vela PWN spectral model for two populations of emitting particles. Energy ranges of
simulated data are in the first column. The second column lists the fractional contri-
bution of the radio and X-ray populations to the VHE gamma-ray emission from the

Vela PWN.

Energy range Radio-X-ray TSR TSX

fractional
contribution

0.04–160 TeV:
R90-X10 240493 372
R13-X87 369 204079

0.25–160 TeV:
R96-X04 293782 429
R03-X97 190 261532

1–160 TeV:
R89-X11 204195 2576
R13-X87 2445 186473

TS values represent the sum of the test statistics
of the spectral components corresponding to the
circular and ring regions of Vela X (see Sect. 4.2).

VHE emission from the X-ray and radio spectral component, if the contribution from

the X-ray population is more than 10% of the total VHE flux of Vela X and that from

the radio population is >13%. At higher energies (>250 GeV), where the background

contamination is low and the angular resolution of CTA is rather good (∼5 arcmin), it

will be possible to disentangle the emission from the radio and X-ray population, if one

of them contributes more than 4% of the VHE flux of Vela X. At energies above 1 TeV,

where the number of detected events is low, the populations will be distinguishable with

CTA, if their contribution is more than 13%.

I also obtained that the significance of the Vela pulsar detection with CTA at energies

>40 GeV does not change dramatically in all these cases (e.g. S ∼ 39).

It should be noted that at present a number of questions challenges the two-population

leptonic scenario. According to this model, it is reasonable to expect differences in the

VHE spectra between the inner (circular area) and outer (ring) parts of the Vela X diffuse

emission. However, no such spectral variations have been observed in [25]. Furthermore,

the extended TeV emission (“wings”) from Vela X can not be explained by present two-

leptonic theoretical models (e.g. [214]). Therefore, future CTA investigations are very

important for extending the multiwavelength study of the Vela PWN emission up to

∼300 TeV and for improving our understanding of this source.

Finally, in this analysis I compared also ctools and Astrisim, simulations of the Vela X

region and found that the intensity profiles built from the sky-maps produced by these
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two softwares are consistent with each other (see Fig. 4.16).

4.6 Conclusions

Investigations of the Vela X region with CTA will allow us to detect the Vela pulsar in the

energy range from several tens of GeV up to a few hundreds of TeV. Such observations

will certainly boots our understanding concerning the nature of the gamma-ray emission

from relatively old PWNe, as the Vela PWN. The high-resolution data achieved with

CTA will be very important to carry out morphological studies of such sources and also

for understanding the origin of the VHE gamma-ray emission in them.

I found also that preliminary investigations of the Vela X diffuse emission will be possible

with the precursors of the CTA southern installation, like the ASTRI mini-array. A pure

detection of the extended morphology will be possible in several hours, whereas in 50

hours such an array will provide a detailed image of the Vela X region in the broad

energy range from 1 to 160 TeV.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

In this Thesis I studied the prospects for investigations of gamma-ray pulsars with the

next-generation Cherenkov facility – CTA. I performed a number of different simulations

in order to estimate how many isolated neutron stars can be detected with CTA at VHE

and what type of detailed studies of the brightest pulsars will be possible.

Pulsars are unique laboratories in our Galaxy and are investigated in different energy

bands. The processes originating in the vicinity of these objects occur under conditions

unachievable on Earth. The activity of pulsars affects also the circumstellar environ-

ment creating a bright nebula (PWN). A significant improvement in understanding the

gamma-ray emission from such sources occurred after the detection of a large sample of

pulsars (∼150) with the currently operating gamma-ray telescopes as Fermi and AGILE.

However, so far only the Crab pulsar has been detected at VHE (>100 GeV). This rises

new questions concerning the mechanism of the VHE gamma-ray emission. Detection

of other gamma-ray pulsars at VHE is required to compare their characteristics and to

test different theoretical models. Observations of a sample of pulsars in the energy range

from 100 GeV up to several TeV will help us to clarify whether the VHE emission is

intrinsic to all gamma-ray pulsars or specific only to the Crab pulsar. CTA is the best

future instrument for such investigations. It is designed to perform observations with a

quality better than that of any presently operating IACT.

We started our investigations analyzing the VHE light curve and timing properties of the

Crab pulsar. This pulsar is sufficiently bright at VHE for an accurate measurement of

its pulse profile. In comparison with lower energy bands, VHE gamma-ray observations

with current IACTs (MAGIC, VERITAS) yielded rather uncertain measurements of

99
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the positions of both the main pulse and interpulse. Using the results obtained with

MAGIC, we simulated the light curve of the Crab pulsar with different configurations of

CTA (including the ASTRI mini-array) and varying the VHE spectral index of the Crab

pulsar. With the improved sensitivity of CTA, it will be possible to obtain accurate

measurements of the light curve, comparable with those at lower energies. This will

expand the multiwavelength timing analysis of the Crab pulsar up to VHE. We also

studied if an independent VHE timing analysis is feasible with CTA.

The detection of the Crab pulsar at energies >100 GeV excluded the existence of a steep

exponential cut-off tail of its spectrum at GeV energies, as found at lower energies with

the Fermi -LAT. In collaboration with Takayuki Saito we analyzed the most energetic

gamma-ray pulsars detected with the Fermi -LAT. We simulated VHE observations of

these sources with CTA, assuming a power-law spectrum above 10 GeV obtained from

an extrapolation of the tail of the Fermi spectrum. Our aim was to determine which

of them can be detected with CTA with a 50-hour exposure. We also checked whether

some of them can be observed during the CTA KSPs.

We were also interested in analyzing another bright gamma-ray source, which is con-

nected with pulsars activity, – the Vela X region. This object corresponds to the pulsar-

PWN complex and has diffuse emission detected at different wavelengths. Adopting

different spatial templates and the spectral model obtained with H.E.S.S., we simulated

the VHE gamma-ray emission from the Vela PWN assuming that its morphology is

intermediate between those in the radio and X-ray bands. Simulations were performed

using different software packages (ctools and Astrisim). In addition, we obtained realis-

tic estimates of the significance of the Vela pulsar detection with CTA. High-resolution

on the extended Vela X emission in VHE gamma rays can shed light on the acceleration

processes occurring inside the nebula and can allow us to disentangle the different pop-

ulations of charged particles responsible for the emission from different regions of the

Vela PWN. We used these simulations to estimate also the resolving capabilities of CTA

and the ASTRI mini-array and to compare the performances of the ctools and Astrisim

softwares.

Our main results can be summarized as follows:

• CTA will detect about 10 gamma-ray pulsars from the Fermi sample considered

here in 50 hours. Some of them will be observed within the framework of the CTA

KSPs with smaller exposure times, which can provide upper limits to the pulsars

flux.

• The VHE timing properties of the Crab pulsar can be accurately measured with

CTA. Conservatively assuming a spectral index Γ=3.57, with a 70-hour observation
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it will be possible to achieve uncertainties in the position of the interpulse equal to

∼12 µs and ∼50 µs in the 0.04–0.1 TeV and 0.1–1 TeV energy ranges, respectively.

• An independent VHE timing analysis of the Crab pulsar is feasible with the LSTs.

Three 1-hour long observations repeated 3 or 7 consecutive nights provide an

accuracy in determining the time of arrival of the interpulse at the level of ∼80 µs

and ∼65 µs, respectively.

• Detailed investigations of the Vela X region resulted in the detection of the Vela

pulsar during a ∼50-hour CTA observation with significances of 39σ and 4.5σ at

energies >40 GeV and >250 GeV, respectively.

• The diffuse emission from the Vela PWN can be significantly detected at a 5σ level

with CTA/ASTRI mini-array in several minutes/hours. Detailed morphological

studies of the Vela X region will be possible in a 50-hour observation.

• All simulations showed that SSTs will be not efficient for observations of gamma-

ray pulsars at energies above few TeV.

In performing these simulations we made a number of assumptions. For the pulsars

which are not detected at VHE, I obtained the spectra in the 10-100 GeV energy range

analyzing the Fermi -LAT data and extrapolated them up to the ∼100 TeV. To investi-

gate the VHE timing properties of the Crab pulsar, I adopted the MAGIC light curve

and assumed that its shape does not change significantly with energy from 0.04 up to 160

TeV. Simulating the Vela X region, I modeled the morphology of the VHE gamma-ray

diffuse emission as a superposition of the radio and the X-ray brightness maps.

Although pulsars are not among the brightest sources in the VHE gamma-ray sky,

thanks mainly to the LSTs and MSTs, CTA will be sensitive enough to obtain a number

of unprecedented results, as mentioned above.

5.2 Future Work

As a part of my future work, I am planning to improve simulations of the high-energy

Fermi pulsars using all available Fermi -LAT data acquired during more than 7 years.

After building a new timing solution valid over the whole 7-year time interval, it will be

possible to fold the light curve of each pulsar and increase the statistics of the on- and

off- pulse phase intervals. With this I will improve the spectral analysis at high energies

(>10 GeV) and perform more realistic VHE simulations.
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In collaboration with Diego Torres and Emma de Oña-Wilhelmi, I am currently in-

vestigating the gamma-ray emission from Galactic GCs. As mentioned in Chapter 1,

unpulsed high-energy emission could probably be associated with a collective flux of

gamma rays emitted by a population of MSPs inside the globular cluster. A dozen of

GCs was detected with the Fermi -LAT to date. An analysis of their spectra using the

new Pass 8 data can provide estimates of the size of the MSP population in each clus-

ter. Extrapolating these spectra to the VHE energy range, it will be possible to make

predictions concerning the detectability of GCs with CTA.
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